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Abstract

Today, workflow languages are widely used for service composition. Workflow and business process management (BPM) systems are typically based on a step-by-step execution model where a task is started, the result is received, and then the next task is scheduled for execution in a similar fashion. To track the execution of individual service invocations and of the overall workflow process, a state machine based approach is used. The model corresponds to the request-response nature of many service interfaces and maps directly to technologies such as Web services or business process modeling specifications such as WS-BPEL. However, there are services which do not follow this interaction pattern but rather proactively produce new information to be consumed by an application. Examples include RSS feeds listing the latest bids at an auction, result tuples from a data stream management system (DSMS), stock price tickers or a tag stream from an RFID reader.

This dissertation shows how to extend traditional state-based workflow management techniques with the necessary features to integrate streaming data services and combine them with conventional request-response services. First, we study the problem of accessing a stream from within a workflow process. We discuss different alternatives in terms of expressiveness and performance. One approach involves the extension of the traditional request-response task model. We show how to accomplish this on the level of the workflow language and describe the necessary changes in a workflow engine. Our solution provides a notion of stream which abstracts from the mechanism or protocol used to access the content of the stream. This makes the service composition independent of what type of stream is processed, e.g., RSS items, RFID tags or database tuples.

The invocation of a streaming service leads to a stream of result elements independently flowing through the invoking process, thereby creating a pipelining effect. This leads to safety problems in the execution of the process, as state-based workflow execution models are not designed for such parallel processing. E.g., considering that the tasks of a process do not always take the same time to execute, a task might not be ready to process a stream element when the element is offered to the task. This can lead to loss of data in the stream processing pipeline. We discuss different solutions to avoid the safety problems connected with pipelined processing and identify the minimal necessary extension to the semantics of a workflow language. This extension is based on a flow control mechanism which controls the flow of data between tasks in a process and allows the safe use of pipelining in the execution of a process.

Our extended semantics for pipelining will block a task when it is not safe to execute it. However, if the services that are composed into a stream processing pipeline show variations in their response time, this will decrease the throughput
of the pipeline, as our measurements show. Therefore, based on the flow control semantics, we show how to use a buffered data transfer between tasks in a pipelined process. The buffers will smooth the irregularities in the task duration and allow a pipeline to run at its maximum possible throughput.

Finally, to evaluate our approach, the stream processing extensions proposed in this thesis have been implemented in an existing workflow system. Apart from describing the implementation in detail, we present several performance measurements and an application built on top of the extended system. The application is a Web mashup which integrates the data from a live Web server log with a geolocation database in order to provide a real-time view of the visitors to a Web site together with their geographic locations on a map.
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Flusskontrolle erlaubt den gefahrlosen Einsatz von Pipelining bei der Ausführung eines Prozesses.

Unsere erweiterte Semantik für Pipelining blockiert eine Aufgabe, falls sie nicht sicher ausgeführt werden kann. Falls jedoch die Dienste, welche in einem Prozess kombiniert sind, unregelmässige Ausführungszeiten aufweisen, führt dies zu einem verringerten Durchsatz in der Verarbeitung eines Datenstromes, wie unsere Messungen zeigen. Auf der Flusskontrolle aufbauend, zeigen wir, wie ein gepufferter Daten austausch zwischen Aufgaben verwendet werden kann, um diese Unregelmässigkeiten auszugleichen. Dies erlaubt einem Prozess mit Pipelining, seinen maximalen Durchsatz zu erreichen.

1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Workflow management or business process management has its roots in office information systems and gained popularity in the context of business process reengineering as an instrument to coordinate tasks and resources (e.g., people or software applications) [34]. The Workflow Management Coalition defines workflow management as

"The automation of a business process, in whole or part, during which documents, information or tasks are passed from one participant to another for action, according to a set of procedural rules." [126]

During the last decade a huge number of related tools have been developed and the literature has been steadily growing, making workflow management a well-established technology. Over time, the degree of automation in business processes has increased, i.e., the tasks in a business process are executed less by people and more by software applications. With the convergence of workflow management, enterprise application integration (EAI) and Web technologies [57], this has led to the use of workflow management techniques for fully automated service composition [35, 95].

Workflow systems are mostly based on a step-by-step execution model where a task is invoked, a response received, and then the next task is scheduled for execution in a similar fashion [76]. For this, the state of each task (e.g., idle, running, finished) is tracked by a finite state automaton. The model corresponds to the request-response nature of many service interfaces and maps directly to technologies such as Web services [3] or business process modeling specifications such as the Web Services Business Process Execution Language (WS-BPEL or BPEL) [89].

Successful as this model is, it also has limitations. These become apparent when traditional business processes must deal with services which do not simply react to the exchange of messages, but instead proactively produce new information to be consumed by the application [48]. Web feeds [13, 87] today provide huge amounts of information [39], e.g., about Web logs [110], recent earthquakes [115] or listing the latest bids at an auction [28]. Data stream management systems [48] filter and correlate real-time streams and notify applications with the distilled information. The deployment of RFID technology in supply chains involves a huge amount of events flowing towards central servers while complex decisions must be made based on this data [25]. Efforts are being made to make data streams accessible through Web services [97] as part of the Grid [42], an active research area in workflow management [33, 11, 96]. These examples show the need for stream processing capabilities.
in workflow management tools. A stream is defined as a possibly infinite sequence of elements [105, 74]. The data type of the elements depends on the service which generates the stream.

Also services or programs which normally follow the request-response model can be interacted with more efficiently if their output is treated as a stream. This is possible if the service is computing its result incrementally and internally accumulating the individual parts before returning the overall result. If the service can be adapted to directly return the individual elements of the result, this gives the invoking client the possibility to incrementally process the result without having to wait for the service to complete its computation [101].

Examples of services whose output can be turned into a stream are databases, where a result set consists of several tuples, or a program whose standard output can be split into several lines or records. In [109], the authors describe how to speed up the visualization of a galaxy and star formation experiment. The employed simulation generates large data files with snapshots of the evolving system. Both the simulation and the visualization of the snapshots are computationally intensive. In order to reduce the time to compute an animation, the authors take advantage of the independence of the individual snapshots. This allows the visualization of the frames to be parallelized over distributed computing resources. The approach could be taken a step further by having the simulation output each snapshot as soon as it has been computed. The snapshot can then be rendered in parallel to the computation of the next snapshot. This way, the simulation and the visualization are overlapped and the animation can be viewed while the simulation is still running.

The need for supporting stream based processing in service composition tools goes beyond the increasingly important ability to cope with services that produce data streams. As an example, in a customer support system with a high load, streaming can avoid having to create a process instance for each incoming support request. Instead, a single process is started and the requests are processed in a pipelined manner. Such an approach can have significant advantages in terms of scalability and expressiveness of the business process. In standard process description languages such as BPEL, an incoming request message creates a new process instance for the handling of the request. Also, BPEL does not support the pipelined processing of multiple stream elements. This means that the resources available to the system might not be used to full capacity and that an inherent limit on scalability is unnecessarily introduced.

1.2 Contributions

Stream access The very first step towards stream processing is the ability to interact with the source of a stream. As current workflow approaches assume a request-response interaction with external entities, we propose different ways of accessing streams from within a workflow. The approaches have different performance characteristics and differ in terms of expressiveness. One approach involves the extension of the traditional request-response task model.
We show how to accomplish this on the level of the workflow language and describe the necessary changes in a workflow engine.

**Stream abstraction** Different streaming services must be accessed through different protocols. These protocols employ different interaction patterns for retrieving the elements of a stream. Elements can be pushed by the service, pulled by the invoking client or even have to be periodically polled for. In our approach, we abstract from such lower-level details of accessing a streaming service and provide the user with a uniform view of a streaming service at the language level. This makes it possible to use the same process together with different types of streams, e.g., RFID events, SOAP message streams, RSS feeds or message queues, without having to change the structure of the process.

**Safe pipelining** By integrating streaming services into a workflow, multiple stream elements concurrently flow through the workflow, thereby creating a pipelining effect. While the pipelined processing of a data stream is beneficial in terms of performance, traditional state-based workflow languages have not been conceived for this type of interleaved processing. We analyze the problems that pipelining causes in such a language and discuss different possible solutions. We identify minimal but necessary *flow control* extensions to the semantics of a workflow modeling language which allows a workflow to be safely pipelined over a data stream.

**Buffered information flow** In many cases, a minimalistic solution for safe pipelining is not good enough. As we show in Section 6.3, the performance of a stream processing pipeline depends very much on the execution characteristics of the pipeline stages. Variations in a stage’s execution time have a negative impact on the pipeline throughput. Such irregularities, however, can be evened out by placing buffers between the pipeline stages. We therefore show how flow control can be complemented by buffered information transfers in a process. We identify the minimal functionality required by such buffers and describe their integration into an existing system.

**Transparent flow control** An important aspect of our flow control extensions is that it changes the execution semantics of the workflow language in a way which is compatible with the existing semantics. Therefore, the syntax of the language does not have to be changed, as it still correctly reflects the semantics of the language. Thus, flow control is a property of the process execution and does not affect the design of a process. Flow control (and the use of buffered information transfers) can be transparently enabled or disabled when executing a process. An advantage of this approach is that streaming services can be integrated into existing processes with minimal changes.

We have implemented a prototype to validate our approach to stream processing as well as to measure its performance. We also describe in detail an application which has been implemented on top of the prototype system. The application is
1 Introduction

a Web mashup which integrates two data sources, a Web server access log and a geolocation\(^1\) database. The mashup delivers a real-time view of the location of the visitors of the Web site. Thanks to the stream processing and pipelining capabilities of our system information flows from the Web server log, through a data integration pipeline and to the user interface with a minimal delay.

1.3 Structure

Chapter 2 discusses related work, notably in the areas of workflow management, stream processing and the intersection thereof, stream processing with workflow systems.

Chapter 3 introduces the process modeling language used in this thesis. We define how process models are executed and describe the workflow engine which we have extended with stream processing capabilities.

Chapter 4 discusses how streaming services can be accessed from a workflow process. It studies the problems which arise when a data stream flows through a process and presents a flow control semantics, a minimal but necessary solution to allow safe pipelined workflow processes. Based on flow control, the chapter also shows how to use buffers to deal with varying task execution times.

Chapter 5 describes how we have extended an existing workflow system to support stream processing. The use of flow control inside processes requires to also use flow control in the rest of the runtime systems. We also discuss how to implement buffers to be used for the data transfer inside processes.

Chapter 6 evaluates the performance of the extended workflow engine. We quantify the overhead introduced by using flow control in the execution of processes. We investigate the use of pipelined processes as a means to provide a Web service.

Chapter 7 describes a real-time Web mashup application of our system where several transformation steps have to be executed over the stream from a Web server access log. We identify the challenges of this application and show how they can solved using our system.

Chapter 8 summarizes the contributions of the thesis and discusses possible directions for future work.

\(^1\)IP address to coordinate translation
2 Related Work

This thesis extends the research area of workflow management in the direction of stream processing. In this chapter, we discuss work in the areas of stream processing and workflow management as well as in their intersection, stream processing with workflow systems. First, however, we briefly cover the more fundamental topics of pipelining and flow control.

2.1 Pipelines and pipelining

When pipelining is being used to process a stream, multiple elements of the stream are processed in parallel, each element in a different stage of the pipeline. The benefit of this is that the throughput of the pipeline in terms of stream elements per time unit increases. The performance increase depends on the depth of the pipeline which determines the degree of parallelism the pipeline can achieve.

A classical example of pipelining can be found in the area of microprocessors [18]. Here the execution of an instruction is split into different stages, e.g., fetch, decode, execute, memory, write back, each having separate execution logic in the processor. In order to be executed, an instruction passes through all the stages. As soon as an instruction has left one stage this stage can accept the next instruction, resulting in the pipelining effect. A pipeline in a microprocessor is always linear, whereas in our approach we allow for parallel branches\(^1\). Also, in typical microprocessors, the stages are synchronized by a global clock signal. This is in contrast to our workflows where each task executes asynchronously and flow control must be used for the coordination with other tasks. As discussed in Section 4.8 the problems which can arise when pipelining the processing of a stream using our approach are the same as when using microprocessors.

UNIX pipelines [9] have been used for a long time to compose standard UNIX programs into (simple or complex) data processing pipelines by connecting their standard input and output streams. Since all programs involved in a pipeline run in parallel, continuously reading and writing from inter-process pipes, the pipelining effect helps to execute the pipeline in minimal time. While UNIX pipelines are constrained to linear topologies, CMS Pipelines [56] extend the concept to allow multiple data paths inside a pipeline. The syntax for specifying such data flow graphs is, however, still a one-dimensional piece of text, making it difficult to manage complex compositions.

Automator [7] is a tool for creating simple “workflows” for automating repetitive end-user tasks in MacOS X. It allows the user to build linear dataflow pipelines

\(^1\)We do not regard superscalar stages as parallel branches.
out of actions which can, e.g., remote control desktop applications or accomplish non-UI tasks such as converting files between different formats. Thus, this approach is similar to UNIX pipelines. However, Automator does not support a pipelined execution of its workflows, presumably to avoid any confusion on the side of the user due to an unfamiliar programming concept.

A similar tool in the context of Web mashups is Yahoo! Pipes [128]. It provides a visual AJAX editor for interactively building pipelines for processing RSS [13] feeds and similar data sources. Users can choose from a palette of predefined processing modules. The result of a pipe is published as another RSS feed or as a JSON data structure. Although mashups are programmed using data flow pipelines, the tool does not support infinite streams, let alone the pipelined processing of such. The primary data type is a list of items which corresponds to the data model of RSS. Many of the modules, such as Filter, Sort or Count, operate on an item list. The feature which comes closest to pipelining is the Loop module which applies another module to every item in a list.

According to [4], Damia [62] is a similar but more powerful tool than Yahoo! Pipes. It supports, amongst others, a more general data model and a larger set of data sources. The system supports streaming RSS and Atom sources through “notifications to its applications” when changes in the sources are detected, however, no details are given on this mechanism.

IBM’s BatchPipes [61] is an application of pipelining in the area of mainframe computing. Traditionally, batch jobs work on data from persistent storage and are executed sequentially. Using BatchPipes, jobs can be run in parallel while the results are piped directly from one job (“writer”) to another (“reader”). This results in a reduced total processing time of the batch jobs.

In its latest version, HTTP [40] has introduced the notion of pipelining. Although HTTP involves no pipeline of components as in a workflow, the network path between the client and the server can be regarded as a long “bit stream pipeline”. Instead of waiting for a request to be answered by the server before submitting the next request, an HTTP client can use the pipelining feature to submit new requests over a persistent connection while other requests are still pending. Thus, the transmission of requests, the processing of requests at the server and the transmission of responses are parallelized, yielding a higher throughput.

2.2 Flow control

Flow control is a well known concept in digital communication [107]. It is used to control the rate at which a sender transmits data to a receiver, such that the receiver always has enough capacity left to accept and process arriving data. For example, when using a serial data interface, separate wires can be used for flow control signalling. In this regard, the RTS/CTS mechanism used by RS-232/ITU-T V.24 [63] has similarities with the marker based flow control mechanism developed in this thesis (Section 4.4.2).
2.3 Stream processing

Looking further up in the communication stack, transport protocols often provide a reliable communication channel [107]. Although such protocols support the retransmission of lost data segments due to transmission errors, using flow control can avoid additional data loss due to the receiver being overwhelmed by data or due to congestion caused in the network.

2.3 Stream processing

There exists a large body of research in stream processing, an overview of which is given in [105]. The article discusses several stream processing languages and argues, e.g., that every functional programming language can be used for general purpose stream processing. An example of such a functional language, not mentioned in [105], is Haskell [59]. A Haskell stream library [106] provides functions for manipulating streams. Such infinite data structures are supported by the language's lazy evaluation approach.

[74] discusses dataflow process networks2 which are shown to be a special case of Kahn networks [69]. In dataflow process networks the processing of streams is modeled with actors which are connected by unbounded FIFO queues. Appending to a queue is a non-blocking operation, while reading from a queue blocks the caller if the queue is empty. An actor maps input tokens to output tokens when it fires. A set of firing rules can be used to specify the conditions under which the actor will fire. These firing rules are similar to the task activator in our meta-model (Section 3.1). Each firing rule specifies what tokens are expected at the individual inputs of the actor. This corresponds to a task activator requiring other tasks to have reached a certain state. This is specially the case when using flow control, as this also involves FIFO channels between tasks (Section 4.4.4). However, an actor must read from queues to determine which firing rule matches the input tokens. If a sequence of blocking read operations can be used for this, the set of firing rules is called sequential and can be implemented in a Kahn process network. In contrast, in our approach reading from the state storage (including FIFO buffers) is always non-blocking. Therefore, there is no restriction on the structure of the activator expression.

Although not focusing on stream processing, [101] presents a model for arbitrary result extraction from services. The paper defines progressive extraction where the same output parameter of a service delivers different values over time. This sequence of values can be regarded as a stream. However, the interaction is client-centric, i.e., the client needs to query the service for a new result. This behaviour corresponds to our pull-push approach (Section 4.2.2). Another formalization of the interaction with a streaming service can be found in the Multi-responses pattern described by [10]. The interaction corresponds to our multiple-output task model (Section 4.2.3), although our model abstracts from the concrete interaction with

---

2A process here denotes an entity which consumes input and produces output and should not be confused with a workflow process.
the service and can be used on top of other interactions, such as as the pull-based approach of [101].

2.3.1 Data stream management systems

In recent years the interest has grown in stream processing systems handling large amounts of real-time data. Several so-called data stream management systems (DSMS) have been proposed [48]. The focus of these projects has been on the efficient execution of continuous queries over data streams. In TelegraphCQ [23] these queries are specified in an SQL-like language. Aurora [22] employs a graphical representation of queries where operators of different queries form a loop-free directed graph (query plan) which reflects the flow of the data. Similarly, PIPES [71] also uses directed graphs to define the processing of data streams.

Similar to DSM systems is StreamIt [112], a language and compiler for high-speed stream processing. The language defined by StreamIt does not allow arbitrary graphs, but is strictly block-structured. Stream processing pipelines are defined by composing operators written in a C-like language. Such pipelines are then compiled in an optimized way for special purpose stream processing hardware.

Because the mentioned stream processing systems focus on performance, they restrict the language in which they can be programmed to graphs (or queries) of operators with well-defined semantics. This allows the systems to automatically rewrite or compile the specified stream pipelines to a more efficient version. In our approach, however, we focus on the composition of heterogeneous black box services which do not have a pre-defined semantics. This thesis extends the types of services which can be composed to also cover streaming services, thereby increasing the number of possible applications of the system.

2.4 Workflow modeling approaches with pipelining

There are a number of workflow engines and workflow languages that support streaming to some degree. OSIRIS-SE [15] aims at reliably handling large amounts of continuous data but uses a different programming model than most systems for this purpose. Here, a network of stream operators is setup by running a workflow process. The tasks of the process instantiate the operators which are then interconnected by FIFO-queues [16]. The engine has then little control over these operators that follow the multiple input/output model described in Section 4.3.1. It is possible for a stream operator to invoke a Web service with each received stream element. Compared to our approach such a service invocation is not part of the workflow process, but is rather part of the operator implementation.

An example of a tool supporting pipelined execution over non-streaming Web and Grid services is Triana [79]. Although lacking support for control flow branches and exception handling, its language based on dataflow networks fits with the queue semantics described in Section 4.3.1. Furthermore, Triana supports the continuous
re-execution of a process such that tasks are invoked over each stream element. This is similar to our pull-push approach of consuming streams (Section 4.2.2).

Like Triana, SCIRun [92] is based on a dataflow network. Tasks communicate through FIFO-queues and can additionally produce multiple results during one execution similar to the push mechanism described in Section 4.2.3.

Similarly, Kepler [78] also uses data flow networks to model scientific workflows. More specifically, Kepler supports different execution semantics for a workflow graph. This is the same approach as we take to add safe pipelining to workflows. With the flow control extensions, we provide an alternative execution semantics without changing the composition language. Mostly, the process network semantics [17] is used, where tasks can read and write multiple stream elements during one execution. Thus, the system supports the pipelined processing of a stream. Instead of using flow control, these semantics employ conceptually unbounded buffers between individual tasks. An interesting feature is the support for pipelining over collections contained in the stream [81]. Thereby, a collection of elements can be expanded into the stream together with special delimiter elements to allow downstream tasks to recognize the collection boundaries.

YAWL [118, 117] is a workflow language and system based on the analysis of workflow patterns [119, 100] and inspired by Petri nets. The notions of place and token in YAWL seem suitable for stream processing. However, the system uses global variables for the data transfer between tasks. Since neither the language nor the system supports flow control, the data in global variables may get overwritten if tasks are executed repeatedly in order to process a stream.

The marker mechanism presented in Section 4.4.2 can be compared to a finite capacity Petri net [86] were the markers are places with a capacity of one token and tasks are transitions. It has been studied how Petri nets can be applied to workflow modeling [116]. However, it has also been shown that Petri nets have limitations when used to model complex workflows [118].

The newest version of UML [90] recognizes the need for streaming data transfer between actions in activity models. It allows inputs and outputs of actions to be declared as streaming. During one execution, an action may consume multiple tokens from a streaming input and produce multiple tokens on a streaming output.

[52] discusses how to extend a traditional state-based workflow model to support anticipation. With this extension, a task is allowed to enter an anticipating state when its predecessor has started to execute, creating a pipelining effect in the workflow. The intermediate output of the predecessor can then be made available to the execution of the anticipating task. However, the way data is exchanged between anticipating tasks is not strictly controlled. A task can update its output parameters while it is executing and an anticipating successor task can read its input parameters to receive updated output from its predecessor. There is no mechanism to synchronize this data exchange. The authors assume that tasks are mostly interactive and are executed by humans. Humans can make intelligent decisions regarding anticipation and data communication. They can decide when to anticipate, if at all, and how to deal with updated output from a predecessor task. Also, when humans
are involved, the data flow can be external to the workflow system and be controlled entirely by the humans.

[96] gives an overview of different ways of applying parallelism to the processing of data in the context of Grid workflows. Amongst others, the paper describes several patterns of pipelined execution which correspond to the different approaches of dealing with pipeline collisions presented in Section 4.3.1: best effort (discard data, Section 4.3.1), blocking (block, Section 4.3.1), buffered (queue, Section 4.3.1), super-scalar (multiple instances, Section 4.3.1), streaming (multiple input, Section 4.3.1).

2.5 Workflow management systems

This thesis shows how to add stream processing capabilities to an existing workflow system, JOpera [94]. Therefore, in this section we review different ways of process modeling and different process execution models and compare them to the approach taken in JOpera.

2.5.1 Process modeling

Current process modeling techniques can be divided into two types, activity-based and state-based ones. In both approaches, processes are modeled as annotated graphs, the difference lies in the annotation possibilities and in the interpretation of the resulting graph.

**Activity-based approaches**

Using an *activity-based methodology* [47], the focus lies on describing what should be done and the order in which it should be done. A process model is thus described in terms of activities (tasks) and their execution dependencies, also called transitions. A transition usually has an associated condition which determines when the transition can be made. Activity-based languages typically support complex activities, i.e., the nesting of processes.

The meta-model we use in this thesis (Section 3.1) is activity-based. A major difference to most other activity-based approaches is that in the control flow we use entry conditions for activities (data conditions) instead of transition conditions. However, one can easily be implemented by the other. Also, most approaches focus on the control flow and do not model the data flow between activities as a graph as we do. Instead, data is passed around using process variables as temporary storage.

The following briefly describes examples of other activity-based process modeling approaches. The Web Services Business Process Modeling Language (WS-BPEL) [89] is an industry standard targeted at the composition of Web services. It emerged out of the fusion of two modeling languages, IBM’s Web Services Flow Language (WSFL) [75] and Microsoft’s XLANG [111]. WS-BPEL supports not only graph-based process models but also block-constructs (e.g., while-loops) which originate from XLANG. Although our approach does not support block-based control
constructs, these can be implemented with the help of subprocesses (e.g., a control flow loop inside a subprocess).

The Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN) [20] is a standardized graphical language. As a graphical notation, it is similar to UML but is focused on modeling workflow processes. XPDL [127] is a serialization format for BPMN diagrams, defined by the Workflow Management Coalition. Many modeling tools and execution engines are based on BPMN and/or XPDL [125]. In terms of features, BPMN/XPDL is a superset of our meta-model, however, the main control flow constructs are very similar.

UML [90, 103] supports the modeling of workflows through the Activities framework. In contrast to many other languages, UML Activity Diagrams support the graph-based modeling of the data flow. Another speciality is the notion of token, similar to Petri Nets. Tokens follow the control flow and data flow in the process.

Scufl is the language used by the Taverna [91] and Freefluo [114] projects. It is activity-based and supports explicit data flow links as in our model.

The Web Services Choreography Description Language (WS-CDL) [121] supports only block-based control constructs and no arbitrary graphs. Activities can have pre- and post-conditions associated which influences the way the process is executed. Another choreography-like language is defined by the ebXML Business Process Specification Schema (BPSS) [88].

Event-based process chains (EPC) [70], a semi-formal approach to process documentation [82], are based on the notions of functions (corresponding to activities) and events. Events are prerequisites for starting a function and at the same time represent the result of executing a function. Events and functions are connected in chains which form a graph structure. This approach is similar to our model insofar as the activator and data condition also denote the prerequisite for starting a task.

The concern project’s approach [27] is also based on activities with pre- and post-conditions. Concern’s use of named conditions [26] is similar to the events in EPCs and the starting conditions in our approach.

State-based approaches

State-based methodologies have their focus on the states of a system and its reaction to events. The possible states of a system are connected by transitions which indicate under which circumstances the system may change to another state. Usually, a transition is annotated with an event, a condition and an action (ECA). If the event occurs and the condition holds, then the action is executed and the transition is made. A state might also have an action associated which is executed whenever the system enters that state.

A first example of a state-based approach are state diagrams used to model finite state machines. UML defines a notation for state diagrams (behavioral and protocol state machines). The UML diagrams are based on Harel’s statecharts [55] which have been applied to workflow modeling [124].

Similar to finite state machines are Petri Nets, a graphical and mathematical modeling tool which is applicable to many systems [86]. It has been shown that
it is possible to apply Petri Nets to workflow modeling [116]. Because of their limitations when modeling complex workflows, the YAWL project has developed a workflow modeling language [118] which is inspired by Petri Nets and the analysis of common workflow patterns [100].

The meta-model of jPDL [67], the process modeling language used by JBoss jBPM, lies between UML state machines and Petri Nets. The underlying graph oriented programming approach, on top of which jPDL is implemented, is more expressive and very flexible. However, the semantics of the approach cannot be easily captured since the behaviour of a process model can be specified partly in terms of custom Java code.

Event-based process chains have been analyzed regarding the support of workflow patterns [82, 118]. The EPC approach was also extended in order to support all basic workflow patterns [82]. This resulted in yEPCs where the empty connector introduces a state-based behaviour.

2.5.2 Process execution models

The way navigation is implemented in JOpera is through compilation of the process model to an executable module and subsequent execution of this code (Section 3.3.2). Process instances can also be executed differently. A process model can be compiled to ECA-rules which are then executed by a rule-based workflow engine (e.g., [72, 24]). This is similar to our approach where the compiled code of a process consists of rules for the individual tasks expressed as Java statements. The Osiris distributed workflow engine [102] has the concept of execution units which is also similar to ECA-rules. An execution unit describes the execution of a particular task and contains information on where to transfer control after the task has been successfully executed or in case of a failure.

In many systems, navigation is based directly on a graph structure which has been derived from the process model. If the state of process instances is stored as graph structures in a database, it is possible to execute the navigation algorithm inside the database by issuing the appropriate SQL statements [76]. However, most systems use a graph representation in memory (e.g., [51, 54, 76, 92, 11, 67, 31, 19, 2]). In a workflow system which is implemented in an object-oriented language, this graph can be built of objects in the same language. These objects contain the process instance state as well as the navigation logic. The objects are kept in persistent storage and are loaded when the corresponding process instance needs to be navigated. It is also possible to represent only the structure of the process as object graph in main memory. Then, dedicated threads are used to execute process instances over the structure, thereby keeping the state of a process instance’s active execution paths in execution contexts [53]. In order to separate the structure of a process model from its semantics, instead, the visitor pattern [45] is being used in some workflow systems [46, 29].
3 Background

As part of this thesis, we have extended the JOpera workflow system [94] so that it can support data streams. This chapter first provides an introduction to its workflow meta-model (language). We introduce the constructs to define a workflow model together with a visual notation and specify how to execute such a model. Then, we describe the architecture and give details of the functionality of JOpera.

3.1 Process modeling

The main concept in a workflow model is the process. A process is defined by a directed graph where nodes represent tasks and edges represent dependencies between tasks [76]. A task is a step to be executed as part of a process. Each task specifies how it is executed, more precisely, which service to invoke. Services can be external, like Web services [3] or databases, or internal, such as XSLT Transformations [120]. A task may have several input and output parameters. Input parameters receive data to be used for the task execution and output parameters hold the result of the execution.

A task may also invoke another process. Such a nested process is then called a subprocess. A subprocess behaves like a service which is invoked by the task. The task reflects the current state of the subprocess and finishes its execution when the subprocess terminates. Thus, subprocesses allow the modularization of complex processes as procedures do for procedural programming languages. To be able to invoke a process in a function like manner, processes also have input and output parameters as tasks do.

In the visual notation, tasks are represented by rectangular boxes (Figure 3.1). Atomic tasks which directly invoke services are drawn with a single border and complex tasks which invoke a process have a double border. Rounded boxes are used to indicate input and output parameters and are attached to the box of the task they belong to. The orientation of the arrow connecting a parameter to its task determines whether the parameter is for input or output.

The order in which the tasks are executed (control flow) and the means to provide input to a task (data flow) is explained in the following.

3.1.1 Control flow

The control flow of a process describes the partial order in which tasks are executed. A control flow dependency from task A to task B specifies that B may not execute before A been executed. According to this ordering, every task has a (possibly
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Figure 3.1: Visual notation for atomic and complex tasks with input and output parameters. Parameters are connected to their task with hollow arrows.

Figure 3.2: Control flow notation. The tasks are partially ordered by control flow dependencies (dashed arrows). Task B and Task C may execute in parallel and have a non-trivial data-condition which is indicated with a question mark. Parameters are not shown in the control flow notation.

empty) set of immediate predecessors and successors. Correspondingly, a dependency has a predecessor task and a successor task. Figure 3.2 shows the control flow notation. A control flow dependency is represented by a dashed arrow from the predecessor to the successor task.

When a task is executed it can either terminate successfully or it can fail. In order to handle both situations, every control flow dependency is annotated with a predicate. The predicate is satisfied if the predecessor task has reached a certain execution state. Examples of such states are: Finished for successful termination and Failed if an error occurred\(^1\). Only if the predicate is satisfied, the control flow dependency becomes enabled and control is passed along the dependency to the successor task. In most cases, a Finished-predicate will be used which requires the successful termination of a task. If the failure of a task should be explicitly dealt with, an exception handler task can be attached using a Failed-dependency.

Every task has a starting condition which consists of an activator and a data-condition. The activator is a Boolean expression referencing the incoming control flow dependencies. The expression describes how control arriving from multiple

\(^1\)The complete list of execution states is introduced in Section 3.2
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Figure 3.3: Simple loop defined by a control flow cycle.

predecessor tasks is synchronized. Normally, the expression is a conjunction (AND) which requires all predecessors to have terminated. Other synchronization patterns can be employed by specifying the appropriate expression. If at least one predecessor must have terminated, then the control flow dependencies can be combined with OR. For instance, the activator for Task D in Figure 3.2 would be Finished(Task B) OR Finished(Task C).

Conditional branches

The data-condition of a task is a Boolean expression referencing arbitrary parameters of tasks in the process, usually the input parameters of the task. A task is only executed if its data-condition is satisfied. Otherwise, the task is skipped. Conditional branching can easily be implemented using appropriately specified data-conditions. A task which has a non-trivial data-condition, i.e., other than “true”, carries a question mark as a visual indicator (Figure 3.2).

Loops

A loop is defined by introducing a cycle in the control flow graph: the first task in the loop depends on the last task in the loop in order to possibly re-execute after each loop iteration. The activator of the first task must be a disjunction (OR) of the incoming dependencies so that the loop can be entered from the predecessor of the first task or from the last task in the loop. The loop condition is encoded in the data-condition of the first task and the task following the loop so either of these tasks gets executed after a loop iteration. Figure 3.3 shows an example of a loop.
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3.1.2 Data flow

The data flow of a process specifies how data is passed between tasks, i.e., how results from one task execution are passed as input to another execution. A data flow binding connects an output parameter with an input parameter of two respective tasks. After a task has been executed, data is copied from its output parameters to input parameters of other tasks according to the data flow graph. In Figure 3.4 the data flow notation is shown.

Before a task can execute, its input data must be available in its input parameters. Therefore, a task must not execute until all its predecessors have terminated and the corresponding data has been copied to its input parameters. Consequently, a data flow binding implies a control flow dependency between the corresponding tasks to ensure the correct execution order and the availability of the input data.

Figure 3.4: Data flow notation. Parameters (rounded boxes) are connected by data flow bindings (filled arrows).
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Example 3.1: Order verification process

This example demonstrates how to model a process using the constructs introduced in this section. The same process will later be used to show how a process is translated to executable code. The context of the process is as follows. We assume a warehouse where orders from customers are commissioned and shipped. The various items for an order are picked manually and placed into a carton. The carton is then labeled and shipped to the customer. The challenge is to make sure that the packages which leave the warehouse contain exactly the items which were ordered.

This quality control is done by the process discussed in this example. Before a carton may leave the warehouse its contents are identified and compared with the corresponding order which is stored in a database. To do this in a fully automated way, all items and cartons are labeled with RFID tags (radio-frequency identification, [73]). Figures 3.5 and 3.6 show the individual steps of the verification process. For every carton to be checked a process instance is created.

The first task in the process, readTags, retrieves an RFID reading of the carton. The result is a list of unique identities of the RFID tags on and in the carton. This tag list is made available to the rest of the process in an output parameter.

Since RFID tags carry serial numbers without direct relation to labeled item, the tag identifiers need to be mapped to article numbers. The tags2orderItems queries
a database to accomplish the translation. This results in a list of items and the corresponding quantities.

In order to compare the obtained list of items with the actual order, the current order needs to be identified. The `extractCartonID` task locates the RFID tag of the carton amongst the list of tags. This can be done based on certain bits in the tag number which identifies the category of a tag (pallet, case, item, etc.). Using the tag of the case the order can be retrieved from a database (`getOrder`). The order contains a list of items to be shipped which can be compared with the actual contents of the carton. The identification of the case contents and the retrieval of the order from the database can be done in parallel, as there is only a dependency between the `extractCartonID` and the `getOrder` tasks.

The control flow of the two branches is merged by the `compare` task. This task takes the case contents and the order as input and determines whether these match. Thus, the `compare` must wait for both its predecessors to have completed. The result of the carton verification is recorded in a database (`storeResult`). If the actual contents of the case deviate from what is specified in the order, then the `notify` task sends a message (to a human or to another part of the system) in order to prevent the case from being shipped. This conditional execution is achieved through specifying an appropriate data-condition over the `match` output parameter of `compare`, e.g., `compare.match = 'ok'`.

### 3.2 Process execution

To be executed, a process is instantiated. A *process instance* contains the state necessary for the execution of the process [47]. During its lifetime, an instance goes through a set of *states* (Figure 3.7). These states are used to track the progress of individual tasks and of the entire process. Upon process instantiation a task is *Initial*. After being started, a task stays in the *Running* state until its execution terminates. After successful execution, the task is marked as *Finished*. If the ex-
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Figure 3.7: Finite state machine for a process or task instance.

When a process instance is created, all of its start tasks (tasks without predecessors) are started and the process instance goes to the Running state. The task dependencies specify how the process execution continues from there on. Once all tasks have been executed or skipped, the process instance terminates too.

3.2.1 Navigation

When a task terminates, the other tasks in the process are checked to determine whether they should be executed. This operation is called navigation. We assume there is no concurrency involved in the navigation of a process instance. During each navigation step, the state of the instance is only modified by the navigation algorithm. Any events occurring during navigation are buffered and dealt with in a later navigation step.

As described, the prerequisite for the execution of a task is encoded in its starting condition which is specified as an activator and a data-condition. When a task is in the Initial state this means that it has not yet been executed (Figure 3.7). For every task which is Initial, the navigation algorithm evaluates the corresponding starting condition against the current state of the process instance. First, the activator is checked. If it is satisfied, then control has reached the task and the data-condition determines if the task should be started. If this is the case, an execution request is submitted (Section 3.3.1) and the task is marked as Running. Before starting the task, data is copied to its input parameters as specified by the data flow bindings\textsuperscript{2}.

\textsuperscript{2}See Section 3.3.2 for details.
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3.2.2 Process termination

The execution state of the overall process instance is derived from the contained tasks. A process instance stays Running as long as at least one task is Running. When all tasks have terminated, the process instance terminates too. The termination state of the process instance is determined by the tasks. Mostly, all tasks reach the Finished state or are skipped and marked as Unreachable, in which case the process instance is considered Finished to indicate a successful execution. However, if a task fails and there is no other task to handle the exception (through a Failed-dependency), the failure is propagated to the process instance by setting its state to Failed as well. Thus, a process instance terminates implicitly. The alternative approach would be to use a special task to stop the process explicitly as is done in WS-BPEL [89] or UML activity diagrams [90].

3.2.3 Dead path elimination

Dead path elimination is the process of identifying and skipping parts of a process which will never be executed [76]. Tasks which will never be executed are marked as Unreachable. Detecting unreachable tasks is necessary in order to support the implicit termination of process instances.

The navigation algorithm detects two situations in which a task is skipped. The first case is when the control flow in the process never reaches the task. Consider, e.g., a task $T$ which has a Finished dependency on another task $P$ (the predecessor). If $P$ fails, it will change to the Failed state and never become Finished. Thus, the activator of $T$ will never be satisfied. In order to detect such situations a deactivator is used and evaluated if the activator is not satisfied. The deactivator expression can be automatically derived from the activator, using De Morgan’s theorem, and is satisfied whenever a predecessor task reaches a state which prevents the activator from becoming satisfied in the future.

The second situation is encountered when the activator is satisfied (control has reached the task) but the data-condition is not satisfied. In this case the data-condition directly specifies that the task should be skipped. Thus, it is also marked as Unreachable.

3.2.4 Loops

The execution semantics described so far do not support loops. The reason is that the starting condition of a task is only evaluated when the task is in the Initial state. However, after the first iteration of a loop, the contained tasks have been executed or skipped and are in a final state. Before these tasks can be re-executed, their state-machines have to be reset to the Initial state. This is achieved as follows. When a task terminates, all its immediate successors are reset by putting them in the Initial state. Thus, the successors’ starting conditions are re-evaluated by the navigation algorithm and the successors can potentially be re-executed as part of a
new loop iteration. In order to not interfere with active task executions a task is not reset if it is still *Running*.

With regard to dead path elimination, it should be noted that a “dead path” inside a loop is only temporarily “dead”. The tasks on the path might be executed in the next loop iteration when their starting conditions are re-evaluated.

### 3.3 JOpera

This section describes JOpera [94], the process engine which was extended as part of this thesis. First, we describe the architecture of the runtime *kernel* which supports the execution of processes. Based on the system architecture, we then give details on how process models are compiled into executable code. Such a module is linked to the kernel to execute instances of a certain process. Finally we present JOpera’s process development environment for Eclipse.

#### 3.3.1 Runtime system architecture

The runtime system of JOpera (Figure 3.8) supports the storage of process instances (*state storage*), the execution of navigation code on process instances (*navigator*) and the execution of tasks through the invocation of services (*dispatcher*).

The stateful system components (state storage and queues) are transactional. The navigator uses this to bracket the operations of every navigation step with a transaction. In case of a system failure, this allows the system to recover to a consistent state.

**Navigator**

The navigator component is responsible for running the navigation algorithm on active process instances. Whenever a task of a process instance finishes, this event is handled by the navigator. To do so, the module containing the compiled navigation algorithm for this particular process is instructed to evaluate the current state of
the process instance. If necessary, the process module is loaded first. When the module determines that some task is ready to be executed, it sets up a corresponding *task execution job* and submits it to the dispatcher. Since executing a navigation algorithm on the state of a process instance and submitting task execution jobs are very fast operations, the navigator executes in a single thread. An advantage of the single-threaded approach is that no concurrency is involved in the navigation of process instances which relieves the navigator of properly synchronizing multiple threads.

In the remainder of the thesis, when we speak of the navigator we always also refer to the compiled navigation algorithm for the process currently being navigated.

### State storage

The state storage component stores the runtime information pertaining to all process instances. The data in the storage is accessed exclusively by the navigator. Every process and task instance in the storage is assigned a unique *task instance identifier* (TID). A TID is a tuple \((\text{process}, \text{instance}, \text{task})\) where \(\text{process}\) is the unique name of a process\(^3\), \(\text{instance}\) is an identifier unique among all instances of the process, and \(\text{task}\) is a name unique among the tasks of the process. The organization of the state storage reflects the process model. Data is addressed with a tuple \((\text{TID}, \text{category}, \text{parameter})\) where \(\text{TID}\) is a task instance identifier, \(\text{category}\) is the type of parameter (input, output, system), and \(\text{parameter}\) is the name of a task parameter. Thus, the data in the state storage is addressed at the granularity of a single parameter. Data such as the state of a task is mapped to parameters of a special “system” category. With this approach arbitrary runtime state information about a process can be stored in the described structure.

### Dispatcher

The dispatcher component handles task execution jobs which have been submitted by the navigator. Such a job specifies the type of service to invoke and parameters for controlling the invocation (e.g., service location, arguments, timeout,. . .). The dispatcher itself does not execute the job, it rather has a set of *task execution subsystems* which are able to invoke a particular type of service (e.g., Web services, databases). Based on the type of service, the dispatcher delegates the job execution to the appropriate subsystem. The dispatcher uses a pool of threads to invoke the subsystems. This allows the runtime system to parallelize service invocations which yields a higher throughput.

### Task execution subsystems

The subsystem takes care of communicating with the service using the correct protocol to accomplish the service invocation. It sets up a service invocation request

\(^3\)The name of a process can be further divided into a package name, a local name and a version identifier.
using the information provided in the job. Input parameters are marshaled in a service type specific manner. After submitting the request to the service location specified in the job description, the subsystem waits for the reply from the service. From the reply it extracts the output parameters and makes them available to the process. The navigator is then notified about the job termination.

Standard functions provided by the subsystem allow the runtime system to control the execution of a job (Figure 3.9). Through the `Execute` method the subsystem receives a job to be executed. This method is kept very general in that it passes just a single job description to the subsystem. The job contains a description of the service invocation to be undertaken, based on parameters which are specific to the subsystem.

To control a job after it has been started, signals can be sent to the subsystem in charge using the `Signal` method. This method takes as parameters the identifier of the job to be manipulated and the signal type. A signal is always targeted at a TID and is routed by the runtime system to the subsystem executing the corresponding job. The supported signal types are `Suspend` (suspend the job), `Resume` (resume a suspended job) and `Kill` (abort the job). Signals are usually initiated by the user to influence the execution of process instances or individual tasks. A subsystem may choose not to support certain signal types which do not fit with the service type (e.g., remote Web services cannot be suspended in general). New signal types can easily be added to the system. The prerequisite for successfully signalling a job is that the receiving subsystem knows how to handle the signal type. The rest of the system is agnostic with respect to the semantics of a signal.

After a job has been executed, a notification is sent to the navigator together with the result of the execution. The subsystem API provides the `notifyTermination` method for this.

**Queues**

The communication between the navigator and dispatcher components takes place through queues. The navigator sends task execution jobs and signals to the dispatcher and the dispatcher notifies the navigator of the progress of job executions. This allows the two components to execute asynchronously. The navigator can issue multiple jobs independently of how long it takes to execute such jobs. The dispatcher sends a notification whenever a job and thus the corresponding task has finished to allow the navigator to continue with the execution of the process by possibly starting other tasks.
Figure 3.10: Left: process models are interpreted by the runtime system. Right: process models are compiled into executable modules which are loaded into the system at runtime for navigating process instances.

Flexible deployment

The state storage and the navigator-dispatcher queues can be implemented with different technologies. As an example, the state storage can be implemented in main memory or by using a relational database together with the appropriate mapping from the state storage model to the relational model. The flexibility of the system component implementation allows the system to be deployed in a variety of ways. In a monolithic deployment, all components run on the same machine. In the other extreme case, several navigators and dispatchers are each deployed on a different machine. These distributed components are connected by the state storage and queues which themselves can be centralized or distributed.

3.3.2 Compiler

There are two approaches to executing process instances: by interpretation of the process model or by using a compiled version of the process. The JOpera system takes the latter approach and contains a compiler to convert process models into executable modules. Before it can be executed, a process model is compiled into an executable module which is then loaded into the runtime system for execution (Figure 3.10). This module contains a compiled version of the navigation algorithm tailored to the process and is used to manage all the instances of the process. Thus, the compiler contains the semantics of the workflow language.

The compiler is not part of the runtime system. However, the compiler could be included in order to allow for just-in-time compilation of process models. The compiler consists of three parts: a control flow compiler, a data flow compiler and a setup compiler. These parts of the compiler are described in the following. They produce source code for the Java programming language [50] which is compiled into the byte code of a single class for dynamically loading into the runtime system.
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Figure 3.11: A set of data flow bindings (left) can be scheduled eagerly (center) and lazily (right). In the case of the lazy approach, the transfers involved in the data flow merge are eager to ensure consistent semantics.

**Setup compiler**

The setup compiler generates the part of the process module which initializes a process instance before it is executed. It sets the state machine of the process and its tasks to the *Initial* state and stores the default value for parameters where such has been defined. The runtime system creates process instances by calling this initialization code.

**Data flow compiler**

The data flow compiler analyses the data flow of the process and schedules data transfers between parameters. For each data flow binding in the process, a corresponding data transfer copies the data from the output parameter to the input parameter. We define the data flow bindings which connect to the input parameters of a task as *incoming bindings* and the data flow bindings which connect to the output parameters of a task as *outgoing bindings*.

Data transfers can take place before or after a task has been executed. Figure 3.11 compares the two approaches on which we give more details in the following. In the simplest case, data transfers are scheduled eagerly, i.e., immediately *after* the corresponding task has executed. Thus, when a task terminates, the data transfers for its outgoing data flow bindings are carried out. This way, the output of a task is *pushed* to other tasks as soon as possible. The advantage of this approach compared to handling data transfers right before the task execution is the clear semantics for input parameters which have multiple bindings. In this case, the semantics are “last writer wins”, which means that the data in the input parameter is determined by the predecessor task which terminates last. The reason is that the data in the parameter is overwritten every time a predecessor task terminates and the corresponding data transfers are executed.

The JOpera data flow compiler schedules data transfers lazily in order to minimize the number of data transfers which have to be performed. This approach is the opposite of the previous one which executes data transfers after the corresponding task’s termination. All data transfers are handled at the latest possible point in time when data must be available in a task’s input parameters. So, data transfers
are scheduled to pull data immediately before the task execution. This way, if a task is not executed as part of a process instance – because its starting condition is never satisfied –, the associated data transfers can be saved. However, for input parameters with multiple bindings the data transfers cannot be executed lazily because it would not be clear which of the bindings should be used to determine the data for the input parameter. In order to have clear semantics with such parameters, the corresponding data transfers are performed eagerly, i.e., immediately after the corresponding predecessor task has executed. This ensures “last writer wins” semantics for such input parameters as with the above approach.

Control flow compiler

The control flow compiler generates the core part of the navigation algorithm which schedules tasks in a process for execution in an appropriate order. As described in Section 3.2.1, this scheduling can be accomplished by evaluating the starting conditions of all tasks over the state of a process instance. The compiler translates the starting conditions of the tasks in a process into executable code. The generated algorithm is stateless, so it can be used with any instance of the corresponding process. After loading the necessary parts of the process instance state (task states and parameter values) into local variables, the starting condition is evaluated by compiled expressions.

Whenever the starting condition of a task is satisfied, a task execution job is put together and submitted to the task execution component (Section 3.3.1). The job consists of a specification of how the task should be executed (type of service, address of service) as well as the data contained in all input parameters of the task.

Copying data between task parameters is part of the overall navigation algorithm. Therefore, the control flow compiler includes the data transfers which have been scheduled by the data flow compiler in the appropriate locations. Before a task execution job is assembled, the data transfers are executed which have been scheduled to run prior to the task execution. This makes sure that the input parameters contain the data which is needed to execute the task. When a task terminates in the Finished state, data transfers are carried out which have been scheduled to run after the task execution. The compiler uses a special intermediate state for this in the finite state machine of a task. Before reaching the Finished state a task changes to the Finishing state (Figure 3.12). When a task is in the Finishing state data transfers scheduled for the task termination are executed. Immediately after the data transfers have been carried out the task leaves the Finishing state and becomes Finished.
Example 3.2: Process compilation

In this example we show how a process model is compiled to executable Java code. To do so, we use the order verification process from Example 3.1. The generated code interacts directly with the various kernel components (Section 3.3.1).

Before a process can be executed an instance must be created and initialized. This process-specific initialization code is generated by the setup compiler and for the readTags task looks as follows.

```java
TID Context_TASK_storeResult = TASK(Context, "storeResult");
SetupSystemBox(Context_TASK_storeResult);
SetupParam(Context_TASK_storeResult, Box.System, Box.Name,
   "storeResult");
SetupParam(Context_TASK_storeResult, Box.System, Box.Type,
   Box.Activity);
SetupParam(Context_TASK_storeResult, Box.System, Box.Prog,
   "{cartoncheck}storeResult[1.0]";
```

The SetupSystemBox method basically sets the execution state of the task to Initial. SetupParam is used to set other properties of the task such as its name. Input and output parameters are initialized with default values, in this example no default value has been specified for the taglist output parameter. All this information is written to the state storage within the scope of the process instance (specified by the Context parameter).

The navigation algorithm is contained in a method which is invoked every time the state of a process instance changes, e.g., when a task execution terminates. This method evaluates the current state of the instance and decides which tasks are ready to start and computes the overall state of the process instance. The method is invoked with the identifier (TID) of the current process instance as a parameter.

```java
public void Evaluate(TID Context) throws MemoryException {
    since the navigation algorithm is stateless, the state of the process instance must
    be loaded into local variables initially. This allows the compiled code to be executed
    directly on the state. The most important part of the state is the execution states
    of the tasks and of the process (only one task is shown as example).

    State State_PROC = Memory.getState(Context_PROC);
    State State_compare = Memory.getState(Context_TASK_compare);

    when the navigation method is invoked for the first time, the process instance
    is still in the Initial state. This state is handled specially by the method – in the
    Initial state the actual execution of the process instance is started by activating the
    start tasks of the process.

    if (State_PROC == State.INITIAL) {
        in our example process, there is one task without predecessors, readTags, which
        needs to be started.

        Exec.Start(Context_TASK_readTags, InputParams, SystemInputParams);
    }
```

After starting the start tasks, the process instance can be marked as Running.
When the process is in the Running state, “normal” navigation takes place, i.e., starting conditions are evaluated, tasks are started and data is transferred between tasks. As an example we look at the life cycle of the compare task. This task represents a control flow merge. It synchronizes control coming from tags2orderItems and getOrder by requiring both tasks to have successfully terminated. Since starting conditions are evaluated only in the Initial state, this is checked first.

```java
if (State_compare == State.INITIAL) {
  if ((State_getOrder == State.FINISHED)
      && (State_tags2orderItems == State.FINISHED)) {

As compare has no data-condition specified, the satisfied activator is sufficient to start the task. Before it can be started, however, its input parameters must receive data according to the data flow. Therefore, data transfers are executed to copy the contents of the output parameters of tags2orderItems and getOrder.

```java
Memory.Copy(MakeAddress(Context_TASK_getOrder, Box.Output, "order"), MakeAddress(Context_TASK_compare, Box.Input, "order"));
Memory.Copy(MakeAddress(Context_TASK_tags2orderItems, Box.Output, "orderItems"), MakeAddress(Context_TASK_compare, Box.Input, "items"));
```

Then, a task execution request can be submitted using the current values of the input parameters.

```java
InputParams.put("items", Memory.Load(MakeAddress(Context_TASK_compare, Box.Input, "items")));
InputParams.put("order", Memory.Load(MakeAddress(Context_TASK_compare, Box.Input, "order")));
Exec.Start(Context_TASK_compare, InputParams, SystemInputParams);
```

On successful termination a task changes to the Finishing state where the result of the execution is persisted in the output parameters. Then, the task is immediately marked as Finished which allows other tasks to be started in response.

```java
if (State_compare == State.FINISHING) {
  Memory.Store(MakeAddress(Context_TASK_compare, Box.Output, "match"), (Serializable) Results.get("match"));
  Memory.Store(MakeAddress(Context_TASK_compare, Box.Output, "order"), (Serializable) Results.get("order"));

  Memory.setState(Context_TASK_compare, State.FINISHED);
  State_compare = State.FINISHED;
```

The successful termination of compare allows control to reach the notify task. This task, however, has a data-condition which lets it start only if a mismatch was detected by compare.
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String p_compare_match = Memory.LoadStr(MakeAddress(Context_TASK_compare, Box.Output, "match"));
if (p_compare_match.equals("ok")) {

    If the data-condition is not satisfied, the task is marked as skipped.

    Memory.setState(Context_TASK_notify, State.UNREACHABLE);
    State_notify = State.UNREACHABLE;

    Finally, in every call to the Evaluate method, the execution state of the entire process instance is derived from the task states. As an example we show the detection of failures which are not handled by any exception handler task.

    if ((State_readTags == State.FAILED) || (State_extractCartonID == State.FAILED)
        || (State_compare == State.FAILED) || (State_tags2orderItems == State.FAILED)
        || (State_getOrder == State.FAILED) || (State_storeResult == State.FAILED)
        || (State_notify == State.FAILED)) {
        if (State_PROC != State.FAILED)
            Memory.setState(Context_PROC, State.FAILED);
    }

3.3.3 JOpera IDE

This section describes JOpera for Eclipse [93], JOpera’s integrated development environment (IDE) for rapid prototyping and development of workflow processes. The IDE is implemented on the Eclipse platform [38] as a set of plug-ins.

Architecture

Figure 3.13 shows the architecture of the IDE. It integrates with the Eclipse workspace (Eclipse’s virtual file system) and the Eclipse Java Development Tools (JDT) [36]. The IDE features an embedded runtime kernel which allows to test processes during development without having to deploy them on a remote engine.

Following the Eclipse approach, editing, compilation and execution of processes is loosely coupled. The development evolves around process models which are stored in files in the workspace. The model component manages the memory representation of
these models and provides it to other components. The editor displays and modifies the model and may commit changes to the workspace. The compiler incrementally converts new or updated process models to Java bytecode. The monitor finally uses the process model to visualize the runtime state of process instances in a graphical manner similar to the editor.

Model

Process models are persisted using the Opera Modeling Language (OML) [94], an XML-based language. An OML file can hold multiple such models. The models are organized in projects and are visible across files in the same project. Namespaces are used to avoid name clashes between different OML files.

Editor

The editor is used to visually design process models through manipulation of the control flow and data flow graphs (Figure 3.14). The editing of the control flow and the data flow is separated into different views, allowing the user to focus on either part of the process model. A third structured non-graphical view gives an alternative access to most of the process details, in particular all the non-graphical properties. While a process model is being edited, the editor keeps the different views of the model consistent. Specifically, for every data flow binding a corresponding control flow dependency is created and the control flow graph is synchronized with the activators of tasks.

Compiler

The JOpera compiler translates process models into Java code as described in Section 3.3.2. It is triggered by changes to OML files and generates or updates the
3.4 Discussion

This chapter has introduced the modeling and execution of workflow processes. At the core of our approach to model processes is the concept of tasks with starting conditions. This is the essence of the activity-based paradigm which is widely used by workflow systems (Section 2.5.1). Therefore, we believe that our process meta-model is sufficiently generic so that the results of this thesis are universally applicable to activity-based systems.

A different way of looking at the problem of process modeling is to put the focus on the states of a system. Conceptually, there are two main differences between state-based and activity-based approaches. First, a state-based workflow process remains in a state until a certain event occurs. While in this state, the process might be idle, i.e., no action is being executed. In an activity-based process, at any time at least one activity is running. Second, activity-based approaches usually do not support the notion of explicit events which can be used to model events external to the system.

At first sight, this might seem like a big discrepancy. However, this is not the case: an activity-based process can easily be converted into a state-based representation. An activity can be decomposed into an action (starting the activity), a state (while
Figure 3.16: Monitoring process instances.
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Figure 3.17: Example conversion of a state-based model to the corresponding activity-based model with the same behaviour.

the activity is executing) and an event (when the activity terminates)\(^4\). Activities thus have an implicit state (Running in our case) and implicitly generate an event (termination of the task). Since there is only one event type, it is used by all transitions. The modeling of the transition condition is the same in both approaches.

Vice versa, a state-based model can be implemented with activities. Thereby, every state is modeled by a special wait-activity. When started, this activity waits for the occurrence of one of the events corresponding to the outgoing transitions. The outgoing transitions of the wait-activity correspond to the transitions of the original state. The transition conditions are augmented with a filter which allows the transition to be followed only if the wait-activity terminated due to the event specified for the transition in the state-based model. In case the transition has an associated action, this can be modeled by an additional activity to be executed before reaching the next wait-activity. Figure 3.17 illustrates this conversion using a simple example.

Because of these similarities between activity-based and state-based process modeling, we believe that our results also could be applied – with minor modifications – to state-based workflow systems, which is, however, left as future work.

\(^4\)In fact, this is what a workflow execution system typically does internally to execute an activity (Section 3.3.1)
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In this chapter we extend the state-based process model (Chapter 3) with features to integrate streaming services. First, we discuss how to model a streaming data source so it can be included in a process (Section 4.2). We introduce the pipelined execution of tasks over stream elements. The problems arising thereby are discussed in detail (Section 4.3). We then present a minimal but necessary extension to the process execution semantics to support safe pipelining (Section 4.4). Based on the support for safe pipelining, we discuss how to include buffering in a process to improve the performance of a pipeline (Section 4.5). Finally, we discuss the impact of the new semantics (Sections 4.6 and 4.7).

4.1 Motivation

The process meta-model from Chapter 3 assumes that a service which is invoked by a task has a request-response interface. However, there are services which do not follow this interaction pattern but rather proactively produce new information to be consumed by the business process. Examples include RSS [13] feeds listing the latest bids at an auction, result tuples from a data stream management system (DSMS) [21, 23], stock price tickers, tags from an RFID reader etc.

The need for supporting stream based processing goes beyond the increasingly important ability to cope with services that produce data streams. As an example, in a customer support system with a high load, streaming can avoid having to create a process instance for each incoming support request. Instead, a single process is started and the requests are processed in a pipelined manner. Such an approach can have significant advantages in terms of scalability and expressiveness of the business process. In standard process description languages such as WS-BPEL [89], an incoming request message creates a new process instance for the handling of the request. Also, WS-BPEL does not support the pipelined processing of multiple stream elements. This means that the resources available to the system might not be used to full capacity and that an inherent limit on scalability is unnecessarily introduced.

In this chapter we discuss how to extend the state-based business process model from Chapter 3 with the necessary features to integrate streaming data services and combine them with conventional request-response services. In order to support both types of services, there is the constraint that the task model must remain compatible with the request-response interaction style.
4.2 Accessing streams

Before we can process data from a stream source we need to make the data available to the workflow. For discrete data sources (e.g., a database), a process connects to the source with a dedicated task which returns the retrieved data as its output. Thus, the task represents the data source inside the process. In the case of a stream we also represent a source of streaming data as a task in the process. The difficulty in doing so is that the stream source produces data continuously. To read the stream from a process, there are two alternatives: process-driven and source-driven. In the first case the workflow pulls the data from the source whenever it is ready for it. Thus, the workflow cannot be overrun with too much data since it decides when it is ready to receive more. In the second case the source pushes the data to the workflow. The workflow then needs to be ready to receive the data.

Considering the possibility to pull or push the data into the workflow, there are three patterns for using a task to read from the data stream source (Figure 4.1). In all three cases the first task provides the data from the stream source and the other tasks are invoked in sequence to process this data.

4.2.1 Pull

The first case (Figure 4.1a) is a conventional loop in which the last task has a control flow dependency back to the loop’s first task. In every iteration the source task is invoked to pull the next item from the stream source. The advantage is that the source task will not output data and start the next task before the entire loop iteration has finished. This guarantees that no task in the loop will be started while it is already running. However, this is also a disadvantage: while one of the tasks in the loop is active all the others are idle. This means that the throughput of the
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workflow is limited by the length of the entire loop. For some applications this is inefficient as more than one task could be active concurrently.

4.2.2 Pull-Push

The second option (Figure 4.1b) is to make the control flow cycle contain only the source task. Therefore, when the task has been executed it is restarted immediately. At every iteration the tasks following the loop are also restarted in order to process the data. This way, the source task pulls the data from the stream source and pushes it into its successor task.

The advantage of this approach is the possibility of pipelining. We use the term pipelining the same way it is used with processor-architectures [60]. In a processor pipeline all stages are active concurrently, each processing a different instruction. Similarly, in a sequence of tasks, every task is working on a different stream element, allowing the tasks to be active concurrently. When a task has finished processing an element, it receives a new one from its predecessor task. The source task at the head of the sequence constantly provides new stream elements to the task pipeline.

Any path in the control flow graph of a process constitutes a pipeline if multiple tasks on the path are active at the same time. Because the pipeline handles multiple elements of a stream in parallel, the overall throughput in terms of stream elements is higher than in the pull approach. The use of pipelining in workflows does, however, pose some problems as is discussed in Section 4.3.

4.2.3 Push

The third approach (Figure 4.1c) goes even further and makes the loop smaller than one task. The actual loop executes "inside" the source task because the task runs forever (or at least as long as there is data coming from the stream source). This makes it necessary to extend the semantics of a task: in addition to providing output when finishing, a task can also output data while it is running. We call this feature multiple output.

To implement the multiple output feature the state machine of a task instance needs to be extended with a new Outputting state (Figure 4.2). With this state machine, the task is started as usual by making the transition from the Initial state to Running. When there is partial output available from the stream source, the task temporarily goes to Outputting and then goes back to Running. Successor tasks which want to consume this output have an Outputting control flow dependency on the source task. If the data stream is not infinite, the source task will eventually become Finished.

This approach is very similar to pull-push approach. Both approaches enable pipelining by having the source task pushing data into the successor task. Compared to the pull-push, the push approach models an end-to-end push delivery of the stream data. The advantage is that there is no need to define an explicit control flow loop because the state of the task reflects the state of the stream source. Furthermore, the workflow can deal with the end of the stream explicitly through a
task with a *Finished* dependency on the source task. The disadvantage consists of, as with the pull-push approach, the complexity introduced by pipelining.

Because of its advantages in terms of performance and ease of modeling, we choose to pursue the push approach. While this approach requires to extend the model of a task, if this should not be feasible, it is always possible to use the pull-push approach instead without giving up the performance advantage. The increase in performance comes at a certain price. The remainder of the chapter addresses the implications of using pipelines in a process and presents solutions.

**Example 4.1: High-volume account creation**

This example shows how to apply the multiple-output feature to consume a stream of messages in a process. By using this feature a pipeline is created in the process and the throughput of the process is increased.

At some universities several thousand freshmen enroll every year. When a new student registers, among other things an account needs to be created for accessing the university’s computers.

We assume that proper management interfaces are available so that a workflow system can be used to set up new accounts. In order to sustain a high volume of account creation requests, a single process instance is used and requests are streamed through it. This avoids the overhead of creating a process instance for each request and leverages pipelining inside the process. The process picks up requests from a persistent queue at maximum speed and places its replies into a different queue. The throughput of the process is limited by the slowest task in the pipeline. Therefore, the process should consist of a high number of tasks with similar execution times.

Figure 4.3 shows the account creation process. Requests sent to the system contain information on the account to be created and the credentials of the requester. The process picks up a request from the queue and validates it (syntax, authorization). Then, the status of the student is checked against a database. After the checks, the account is created, a home directory installed and permissions on the home directory are set to give the new account access. Finally, a reply indicating the successful account creation is sent to a queue. If any of the steps in the account
setup fails, an error is sent back to the originator of the request using the send error task.

The second task, check request, has an Outputting dependency on the first task which receives incoming requests. This allows the first task to run continuously and push requests into the process. The other tasks have normal Finished dependencies as they invoke traditional request-response services.

With a case-driven approach, a process instance would be created for every incoming request. When the number of requests is as large as in this example, it becomes a serious challenge to manage and execute all the process instances in parallel. With the stream-based workflow this scalability problem is solved without having to modify the existing services. These services are still invoked in a request-response manner and do not need to be aware of the pipelined execution.

### 4.2.4 Navigation with multiple-output tasks

As far as the process navigation is concerned, the Outputting state is very similar to the other task states. Tasks which need the partial or intermediate results of a multiple-output task have a corresponding Outputting control flow dependency on the task. When the task provides output in the Outputting state, the navigation algorithm is run on the process instance so other tasks in the process may be started.
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Figure 4.4: Partial state machine for a multiple-output task showing the differences between the *Finished* and *Outputting* states.

with the new data. Then the task changes back to *Running*. This allows the task to provide further results. Once the task has reached a final state, its execution terminates and stays in the final state until its state machine is reset.

The *Outputting* state is very similar to the *Finished* state in that the task in both states provides output and may trigger the execution of other tasks. Therefore, the navigator reuses the *Finishing* state for multiple-output tasks (Figure 4.4). In this temporary state all data transfers are executed which are scheduled to be handled when the task finishes (Section 3.3.2). This ensures that the intermediate results of a multiple-output task are properly forwarded to other tasks by execution of the necessary data transfers.

### 4.3 Pipelined execution

In Section 4.2, we introduced task pipelines which are started either by an open loop or by a task which produces multiple outputs. It turns out that, the model presented in Chapter 3 has some safety problems when it is used to model pipelined workflow execution. In the following, we analyze the problems which occur in task sequences and in control flow merges.

#### 4.3.1 Pipeline collisions

Already for a simple sequence of tasks as in Figure 4.5, the introduction of pipelining can cause problems. Considering that different tasks may take different amounts of time to execute, it might happen that while a task $T$ is processing a stream element, its predecessor finishes processing the next element. Since $T$ is *Running*, it will not be reset by the predecessor (Section 3.2.4). Therefore, the starting conditions of $T$ will not be re-evaluated and the new input for $T$ will not be processed. We call such a situation in a pipeline a *collision*.

To avoid collisions, we need to define the behaviour of the navigator in cases when task input becomes available to a task which is still running. The following briefly compares five ways to deal with this situation discussing their impact on the semantics of tasks.
Discard data

In the simplest case, the pipeline collision is not avoided and the input is discarded. Discarding data which arrives too fast has been studied in the context of stream processing engines. Here, load shedding [108] is used to reduce the load on the system and thus to reduce the latency of the processing of data. Where and when data is dropped is determined optimally for each overload situation. In the context of business processes, discarding data is rarely a desirable solution and is therefore mentioned here only for the sake of completeness. The approach is only useful if, e.g., the stream data is being aggregated in some way by the workflow process and thus missing data does not completely invalidate the result (e.g., when calculating an average value). Also, the techniques of intelligent load shedding cannot be directly applied to a business process as the tasks invoke black box services with unspecified semantics. If data is to be discarded, this should be done as early as possible to avoid unnecessary processing of the data before it is discarded.

Multiple input

The second alternative is for the new input to be provided to the running task execution while the task is in the Running state. This kind of data handling allows a task to process multiple elements of a stream during one execution. This is symmetric to the multiple output feature of source tasks (Section 4.2.3). An important limitation of this approach is that the multiple input feature is not compatible with non-streaming tasks since these assume discrete input and output.

If a task supports both multiple input and multiple output, it becomes a “stream operator”. Such an operator can be used to filter elements of a stream or to calculate aggregate functions as the state of a task execution persists over multiple stream elements. The model of a stream operator task also includes the Outputting state in order to produce partial results during an execution (Figure 4.2). In [15] the authors take a similar approach and employ stream operators as tasks to process streaming data.
This approach exhibits two problems. One is that it forces the composition engine to be aware of the nature of the tasks and distinguish between streaming tasks and non-streaming tasks – not to mention the difficulty to combine them. The other is that it moves all the problems of dealing with streaming data and collisions to the stream operator implementation, with the engine acting solely as a configuration tool of a data stream processing pipeline.

**Multiple instances**

Another option is to create a new instance of the task when data is available in the pipeline and execute the new instance concurrently with existing ones. This behavior is similar to the “Multiple instances” workflow patterns [100]. The approach, however, leads to several non-trivial problems. From the engine point of view, the state pertaining to every instance that is created to process each stream element needs to be stored somewhere, thereby adding significant overhead. From the programming point of view, the synchronization of instance termination and starting of successor tasks needs to be addressed. This is not easy as there might be constraints on the order in which stream elements should be processed.

**Queue**

Given that task instances should not be required to accept multiple inputs once they are started and considering the problems of starting multiple instances of the same task in parallel, the fourth alternative we present is to buffer the task input in a queue so that only one task instance is running at all times.

With this approach the results produced by predecessor tasks are copied into the successor task’s input parameters as usual. However, if the task is running, the data is buffered into a queue of execution requests instead of restarting the task over the new input data. Once the task completes its execution, it fetches its next input from this queue when it is about to be started again.

Compared to the multiple input and multiple instances strategies, the queueing approach makes no additional assumptions about the task execution capabilities. All stream elements are processed in order, and for every element the task is invoked without having to be aware of the stream.

Although, as a first approximation, queues may have unlimited capacity and thus are able to handle an infinite number of input data, in order to implement this semantics the engine can only provide queues of limited capacity. When a queue gets full, executions have to be skipped because the input data can no longer be queued. Queues can only even out temporary variations in speed between a producer and a consumer of a stream. For permanently different rates, an additional blocking control mechanism between producer and consumer is needed as is discussed below.

**Block**

As the last option, we propose to block the predecessor task whenever a collision is about to occur. Whenever input is available for a task $T$ which is already running,
the collision is avoided through not evaluating the starting conditions and therewith not restarting the running task. Also, the predecessor is put into a new Blocked state (Figure 4.6). In this state a task is not allowed to be restarted. This prevents it from producing even more output. If necessary, the blocking of tasks is propagated upstream from the predecessor of $T$ in order to prevent any collisions further up in the pipeline which might occur while $T$ is running. After task $T$ finishes its execution, it checks whether its predecessor is in the Blocked state. If this is the case, its starting condition is reevaluated immediately, so it may be started over the new input. The predecessor is released from the Blocked state so it can be restarted whenever input becomes available for it.

Like the queueing strategy, this approach makes no special assumptions about the task execution and processes the stream elements in order. In addition, there is no possibility that data is lost as in the above approach because tasks are prevented from being restarted whenever their output has not been processed by the successor task. Therefore, we choose this strategy out of the presented approaches to control the pipelines in processes.

The blocking strategy makes pipelining safe for a sequence of tasks. It could also be used to make the queueing approach safe when queues with a limited capacity are used by combining the two approaches. However, the block approach needs to be refined to work in other constructs like control flow merges. The problem of merges and an improved blocking approach to control pipelining in arbitrary processes are discussed in the following sections. We will also show how to combine the approach with queues, making it safe to use the queueing approach.

### 4.3.2 Problems of merges in pipelines

Most workflow processes employ a control flow merge in some way. A control flow merge is formed by a task with multiple predecessors. Figure 4.7 shows a simple example thereof. Whenever one of tasks A and B terminates, control is passed to C. Thus, control arriving from these two tasks is merged at C. In the example, C waits for both predecessors to finish before starting, which means that the merge is synchronizing.
Independent of which strategy is chosen for avoiding pipeline collisions, when merges are used with pipelining, our basic process model exhibits two problems. In the following examples we consider the simple process from Figure 4.7. A and B can execute multiple times because they are fed with data from the source tasks.

**State ambiguity**

We assume both tasks A and B are executed and become *Finished* whereupon C may be started (Figure 4.8a). Then, after C has finished (Figure 4.8b), task A is executed again (Figure 4.8c). The finishing of A resets C (Figure 4.8d), triggering the evaluation of the starting conditions of C. Since A is again *Finished* and B is *still Finished*, C will be started another time, although B has not provided any new data (Figure 4.8e). Thus, the synchronizing merge has become non-synchronizing after the first two stream elements have been processed. The problem here is that the navigation algorithm cannot distinguish between different executions of a task because navigation is state-based and there is only one * Finished* state. When the starting conditions are evaluated, it is indistinguishable whether the predecessors have been re-executed or not since this was checked last time.

**Output overwriting**

Assume A is executed and finishes. Then, the starting conditions of C are evaluated but are not satisfied because B has not yet been executed. Before B is executed, A is executed once more. A now has overwritten its previous output with the new output. However, C could not consume the old output before it was overwritten, so the corresponding stream element is lost.

It is important to note that both of the above problems cannot be solved with any of the approaches for avoiding pipeline collisions (e.g., multiple input, multiple instances). The reason is that in the illustrated cases, task C never becomes ready to execute and therefore a collision never occurs. Instead, the information exchange between the tasks must be taken into account.
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Figure 4.8: State ambiguity occurring in the merge from Figure 4.7. The source tasks are not shown.

Figure 4.9: Output overwriting occurring in the merge from Figure 4.7. The source tasks are not shown.
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4.3.3 Controlling the flow of information

The previous sections have shown that the flow of information between tasks must be taken into account when pipelining is used in a process. Information in this case includes not only the data which is transferred between parameters. Also the activation of a task as a reaction to the termination of another task constitutes a transfer of control information between these two tasks. This information contains the execution state of the terminating task and is also subject to the overwriting and ambiguity problems. We define the task outcome as the overall result of a task execution. The task outcome consists of the output parameter values and the execution state in which this output was generated (e.g., Finished, Failed or Outputting).

We have presented solutions to control pipelining in sequences of tasks. However, merges exhibit problems which cannot be solved with those approaches. In the following we propose an extension to the process execution semantics which solves the pipelining problems also for merges. After that, we give details on how to implement these extensions.

Semantics extension

The output overwriting problem shows that there is a need for controlling the flow of information between tasks. To ensure that a consumer of a stream is not overloaded, flow control is a mechanism used to slow down the stream producer. In general, when the consumer receives too much data it informs the producer which will then lower its output rate. To prevent a task from overwriting its previous output we extend the basic model with the following restriction: a task cannot be restarted before its output has been consumed by all successors. In addition to evaluating the activator and data-condition of a task, the navigation algorithm enforces this restriction before executing a task. The restriction guarantees that the output of a task execution can always be stored in the output parameters and does not need an additional buffer. This is similar to the Block approach in Section 4.3.1.

To overcome the state ambiguity problem, a task needs to know when a predecessor has finished but the task has not yet learned about this fact. Therefore, for each predecessor, the task keeps track of when the predecessor changes its state (or reaches the same state again). If it has not changed, the state is regarded as undefined and thus the starting condition cannot be fully evaluated before the state changes again. This prevents that the information is used more than once to start the task.

Pairwise information exchange

The flow of information between tasks is a problem which must be solved pairwise, i.e., for every pair of tasks which exchanges information. This can be illustrated with the overwriting problem. A solution which works for a sequence of tasks is to introduce a new state OutputConsumed. When a task finishes, it waits until its
successor has been started with the new data. Then it changes to the *OutputConsumed* state. When it has reached this state, it is ready to be restarted because its output has been read and may now be overwritten. However, for a task with multiple successors this approach cannot be applied directly. Such a task cannot enter the *OutputConsumed* state before all of its successors have read the output. To keep track of which successors have read the data, a flag for every successor is needed. Using such flags means that the flow of data to each successor is managed separately. Thus, the data exchange is taking place between pairs of tasks.

Any two tasks which exchange information need to have this communication controlled. As stated above, this information consists not only of data transferred along data flow bindings, but also control information. Thus, any two tasks connected by a control flow dependency or data flow binding constitute such a task pair.

It is important to note that the information exchange is controlled between pairs of tasks and not between pairs of parameters. According to the process model, a task execution always provides data for all the task’s output parameters, i.e., the parameters change their value simultaneously. Therefore, even if a task has several data flow bindings to another task, there is no need to control the information flow between single pairs of output and input parameters connected by a binding. Rather, the information contained in the output parameters of a task can be regarded as one set of values. This set can be transferred in one go to the parameters of the other task. This decreases the control overhead for the information exchange between tasks.

**Buffers**

The use of flow control in a task pipeline prevents the loss of data. However, this may lead to part of the pipeline becoming stalled if there exists a bottleneck. To alleviate the situation, buffers can be employed between the tasks in addition to flow control. Buffers compensate for temporary differences in execution speed of tasks (Section 4.3.1). This reduces the probability that tasks are blocked due to flow control if their output cannot immediately be consumed by other tasks.

When using buffers, information is not copied directly from output parameters to input parameters, but temporarily stored in a buffer when being transferred from one task to another or between tasks and the process. This is done in a first-in-first-out (FIFO) manner, i.e., buffer elements are retrieved from the buffer in the same order as they were appended. In this section we briefly discuss where such buffers should be added in a process.

The information exchange between dependent tasks is controlled pairwise. However, if a task $T$ has more than one predecessor and/or more than one successor, there are three different options for placing buffers between tasks (Figure 4.10). In the first case, a buffer is attached to $T$ to store the output produced by $T$ (Figure 4.10 left). The successors of $T$ retrieve their input from this buffer. Since the buffer is shared by all successors, the first element in the buffer is removed only after all successors have read it. In the second case, a buffer is put in front of $T$ (Figure 4.10 center). Whenever the predecessors have provided sufficient data as
Figure 4.10: Different options for buffer placement between tasks.

input for $T$, the data is appended to the buffer. Whenever $T$ is ready to execute it fetches the next input from the buffer. This is the same approach as proposed for sequential pipelines (Section 4.3.1). The third approach uses a buffer between each pair of tasks (Figure 4.10 right). Before executing, $T$ collects its input from all the buffers with output from predecessors. The output of the execution is then appended to all the buffers towards successor tasks.

The effect of the first two approaches is that tasks with dependencies get decoupled from each other because the output from a task does not have to be processed immediately by a successor task. Instead, the data is buffered, either at the output of the predecessor or at the input of the successor. However, both approaches have the drawback that sibling tasks are not decoupled from each other (C and D, and E and F in the figure). In the case of a shared output buffer, all successors must have read the head element of the buffer before the next element can be processed by any of the siblings. With a buffer at the input, if the control flow is synchronized at $T$, every predecessor must wait until all other predecessors have terminated before it can be restarted. These synchronizations of sibling tasks form an unnecessary restriction on the execution order of tasks.

The third approach solves these problems by not sharing any buffers between tasks. A buffer is used solely for the communication between a pair of tasks. This means that a task is not only decoupled from its predecessors and successors but also from its sibling tasks. Therefore, we choose this approach to place buffers between tasks. It fits with the approach used for flow control between tasks where the information flow is also managed pairwise. This is of advantage when combining buffers and flow control as will be shown later.

We place exactly one buffer between a pair of tasks even when the tasks are connected by multiple data flow bindings and typically also a by control flow dependency. As stated above, there is no need to control the information flow along every data flow binding. Similarly, we do not need to place a buffer on each binding but the data for all the bindings can be transferred through a single buffer. Further details on using buffers to transfer information between tasks are given in Section 4.5.2.
4.4 Flow control semantics

We have presented the problems of using pipelining in a workflow process and proposed solutions. In this and the following section we show how to implement these solutions by changing the navigation algorithm.

4.4.1 Readiness and freshness markers

To keep track of whether the outcome of a task execution has been consumed, we use a Boolean readiness marker for every pair of dependent tasks, with the following semantics. If the marker is set, the information in the corresponding output parameters has been read and the parameters are ready to accept new data. When the marker is cleared, the corresponding information has not been consumed yet. This extension corresponds to the approach of using the Blocked state to block tasks in a sequential pipeline (Section 4.3.1) but it is not restricted to task sequences.

Regarding the state ambiguity, we introduce a Boolean freshness marker which is also added for every pair of dependent tasks. The semantics of the marker is the following. A set marker means that the corresponding predecessor has reached a new state (or reached the same state again), i.e., there is fresh information available. A cleared marker means that the corresponding successor has taken note of the new state. In this case the state of the predecessor is regarded as undefined.

4.4.2 Marker mechanism

The state of a process instance is extended with a readiness marker and a freshness marker for every pair of tasks with a control flow dependency. If the tasks in the pair have a cyclic dependency, then there are four markers, two for each direction of dependency. A marker has a corresponding predecessor task and a successor task where the successor depends on the predecessor. Initially, readiness markers are set and freshness markers are cleared.

Figure 4.11 shows the state machine for a task complemented with the conditions and actions imposed by the marker mechanism. The task supports multiple output and the Unreachable and Failed states have been left out for simplicity. The mechanism introduces the restriction that freshness markers towards predecessors must be set and readiness markers towards successors must be cleared in order for a task to be executed. This translates into requiring that there must be new information available from the predecessor (data freshness) and the information towards successors must have been consumed (flow control).

Markers influence the execution cycle of a task (from Initial to Finished) as follows. Before evaluating the starting conditions, the readiness markers towards successors need to be inspected. If at least one such marker is cleared, the task may not be started. This makes sure the previously produced output of the task is not overwritten (flow control). Otherwise, if all those markers are set, the starting conditions are checked.
When evaluating the activator, the state of the freshness markers towards predecessors needs to be taken into account. This prevents that the evaluation of the starting conditions uses stale information (state ambiguity). A control flow dependency is not satisfied unless the corresponding marker is set. This corresponds to augmenting the enablement condition of the dependency with the freshness marker.

If the activator is satisfied, all readiness markers towards predecessors are set, indicating that the corresponding information has been consumed, and the corresponding freshness markers are cleared to avoid reading the same information again. Because the readiness markers have been set, the evaluation of the starting conditions of all predecessors is scheduled. These tasks might only be waiting for their output to be consumed (flow control) and could therefore be ready to start.

Then, the data-condition is evaluated as usual. When both the activator and the data-condition are satisfied, the task is started.

If, however, the activator is not satisfied, then the deactivator is evaluated in order to perform the dead path elimination. A satisfied deactivator marks the task as Unreachable. Regarding flow control the deactivator behaves like the activator – the freshness markers are included in the evaluation of the deactivator, markers are updated if the deactivator “fires”. Likewise, if the activator was satisfied but the data-condition is not, the task changes to the Unreachable state as well to perform dead path elimination.

After being started, when the task reaches the Finished or Outputting state, for every control flow dependency towards a successor the corresponding freshness marker is set and the readiness marker is cleared. This indicates to successors that new information is available and prevents the task itself from overwriting its output. If the task is in the Outputting state, it does not return to the Running state before the readiness markers have been set. If the task is in the Finished state and it does not have any successors, the evaluation of its starting conditions is scheduled. Since there are no outgoing dependencies, the task can restart right away if information has become available from predecessors.
4.4 Flow control semantics

Avoiding congestion

As described above, a task reacts to state changes by the predecessor tasks. Depending on the states reached either the activator fires, the deactivator fires or nothing happens. Normally, the reason for neither the activator nor the deactivator to be satisfied is that not enough information is available yet to decide that the task is ready to start or to decide that it is unreachable. The task must wait for more predecessors to change state until such a decision can be made.

There is, however, a case where the reason is not the lack of information but the wrong information: when a predecessor enters a non-final state. This state might not be expected by the activator and the deactivator only reacts on final states (Finished, Failed, ...). An example of such a situation is a task with a Finished-dependency on a multiple-output task. When the multiple-output task becomes Outputting this will not satisfy the activator which is waiting for a Finished state. It will neither satisfy the deactivator which only reacts to final states. Therefore, such cases are taken into account by discarding such data which will neither be consumed by the activator nor by the deactivator.

4.4.3 Impact of the marker mechanism

The marker mechanism solves both the problem of output overwriting and the state ambiguity. The overwriting of output is avoided as follows. When a task produces output by becoming Finished or Outputting it clears the readiness markers towards its successors. As long as these markers are cleared, the task does not enter the Running state again. Therefore, the task cannot execute and produce new output as long as the markers are cleared\(^1\). When successors have consumed the output, they set the corresponding markers. Thus, when all markers towards successors have been set, this means that the output has been consumed completely and the task can safely be re-executed.

The state ambiguity problem is solved as follows. When a task produces output, it sets the freshness markers towards its successors. When the activator of a task is evaluated, the freshness markers towards predecessors are taken into account, since the condition attached to the dependency has been augmented with the marker. A control flow dependency is only enabled if the corresponding freshness marker is set. If the activator is satisfied (which means that all the corresponding markers are set), all freshness markers towards predecessors are cleared, indicating that the corresponding information has been consumed. If the starting conditions were immediately reevaluated, the activator would not be satisfied, even though all predecessors have the required state. This is because the markers have been cleared. The activator will not be satisfied until all predecessors have produced fresh informa-

---

\(^1\)In the case of a multiple-output task, the task execution is continuously providing the process with new output asynchronously. See Section 5.2.2 for information on how the runtime system prevents the task execution from producing further output and thus keeps it in lockstep with the task state.
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Figure 4.12: Example interaction of the marker mechanism with the state transitions of tasks. Only the freshness markers are shown.

- After introducing the combined marker in the next section, Example 4.2 takes a closer look at the interaction of the markers with the navigation algorithm.

4.4.4 Combined marker

When the data which flows between two tasks is kept in the respective pairs of input and output parameters (or, in the case of the task state, in the respective system parameter), these parameters together with the corresponding readiness marker and the freshness marker constitute a one-slot buffer. In this case the two markers can be combined into a single marker because the state of one marker can be derived from the state of the other. When data is written into the one-slot buffer, the readiness marker is cleared and the freshness marker is set. This prevents the information from being overwritten and signals that new information is available. Similarly, when the data is read by a task, the readiness marker is set and the freshness marker is cleared since the data is no longer fresh and may be overwritten. Also, the possibility of combining the markers becomes apparent when considering that a one-slot buffer can only be in one of two states, full or empty, which can be encoded in a single Boolean variable.

Example 4.2: Marker interaction

Figure 4.12 summarizes the interaction of the marker mechanism with the state transitions of a task using an very simple sequence of tasks. On the left side, the
4.4 Flow control semantics

The figure shows the sequence with three tasks whereof the first is a multiple output task. Between the tasks S and A, and A and B there is one combined marker each to control the information flow. The right side of the figure shows the state of the three tasks and of the two markers as it changes over time. The time in the diagram has been discretized for the sake of clarity. Every time slot corresponds to one round of the navigation algorithm.

In round 1, A and B are in the Initial state and S is already Running. Then, S produces a result and changes to Outputting in round 2. Since S has changed its state, the marker towards A is set to indicate that new information is available. As the marker towards B is cleared (there is no unconsumed information in that direction) and there is fresh information available from A, the starting condition of A is evaluated and A is started in round 3. At the same time, the marker towards S is cleared to indicate the consumption of the information. This allows S to return to Running in round 4. Also in this round, A terminates (we assume a very fast execution of the task). This entails setting the marker towards B. In round 5, the starting condition of B is then evaluated on the new information coming from A after which B is started. The starting of B clears the marker towards A. Also in round 5, S again provides results in the Outputting state which is indicated to A through setting the corresponding marker.

Round 6 is very similar to round 3 except that B is Running now. This, however, has no effect on navigation. In round 7, B becomes Finished which is equivalent to the Initial state from round 4 (the task can be (re)started). Therefore, the same pattern of state changes can be observed.

In the figure it can be be seen that while the control flow in the task sequence is from S to A to B, there is also a communication taking place in the reverse direction. This can be traced by following the marker access arrows from B in round 5 to A in round 6 to S in round 7. This communication constitutes the flow control between the tasks.

4.4.5 Restarting tasks

Each task has a finite state machine to track the execution of the task. This state machine is resettable, i.e., after an execution, the state machine can be reset back to the Initial state. This capability allows for the reexecution of tasks which is a requirement for loops and pipelines in a process. In the basic model the resetting of a task is initiated by a predecessor task when it terminates (Section 3.2.4). After being reset, a task will reevaluate its starting conditions taking into account the new results produced by its predecessor. This way, the termination of a task triggers the possible reexecution of its successors.

When using flow control in the execution of a process, however, the resetting mechanism becomes redundant. In order to have the starting conditions of a task reevaluated it is no longer necessary to reset its state machine. Instead, the flow control information between the task and its predecessors indicates whether the predecessors have terminated and the task’s starting conditions should be reevaluated.
This is checked every time the activator of a task is evaluated, by taking into account the markers towards predecessors.

It would still be possible to reset the state machine of a task after the markers towards predecessors indicate the termination of these tasks. However, this would introduce an unnecessary complexity. The task would change to the Initial state only to have its starting conditions evaluated. Hence, if the flow control information is checked as part of the starting conditions, the state transition and the associated delay is avoided.

To summarize, the resetting of a task’s state machine by predecessors is not employed anymore. Instead, a task may be restarted directly from the state in which it terminated. Figure 4.13 illustrates the difference between the two approaches in the task state machine.

4.5 Process semantics with buffers

Having developed the algorithm for enforcing flow control in a process, in this section we extend it with buffers. First, we show how the properties of a buffer map to markers in order to reuse the same flow control algorithm with buffers. Then, we describe the necessary changes to the navigation when buffers are used.

4.5.1 Turning markers into buffers

When flow control is used to transfer information from one task to another, an implicit one-slot buffer exists between these two tasks which is managed according to the marker mechanism (Section 4.4.4). Buffers are also placed between pairs of tasks which exchange information (Section 4.3.3). Thus, the integration of buffers in the process execution is a natural extension of the marker-based flow control mechanism. Consequently, the marker mechanism can be directly applied to these buffers with bigger capacities. The following discusses how the state of the flow control markers and their manipulation are mapped to buffers.

The state of the readiness marker indicates whether the buffer has capacity left to append another element. If this is the case, then the marker is set. Otherwise, if
4.5 Process semantics with buffers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>readiness marker</th>
<th>freshness marker</th>
<th>buffer state</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>cleared</td>
<td>set</td>
<td>full</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>set</td>
<td>cleared</td>
<td>empty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>set</td>
<td>set</td>
<td>partially full</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cleared</td>
<td>cleared</td>
<td>zero-length buffer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1: Possible states of the freshness and readiness markers and the state of the corresponding buffer.

the buffer is full, the marker is cleared. Thus, as long as the buffer is not full, the corresponding predecessor task is allowed to execute, since there is capacity left to store its output.

For the freshness marker the state is derived analogously from the “emptiness” of the buffer. When the buffer contains at least one element, the freshness marker is set. Otherwise, when the buffer is empty, the marker is cleared. Thus, as long as the buffer is not empty, the corresponding successor task can fetch a data element and possibly use it as input for the execution.

Vice versa, the state of the buffer can be deduced from the state of the two markers. Table 4.1 summarizes the states of a buffer and the corresponding markers. The last of the four cases has been included only for the sake of completeness. When both the readiness and the freshness marker are cleared this means that the buffer is full and empty at the same time. The only buffer for which this situation is possible is a buffer with a capacity of zero elements. Hence, this case will never occur since such a buffer cannot be used to transfer any data and will therefore not be used in a process.

When using markers, these are manipulated directly by the navigation algorithm. With buffers, the manipulation takes place indirectly through appending and removing elements from a buffer. When the freshness marker is cleared (and the readiness marker set) the data has been removed from the one-slot buffer. Thus, this manipulation corresponds to removing an element from the buffer. Similarly, when the readiness marker is cleared (and the freshness marker set) data has been stored. This corresponds to appending an element to the buffer. Markers are always manipulated whenever data is stored or removed from the one-slot buffer. This is because the tiny buffer immediately becomes full or empty, respectively. However, a larger buffer is often in an intermediate state where it is neither empty nor full. Thus, the markers do not change for every append or remove operation.

Finally, it should be noted that since the states of the readiness marker and the freshness marker depend directly on the state of the buffer, the markers actually become redundant and need not be maintained explicitly.
4.5.2 Buffered data transfer

The data flow compiler schedules data transfers which copy information between output parameters and input parameters (Section 3.3.2). However, when using buffers between tasks these data transfers are no longer needed. The transfers are replaced by buffers which convey information from output parameters to input parameters. Values of output parameters are appended to a buffer and correspondingly data for input parameters are retrieved from a buffer. Compared with the scheduling done by the data flow compiler this corresponds to a mixture of eager and lazy scheduling because a value is always pushed from an output parameter into a buffer and later pulled from the buffer into an input parameter.

For every control flow and data flow dependency there is a buffer which carries the corresponding information. It is the buffer which connects the same tasks as the dependency. If two tasks are connected by a control flow dependency and several data flow bindings, there is one buffer between these two tasks which transfers task states for the control flow dependency and parameter values on behalf of the bindings.

When a task terminates or provides output in the Outputting state, the task outcome is collected and appended to buffers towards other tasks. The information which is written to a buffer is determined by the bindings towards the corresponding task. For each binding the value of the corresponding output parameter is appended together with the parameter name to be able to assign it to the correct input parameter at the downstream task. For every control flow dependency the current state of the task is appended to the corresponding buffers so dependent tasks can evaluate their activators. It is important to preserve the correlation between the different parameter values and the task state in which the output was produced. Therefore, the task outcome is enqueued to the buffer as one data structure.

Before a task can be executed, its input parameters must be loaded with the input for the task execution. Instead of copying the data directly from output parameters of other tasks, the information is fetched from the buffers where the corresponding output has been placed.

The binding attached to an input parameter determines the buffer which provides the new value for the parameter. It also determines the name of the output parameter whose value was written to the buffer on behalf of the binding. The navigator fetches a task outcome from the buffer and extracts the parameter value using the name of the output parameter. This value is then assigned to the input parameter.

As described above, the parameter values which are output at the same time by a task are buffered in one piece. This allows the navigator to assign a consistent set of input values to a task’s input parameters when there are multiple data flow bindings between two tasks.
Example 4.3: Log event dispatching

This example illustrates how the output of a task is stored in buffers to make it available to other tasks in the process. We use an example process which receives logging events (e.g., [6]) from an application and distributes the events depending on their priority level (Figure 4.14). Logging events consist of a priority level (e.g., info for informational messages, warn for warnings, error for errors), a textual message and an optional exception stacktrace which describes where the error, if any, occurred in the application. All events are by default appended to an RSS [13] feed. This allows the operator of the application to periodically check its status in terms of the last logged messages. In case an event is received which indicates an error in the application an e-mail is additionally sent so the problem can be dealt with as fast as possible.

The first task in the process, receiveEvent, is a multiple-output task. It keeps running as long as the process is active. For every logging event which is received from the application the task changes to the Outputting state and provides the data contained in the event in its level and message and exception output parameters (Figure 4.15). This output is used by the appendRSS task to update the RSS feed and, in case the event indicates an error, by the email task to send an email to the operator. The two tasks have an Outputting dependency on the first task and are thus restarted for every event. In order to activate the email task only for error events, the data-condition of the task requires the value of the level parameter to have the value “error”.

Although there are several data flow bindings between the tasks, one control flow dependency is enough to impose a correct execution order between two tasks. Correspondingly, a single buffer is sufficient to transfer information between a pair of tasks.

Whenever the receiveEvents task produces output, the outcome is appended to the buffers towards the other tasks. The outcome consists of the current state of the task, Outputting in this case, together with the values of the necessary output parameters. Which output parameters are of interest to the successor task depends on the data flow bindings (Figure 4.15). As shown in Figure 4.16, the values of all output parameters are buffered in the direction of the appendRSS task. For the email task, only the level and message parameters are stored.
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Figure 4.15: Data flow of the log event dispatching process

Figure 4.16: Buffers between the tasks of the log event dispatching process
4.5 Process semantics with buffers

### Table 4.2: Content of the buffer between the `receiveEvents` and `email` tasks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>level</th>
<th>message</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Outputting</td>
<td>warn</td>
<td>using default value...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outputting</td>
<td>error</td>
<td>File not found:...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outputting</td>
<td>warn</td>
<td>failed to initialize...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outputting</td>
<td>info</td>
<td>starting container...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 4.3: Content of the buffer between the `receiveEvents` and `appendRSS` tasks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>level</th>
<th>message</th>
<th>exception</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Outputting</td>
<td>warn</td>
<td>using default value...</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outputting</td>
<td>error</td>
<td>File not found:...</td>
<td>[stacktrace]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outputting</td>
<td>warn</td>
<td>failed to initialize...</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outputting</td>
<td>info</td>
<td>starting container...</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outputting</td>
<td>error</td>
<td>Component has no...</td>
<td>[stacktrace]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outputting</td>
<td>info</td>
<td>starting monitor...</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outputting</td>
<td>debug</td>
<td>processing message in...</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Whenever the two successor tasks are ready to be started, the values for their input parameters are fetched from the buffer. Every tuple in the buffer is a consistent set of output values from `receiveEvent` which can be assigned to the input parameters so the task is started with matching `level` and `message` and `exception` values.

Tables 4.2 and 4.3 show possible contents of the buffers during the execution of the example process. Several task outcomes have been appended by the `receiveEvents` task but not yet consumed by the successor tasks. The buffer in front of the `email` task contains fewer elements than the other buffer because the task is only invoked on error events. Discarding data from a buffer is naturally faster than invoking a task with the data as input.

### 4.5.3 Data flow merges with buffers

The data flow compiler takes into consideration that input parameters with multiple bindings must be written by “push” data transfers executed on termination of the corresponding predecessor tasks. This ensures a “last writer wins” semantics for the input parameter. With buffers, however, this is no longer possible because values from output parameters are not copied directly to an input parameter but rather to separate buffers. The time at which data is output by a task does no longer correspond to the time at which the data is written to an input parameter. Multiple tasks providing output for the same input parameter are thus completely decoupled.
in time. Hence, there is no possibility for these tasks to properly overwrite each other’s data.

The conflict of the multiple bindings has to be resolved by the downstream task when fetching data from multiple buffers and writing it into the input parameter in question. To keep the semantics of a process compatible with a non-buffered version of the same process, “last writer wins” semantics can be emulated with the help of timestamps. Every time task output is appended to a buffer a timestamp is attached to it². By comparing the timestamps associated with different values for the same input parameter it is then possible to achieve the desired semantics (Figure 4.17). “Last writer wins” is obtained by choosing the value with the highest timestamp. This corresponds to copying all candidate values in the order of their timestamps, therewith simulating push data transfers as in the non-buffered case. Thus, the deferred conflict resolution achieves the same semantics as without buffers.

### 4.5.4 Navigation on buffers

The fact that the information flow between tasks uses buffers also means that the entire state of a process instance is contained in these buffers. Moreover, not only the latest state is contained but also a history of it, depending on the capacity of the buffers. In particular, the state which is needed by the navigator is no longer available in output parameters of tasks or as their current execution state. The necessary information has been written into buffers where it stays available. Thus, the navigator has to make its decisions based on the process state which is held in the buffers.

In order to evaluate the starting condition of a task, the necessary information about other tasks (task state, parameter values) is retrieved from the corresponding buffers.

---

²See Section 5.3.1 on how timestamps are added to buffered data.
4.6 Termination detection with buffers

Buffers. During this evaluation, however, it is not yet clear if the task will be started or not, i.e., whether the data from the buffers will actually be consumed by the task by using it as input for the task execution. According to the marker mechanism, the information is only consumed after the activator has been satisfied (by clearing the freshness marker or removing from the buffer). Thus, the evaluation of the starting condition must not alter the buffer by removing the data which is inspected. Consequently, buffers must support a peek operation which reads the first element without removing it.

A problem which may arise when the starting condition is evaluated on data directly from buffers is that some of these buffers might be empty. The compiler needs to protect against this by checking if the buffer is empty before attempting to read from it. This is exactly why the “freshness” of data is checked. If the buffer is empty (the freshness marker is cleared), there is no fresh data available and the evaluation of the activator fails without even accessing the buffer.

4.6 Termination detection with buffers

In Section 3.2.2 we described how the termination of a process instance is determined in order to allow for implicit termination. For this, the states of all tasks in the process instance are inspected. If all tasks have reached a final state, then the process instance is considered terminated. This approach is not sufficient when buffers are used between tasks\(^3\). For example, if all tasks in a process instance have reached the Finished state, this does not necessarily imply the termination of the process instance because some buffers might still contain data. This data might trigger the execution of a task the next time the navigation algorithm evaluates the state of the process instance.

Thus, the termination detection algorithm now needs to take the state of the buffers into account in addition to the task states. If a buffer is non-empty, the contained data may possibly be used to start a task which reads data from this buffer. However, whether the task is started depends also on the starting conditions of the task. The data in the buffer may have the wrong value or data from another buffer may be needed in order to start. Thus, to determine if data in a buffer is appropriate for starting a task, the task’s starting conditions must be evaluated. Evaluating the starting conditions of tasks is exactly what the navigation algorithm is about. Consequently, the termination detection for process execution with buffers becomes as complex as navigation. In order to not duplicate the calculations on the process state the navigation algorithm should be used for the termination detection in parallel to accomplishing navigation.

If all tasks in a process instance have reached a final state and the navigation algorithm determines that no task is ready to start, then the overall process instance has reached a stable state. Rerunning the navigation algorithm over the process instance would not yield a different result since the algorithm depends solely on the

---

\(^3\)Buffers here also include the single-slot buffers produced by a marker pair between two tasks.
state of the instance. This state can only be changed by the navigation algorithm itself, but since no task is ready to be executed, the state will not change. We define that a process instance terminates when it has reached a stable state. This is a compatible generalization of the previous termination condition. Hence, a process instance has terminated as soon as all tasks have reached a final state and the navigation algorithm determines that no task may be (re)started. The concrete state of the terminated process instance is derived from the task states, as before (e.g., if one task has failed and this is not handled by another task, the entire process fails).

In [84] an algorithm is proposed for detecting termination of distributed computations using markers. At first sight this work might look similar to the problem discussed here. However, the role of the marker is different. In [84] a single marker is sent around the process network whereas we use markers between every pair of tasks. Nevertheless, one could consider applying the algorithm to detect the termination of a process instance by adding support for a special marker traveling around the task graph. However, since in our model the navigator has a global view of the state of the process instance there is no need for applying an algorithm originally designed for a distributed system. The navigator can detect termination simply by evaluating the state of the process instance.

### 4.7 Impact of new semantics

In this chapter the execution semantics of the basic process model (Chapter 3) has been extended with flow control. However, the model itself has not been altered for this (the multiple-output extension (Section 4.2.3) has no influence on flow control). This raises the question what the impact of the semantic extension is beyond solving the problems of overwriting data and state ambiguity.

In this section, we characterize the new execution semantics in two ways. First, we compare the new semantics to event-condition-action rules. Second, we investigate the semantic changes in terms of workflow patterns [100].

#### 4.7.1 ECA rules

The original execution semantics (Section 3.2) uses a purely state-based approach to evaluating the process state. The activator specifies a constraint on the states of other tasks and the data-condition a constraint in terms of task parameters. Both these conditions are evaluated in order to determine whether a task should be started.

With the semantics introduced by the flow control mechanism, the activator is evaluated only on task states which it has not yet “consumed”. When the activator is satisfied, the states are marked as consumed. Whenever a task terminates it provides the newly reached state to other tasks. This means that the activator is actually evaluated on state changes of other tasks. This constitutes an event-based behaviour: every time a task terminates, other tasks are notified of this event.
Thus, a task definition in a process has the structure of an event-condition-action (ECA) rule. Such a rule specifies that whenever a certain event occurs a condition should be evaluated. If the condition is satisfied, then the action is to be executed. To fully capture the semantics of a task definition the ECA rule must be extended with an enablement condition. The rule is evaluated only if it is enabled, i.e., if it’s enablement condition is satisfied. The enablement is necessary to capture the flow control semantics which prevent a task from being executed in case a successor has not yet consumed previous results. Also, we require persistent events: in case a rule is disabled and does not react to an event, the event notification is not discarded – this corresponds to the buffering of data between tasks.

A task definition corresponds to an ECA-rule with enablement as follows.

- **Enablement**: The rule is enabled only if the readiness markers towards successors are set and if the task is not currently executing.

- **Event**: The Boolean expression of the activator specifies a compound event in terms of atomic events. A task having reached a certain execution state constitutes such an atomic event.

  When the activator is satisfied, i.e., the event has occurred, the event notification is consumed by manipulating the markers towards predecessors tasks.

- **Condition**: The condition corresponds directly to the data-condition of the task. This condition is only evaluated if the activator is satisfied, i.e., when the corresponding event has occurred.

- **Action**: The action corresponds directly to the execution of the task.

### 4.7.2 Workflow patterns

A workflow language can be characterized in terms of the workflow patterns it supports [100]. Since we have changed the semantics of our language we have investigated the influence of the changes on the support of the patterns. The first question we want to answer is whether a pattern behaves the same with and without flow control. In case the behaviour changes with flow control, the second question is whether the pattern can still be supported by modeling the pattern differently.

To determine the support for the patterns in our prototype system, we have attempted to model every pattern. The patterns which could be implemented were then executed with and without flow control. Tables 4.4 and 4.5 summarize the 43 workflow control patterns specified by [100] in terms of support by the basic process model without flow control and the impact of executing the pattern with flow control.

As can be seen from Table 4.4, almost all of the original 20 patterns [119] are supported by the basic model. Moreover, all of them work equally well when flow control is used to execute the pattern. The newer patterns (21–43) are not well supported. However, the extensions introduced in this chapter have no negative impact on these patterns either but rather allows the support of more patterns:
4 Integration of streams in workflow processes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pattern</th>
<th>Basic</th>
<th>Extended</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Sequence</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Parallel Split</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Synchronization</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Exclusive Choice</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Simple Merge</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Multi-Choice</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Structured Synchronising Merge</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 Multi-Merge</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 Structured Discriminator</td>
<td>+/-</td>
<td>+/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Arbitrary Cycles</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 Implicit Termination</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 Mult. Inst. without Synchronization</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 Mult. Inst. with a Priori Design-Time Knowledge</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 Mult. Inst. with a Priori Run-Time Knowledge</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 Mult. Inst. without a Priori Run-Time Knowledge</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 Deferred Choice</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 Interleaved Parallel Routing</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 Milestone</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19 Cancel Activity</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 Cancel Case</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.4: Workflow control patterns (1–20) supported by the basic and extended process models.

persistent trigger (24), generalized AND-join (33) and thread split (42). These patterns are discussed in more detail in the following after a short comment on the multiple instances patterns.

**Multiple instances**

Table 4.4 indicates the support of multiple instances patterns (12–14) although these features have not been introduced as part of our basic model. However, the JOpera system, which has been extended with the flow control mechanism as part of this thesis, does support these patterns. In order to demonstrate the compatibility of the flow control semantics with as many patterns as possible we chose to include these features in the evaluation even though they are not described in the basic process model.

In JOpera, the execution of multiple instances of a task takes place as part of the actual execution of the task. All instances are synchronized before control is passed to successor tasks. Therefore, a multiple instances task looks like an ordinary task to the rest of the process. Hence, since this type of task execution is transparent to other tasks and has no influence on the inter-task communication, flow control has no impact on the execution of single instances of a task.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pattern</th>
<th>Basic</th>
<th>Extended</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>21 Structured Loop</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22 Recursion</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23 Transient Trigger</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24 Persistent Trigger</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 Cancel Region</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26 Cancel Mult. Inst. Activity</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27 Complete Mult. Inst. Activity</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28 Blocking Discriminator</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29 Cancelling Discriminator</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 Structured Partial Join</td>
<td>+/-</td>
<td>+/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31 Blocking Partial Join</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32 Cancelling Partial Join</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33 Generalised AND-Join</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34 Static Partial Join for Mult. Inst.</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35 Cancelling Partial Join for Mult. Inst.</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36 Dynamic Partial Join for Mult. Inst.</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37 Acyclic Synchronizing Merge</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38 General Synchronizing Merge</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39 Critical Section</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 Interleaved Routing</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41 Thread Merge</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42 Thread Split</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43 Explicit Termination</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.5: Workflow control patterns (21–43) supported by the basic and extended process models.

**Persistent trigger**

A *persistent trigger* (pattern 24) is a signal\(^4\) which is targeted at a specific task of a process and is received from within the process or from the outside. As opposed to a *transient trigger*, a persistent trigger does not need to be reacted upon immediately but is preserved until consumed by the target task. To implement the persistent trigger the information preserving nature of flow control can be used. The trigger source can, e.g., be modeled by a multiple-output task which changes to the *Outputting* state whenever a trigger is received. The target task correspondingly has an *Outputting* dependency on the trigger source. Since flow control is employed, this trigger will not be lost and can be processed by the target task at any later point in time. Without flow control, persistent triggers are not possible because a trigger then might be overwritten by a subsequent one.

\(^4\)This is not the same sort of signal as we use to control the execution of a task (Section 3.3.1). The term is used in an abstract sense in the definition of the pattern.
Generalized AND-join

The two properties of the generalized AND-join (pattern 33) are the synchronization of multiple control flows and the buffering of control flow signals from these branches in case the signals cannot be handled immediately.

In our model this corresponds to a task with an activator based on the AND operator (to synchronize the control flows). This means all predecessors must have terminated in order for the synchronizing task to be started. Additionally, flow control must be used in order to not lose any control flow signals from the predecessor tasks in case such a task terminates multiple times while the synchronizing task is waiting for all predecessors to terminate. Clearly, this pattern can be supported only when flow control (and possibly buffering) is used. Otherwise, activations from predecessors may be lost because of the output overwriting problem.

Thread split

In a thread split (pattern 42) multiple threads of control are created at a certain point in a process. The number of threads to be created is specified at design-time.

This pattern can be directly modeled by the multiple-output feature introduced in Section 4.2.3. Every time a multiple-output task provides output a new thread is thereby created which continues along the control flow dependencies in the process. A simple counter component which generates a sequence of numbers can be used as task implementation in order to spawn the threads.

4.8 Discussion

This chapter has introduced two extensions to the basic process model: multiple-output tasks and flow control.

The multiple-output feature (Section 4.2.3) is a non-invasive extension to the process model. It is fully compatible with the original model as it builds on existing concepts. From a modeling point of view, the feature only introduces the Outputting state which is treated like any other state. This means that multiple-output tasks can easily be integrated into existing processes.

We have shown how to support a new type of processes, pipelined processes, using the original basic process model defined in Chapter 3. Since we have not changed the model, we have tried to maintain the semantics of a task definition which consists of three parts: activator, data-condition and action.

The activator defines the states which predecessors tasks must have reached before the task can be started. The states of tasks indicate the progress the control flow in the process. Thus, the activator is a means to synchronize the threads of control arriving at a task. When employing flow control, markers are used to ensure the unambiguity of the predecessor states. This allows the different threads of control

\footnote{We have indeed extended the basic model with multiple-output tasks (Section 4.2.3). However, the pipeline capabilities developed in this chapter are independent of the multiple-output feature. A pipeline can also be created using a loop (Section 4.2.2).}
which continuously arrive at a task to be properly distinguished. When the activator
is satisfied, i.e., the incoming threads of control have been synchronized, the flow
control markers are updated to acknowledge the arrival of control at the task.

The information provided by predecessor tasks is then used to evaluate the op-
tional data-condition. The evaluation of this condition is not influenced by flow
control. Only if the condition is satisfied, the task is ready to be started. Hence,
with or without flow control, the data-condition filters the task input before it is
possibly used to start the task.

In summary, the activator specifies how the control flow arriving at a task is
synchronized and the data-condition is then used to filter the received input. The
change due to flow control is that without flow control the difference between the
activator and the data-condition is only artificial. Both expressions are evaluated
on the process state. With flow control, however, the activator gains an event-based
behaviour (Section 4.7.1) while preserving the semantics of synchronizing the control
flow.

The execution semantics developed in this chapter makes it safe to employ
pipelines in processes. As with microprocessors, the use of a pipeline improves
the throughput of a system. However, a pipelined workflow process also exposes the
same problems as a pipelined microprocessor. When designing a pipelined process
the following issues therefore need to be considered.

- **Task execution times** For an optimal performance the stages in a pipeline must
  have equal execution times. If this is not the case, flow control makes sure no
data is lost. However, the more the execution times vary (between tasks or
over time for the same task) the lower the overall performance of the pipeline.
If it is known that the execution times of task will vary significantly over time,
then the arising temporary bottleneck can be alleviated by employing buffers.

- **Parallel branches** When a pipeline is split into several branches which are
  merged further down, care should be taken that the throughput of the branches
is balanced. Otherwise, since the branches are merged, the overall pipeline will
run at the speed of the slowest branch.

- **Serial processing** The stages in a pipeline process stream elements sequentially.
That is, no parallel processing of elements (superscalarity) is done. Thus, if a
pipeline is used to process data from multiple independent streaming services,
it must be ensured that the pipeline is able to keep up with total rate at which
data arrives. Otherwise, a separate instance of the pipelined process should
be employed for each service.

- **System capacity** In order for pipelining to be effective, it is important that
  the overall system executing the workflow (navigator, dispatcher, service
providers) has the capacity to execute all the tasks in a pipeline concurrently.

- **Hazards** If tasks in a pipeline have dependencies which are external to the
  process and which are not captured by the process model, then this can lead
to pipeline hazards. In microprocessors such hazards are avoided by forwarding data and/or by stalling the pipeline [18]. However, since tasks in a pipelined workflow perform complex operations solutions like data forwarding cannot always be applied. In some situations, creating an isolated section in the pipeline can help. This is a section in which pipelining is “turned off” and only one stream element is being processed at any time. Such isolated sections can be created by wrapping the contained tasks in a subprocess and including the subprocess in the pipeline. To the pipeline, the isolated section looks like a normal pipeline stage, but inside the subprocess non-pipelined execution takes place.

A solution to unbalanced task execution times and the serial processing restriction would be the support of superscalarity for task executions (Section 4.3.1). This corresponds to the multiple instances without a priori run-time knowledge workflow pattern [100]. With superscalarity, instances of a task can be created as needed in order to process multiple stream elements in parallel. This removes the bottleneck effect of a constantly slow task.

---

6 This can be considered a special case of the interleaved parallel routing workflow pattern [100]
5 System Implementation

This chapter describes the changes that were applied to the compiler and the runtime system of JOpera (Section 3.3) to implement the ideas described in Chapter 4. We start by extending the compiler to integrate the flow control marker mechanism when compiling a process model (Section 5.1). Then, in Section 5.2, the communication between the navigator and the task execution part of the system is discussed. The system is extended such that results can be streamed from a service into a process without interfering with the flow control in the process. In Section 5.3, we introduce the infrastructure to support the buffered data transfer between tasks in a process as described in Section 4.5. The management of such buffers is discussed in Section 5.4.

5.1 Compiling flow control

In Section 4.4.2 we introduced the marker mechanism to control the flow of information between the tasks of a process. This mechanism is an extension of the control flow decisions which are made during navigation. The mechanism uses markers between every pair of tasks with a control flow dependency to track whether there is output from the corresponding predecessor task which has not been processed by the successor task. A task is not allowed to re-execute before its previous output has been consumed by all its successors.

In order to integrate flow control into the navigation algorithm, the process compiler must be extended. The changes arise mainly from the fact that without flow control a task can be compiled in isolation, whereas the code for enforcing flow control cannot be generated from the information contained in the task itself.

When generating code without flow control, the control flow code of a task (which evaluates the starting conditions) can be compiled by looking only at the activator of the task. The activator contains all dependencies towards predecessors and the task is activated when these predecessors have reached a certain state. Thus, the control flow of a process can be compiled in one pass by iterating over its tasks and compiling each task independently.

When the navigation code should include the flow control marker mechanism, a process can no longer be compiled in a single pass. The activators do not contain enough information and an additional pass is needed before the code can be generated. The reason is that the evaluation of a task’s starting condition has been augmented to include the inspection of flow control markers. The markers to be inspected depend not only on the predecessors (which can be derived from the activator) but also on the successors of the task.

1The data flow of a process is analyzed in a preceding phase (Section 3.3.2)
To determine the successors of the tasks in a process, the process model must be preprocessed. In this phase, the activators of all tasks are analyzed and their predecessors and successors are determined. For every predecessor $P$ referenced in the activator of a task $T$, $P$ is recorded as predecessor of $T$ and $T$ as successor of $P$. When the navigation code is generated in the next phase, the compiler uses the information about predecessors and successors of a task to add the flow control related parts such as checking and manipulating markers. All the places where flow control checks are added have been described in Section 4.4.2. The following example illustrates the effect of incorporating flow control in the compiled process model.

**Example 5.1: Compiled flow control**

In this example, we show the compiled navigation code of the carton inspection process (Example 3.1) when it is compiled with flow control. The data flow of the process is repeated in Figure 5.1.

In summary, the process does the following. The first task, `readTags`, obtains a list of RFID tags which indicates the contents of the carton just scanned. This list is used for two purposes. On the one hand, `tags2orderItems` translates the tag
numbers to item numbers and compiles a description of the carton content. On the other hand, the identifier of the box is picked from the tag list (extractCartonID) and the description of the corresponding order is fetched from a database (getOrder). Now the effective contents of the box are compared with the information from the order database (compare) and storeResult updates the order in the database with the outcome of the comparison. In case of a mismatch, the carton does not contain the correct items and a notification is triggered by the notify task.

Actually, we use a slight variation of the process described in Example 3.1. In order to create a pipeline in the process, the first task, readTags, is now a multiple output task. It continuously provides RFID readings to the process. Correspondingly, the two successor tasks tags2orderItems and extractCartonID now have an Outputting dependency on readTags. With the readings streaming into the process, a single process instance can be used to verify multiple orders.

Since the basic structure of a compiled process has already been described (Example 3.2), in this example we show mainly the differences caused by the flow control checks. The code uses combined markers (Section 4.4.4).

As with the states of the tasks, the flow control information, i.e., the markers, is cached in local variables and therefore needs to be preloaded at the beginning of the navigation method. We show only the markers between the first task and its successors, the others are loaded in the same way.

```java
// FLWCTRL: load marker TaskPair[readTags -> extractCartonID]
boolean marker_readTags_extractCartonID = Boolean.TRUE.equals(Memory.Load(MakeAddress(Context_TASK_readTags, Box.System, "FlowControl_extractCartonID")));
// FLWCTRL: load marker TaskPair[readTags -> tags2orderItems]
boolean marker_readTags_tags2orderItems = Boolean.TRUE.equals(Memory.Load(MakeAddress(Context_TASK_readTags, Box.System, "FlowControl_tags2orderItems")));
```

When the process is in the Initial state, the start task of the process, readTags, is started. Start tasks naturally do not have an activator to be checked (except for the process being Initial). They might have a data-condition defined which, however, is not the case in our example. Since readTags has no incoming dependencies, also no flow control checks need to be done.

```java
Exec.Start(Context_TASK_readTags, InputParams, SystemInputParams);
```

Whenever the execution of the readTags task produces a result, this data has to be stored in the task’s output parameters. This applies to final results of a task (in the Finishing state) as well as intermediate results (in the Outputting state). In both cases, the task has been put in the Finishing state to indicate to the navigator that the task output should be stored and possibly data transfers should be executed (if scheduled by the data flow compiler). In this step flow control markers need not be checked because it was ensured before the task was started that the output parameters can receive data.

```java
if (State_readTags == State.FINISHING) {
    Memory.Store(MakeAddress(Context_TASK_readTags, Box.Output, "taglist"), (Serializable) Results.get("taglist"));
}
```
After storing the (intermediate) result of the task execution, the task leaves the *Finishing* state. According to the state diagram in Figure 3.12, the task can now enter the *Finished* or *Outputting* state. In order for the navigator to take this decision a flag has been set in the address space of the task. This flag is read and the state changed accordingly.

```java
MemoryAddress stream_address = MakeAddress(
    Context_TASK_readTags, Box.SystemOutput, 
    Box.Stream);
if (Memory.Load(stream_address) != null) {
    Memory.setState(Context_TASK_readTags, 
    State.OUTPUTTING);
    State_readTags = State.OUTPUTTING;
    Memory.Store(stream_address, null);
} else {
    Memory.setState(Context_TASK_readTags, 
    State.FINISHED);
    State_readTags = State.FINISHED;
}
```

When using flow control, other tasks in the process must be made aware of this state change of *readTags* (to *Outputting* or *Finished*), i.e., flow control information towards these tasks has to be updated. Since the task has two successors, *tags2orderItems* and *extractCartonID*, the corresponding two markers have to be set to indicate that new information is available from the task. This is done immediately after the state of *readTags* has been changed.

```java
// FLWCTRL: set outgoing markers
// FLWCTRL: set TaskPair[readTags -> extractCartonID]
marker_readTags_extractCartonID = true;
Memory.Store(MakeAddress(Context_TASK_readTags, 
    Box.System, "FlowControl_extractCartonID"), 
    Boolean.TRUE);
// FLWCTRL: set TaskPair[readTags -> tags2orderItems]
marker_readTags_tags2orderItems = true;
Memory.Store(MakeAddress(Context_TASK_readTags, 
    Box.System, "FlowControl_tags2orderItems"), 
    Boolean.TRUE);
```

As an example of a starting condition which has been augmented with flow control checks, we use the *compare* task which is also a synchronization point for the control flow from *tags2orderItems* and *getOrder*.

With flow control, tasks can not only start from the *Initial* state but also from any final state (Section 4.4.5).

```java
if (State_compare == State.INITIAL || State_compare.isFinal()) {
    // FLWCTRL: set outgoing markers
    // FLWCTRL: set TaskPair[readTags -> extractCartonID]
    marker_readTags_extractCartonID = true;
    Memory.Store(MakeAddress(Context_TASK_readTags, 
        Box.System, "FlowControl_extractCartonID"), 
        Boolean.TRUE);
    // FLWCTRL: set TaskPair[readTags -> tags2orderItems]
    marker_readTags_tags2orderItems = true;
    Memory.Store(MakeAddress(Context_TASK_readTags, 
        Box.System, "FlowControl_tags2orderItems"), 
        Boolean.TRUE);
```

As the first step of the starting condition, flow control requires that the ready markers towards the successors, *storeResult* and *notify*, are inspected. If one of these markers is set, the output of *compare* has not been entirely consumed and the task may not be started.

```java
if (!marker_compare_notify && !marker_compare_storeResult) {
```
Then, the activator can be evaluated: \texttt{Finished(getOrder)} AND \texttt{Finished(tags2orderItems)}. The evaluations of the predecessor states are combined with a conjunction (&&) which means that the control flow is synchronized at this point. Both predecessors must have reached the \textit{Finished} state. Additionally, to enforce flow control, in the activator expression every state predicate evaluation (\texttt{State\_XYZ == State.ABC}) is “filtered” by an inspection of the corresponding freshness marker. This enforces that only fresh information about the state of a predecessor is used to evaluate the activator.

\begin{verbatim}
    if (((State.getOrder == State.FINISHED) &&
         marker_getOrder_compare) && (
         (State.tags2orderItems == State.FINISHED) &&
         marker_tags2orderItems_compare)) {

        // FLWCTRL: clear incoming markers
        if (marker_tags2orderItems_compare) {
            // FLWCTRL: clear TaskPair[tags2orderItems -> compare]
            marker_tags2orderItems_compare = false;
            Memory.Store(MakeAddress(
                Context_TASK_tags2orderItems,
                Box.System, "FlowControl_compare"),
                Boolean.FALSE);
        }

        if (marker_getOrder_compare) {
            // FLWCTRL: clear TaskPair[getOrder -> compare]
            marker_getOrder_compare = false;
            Memory.Store(MakeAddress(Context_TASK_getOrder,
                Box.System, "FlowControl_compare"),
                Boolean.FALSE);
        }

        if (marker_tags2orderItems_compare) {
            // FLWCTRL: clear TaskPair[tags2orderItems -> compare]
            marker_tags2orderItems_compare = false;
            Memory.Store(MakeAddress(Context_TASK_tags2orderItems,
                Box.System, "FlowControl_compare"),
                Boolean.FALSE);
        }

        In case the activator was not satisfied, the deactivator is evaluated to decide whether the task should be marked \textit{Unreachable}. As with the activator, the evaluation of a predecessor’s state is combined with the corresponding freshness marker to enforce proper flow control.

        } else if (((State.getOrder != State.FINISHED) ||
                     (State.getOrder .isFinal())) && marker_getOrder_compare)
               || (((State.tags2orderItems != State.FINISHED) ||
                    (State.tags2orderItems .isFinal())) && marker_tags2orderItems_compare)) {

            if (deactivator indicates that the task is unreachable, its state is set accordingly and, to update the flow control information, the incoming markers are cleared and the outgoing markers are set (see above).

            Memory.setState(Context_TASK_compare,
                State.UNREACHABLE);
\end{verbatim}
If neither the activator nor the deactivator is satisfied, there is the possibility that a predecessor has reached a non-final state which is not of interest to the compare task. When using flow control, such states need to be discarded in order to not congest the pipeline (Section 4.4.2). Only the connection from tags2orderItems is shown.

```java
// FLWCTRL: purge incoming flow
// FLWCTRL: check TaskPair[tags2orderItems -> compare]
if (marker_tags2orderItems_compare) {
    if (!((State_tags2orderItems == State.FINISHED) ||
          State_tags2orderItems.isFinal())) {
        // FLWCTRL: clear TaskPair[tags2orderItems ->
        // compare]
        marker_tags2orderItems_compare = false;
        Memory.Store(MakeAddress(
            Context_TASK_tags2orderItems, Box.System,
            "FlowControl_compare"), Boolean.FALSE);
    }
}
```

To complete the execution cycle of a task we go back to readTags which we left in the Outputting state. When employing flow control, the task cannot leave the Outputting state before all the task’s successors have taken notice of the intermediate results it has provided. If the corresponding markers indicate that this is the case, readTags can return to Running in order to produce new results.

```java
if (State_readTags == State.OUTPUTTING) {
    if (!marker_readTags_extractCartonID
        && !marker_readTags_tags2orderItems) {
        Memory.setState(Context_TASK_readTags, State.RUNNING);
    }
}
```

As will be discussed in the following section, the task execution subsystem is also involved in the flow control. When a task returns from Outputting to Running, this means that the corresponding subsystem may continue to produce output. Therefore, the subsystem is informed with a signal that the task has returned to Running.

```java
Exec.signalJob(Context_TASK_readTags,
    APIConsts.SIGNAL_UNBLOCK);
```

### 5.2 Navigator–subsystem communication

In this section, we discuss the communication between the navigator and the task execution part of the system. First, we extend the navigator-subsystem protocol to support the streaming of results into a process instance. Then, we discuss how to control this stream of results such that the process instance is not overrun with data which would compromise the flow control inside the process instance.
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5.2.1 Multiple-output protocol

There are two ways a task can provide output: a single output or multiple outputs. The invocation of a request-response service results in a single response from the service. This response is provided in the output parameters of the task as it terminates in the Finished state. A service may also return a stream of messages as response. To output such a stream, the original task concept has been extended with multiple-output tasks, i.e., in addition to providing output on termination, a task can produce an arbitrary number of intermediate outputs (Section 4.2.3). To do so, the task changes to the Outputting state which indicates to the rest of the workflow that intermediate output is available in the task’s output parameters. Then the task returns to Running. This is repeated for every message in a stream until the task terminates. In the following, we describe the changes which had to be made to the JOpera runtime in order to support tasks which produce multiple outputs.

In the runtime system the multiple-output concept is mapped to the invocation of a streaming service by the task execution subsystem. Since the subsystem understands the protocol of the service, it can distinguish between intermediate and final results delivered by the service. However, the runtime system itself needs to be made aware of the new interaction style. Figure 5.2 (left) shows the notifications between the navigator and the subsystem for a standard single-output task. First, the navigator submits a task execution job to the subsystem (via the dispatcher). Second, after the invocation of the service, the subsystem notifies the navigator of the termination of the job. This interaction provides no means for notifying about intermediate results.

In order to support the delivery of intermediate output, the protocol between subsystems and the navigator has been extended (Figure 5.2 (right)). The extended protocol supports the invocation of request-response as well as streaming services. The first step of the protocol remains the same, i.e., the navigator submits a task execution job to the subsystem which in turn invokes the service. In case the response received from the service is an intermediate result, the subsystem sends an “output” notification to the navigator together with the intermediate result. This new notification type indicates to the navigator that the task has not yet terminated but should provide the intermediate output using the Outputting state. Sending the intermediate output using an additional notification type has the advantage that the queue-based communication mechanism between the dispatcher and the navigator can be reused. The new notification type is made available to subsystems through the new notifyOutput API operation (Figure 5.3). When a service sends a single result or it has sent the last in a sequence of results, the subsystem sends the navigator a “termination” notification together with this single or last output of the task execution. The navigator then stores the output and sets the task to Finished.

5.2.2 Flow control at the process boundary

The navigation code generated by the compiler makes sure that pipelining can safely be used inside the process by using flow control between the tasks. As a result,
a pipeline is slowed down to the speed of its slowest task. This means that all tasks upstream of the bottleneck task are blocked while waiting for their output to be consumed by the next step in the pipeline. This applies also to the multiple-output task at the head of the pipeline. Such a task is driven by the underlying task execution subsystem (Figure 5.4) which outputs data at the rate at which it is received from the invoked streaming service (Section 5.2.1). However, the subsystem must be prevented from producing output before the previous output has been consumed by all successor tasks. Otherwise, the new output overwrites the previous one too early. In the remainder of the section we develop a solution to control the rate at which a subsystem outputs data.

Similarly to Section 4.3.1, where we discussed collisions in pipelines, there are several alternative solutions to this problem. The output from the subsystem can be discarded or buffered, or the subsystem can be blocked. The only difference to Section 4.3.1 is the location where the discarding, buffering or blocking takes place. In this case, it takes place between the task execution and the navigator, i.e., before the data has been written to output parameters. In the case of Section 4.3.1, it takes place inside the process between the affected task and its successors, i.e., after the data has been written to the output parameters.

We chose to use the blocking approach, thereby extending the flow control taking place inside the process all the way to the subsystem. This allows the subsystem and therewith any invoked service to take part in the flow control. Discarding or buffering data can still be done inside the process. Equally, the subsystem can use one of these approaches internally if it is prevented from delivering the data to the process.
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Figure 5.4: Flow control is also necessary between the subsystem and the process to prevent the subsystem from overwriting data in the process.

Flow control protocol

To extend the flow control from the process to the task execution subsystem, the protocol between the navigator and the subsystem needs to be extended. In the previous section, we added support for the subsystem to send intermediate results to the navigator. Now, this protocol is extended further: the subsystem must be instructed when it is safe to provide the navigator with results and when not.

In the navigator we can make use of the fact that a task stays in the Outputting state as long as its output has not been consumed by all successors, i.e., its outgoing readiness markers have not been set (Section 4.4.2). As long as the task is in the Outputting state, it must not produce further output. Otherwise, its output parameters would be overwritten too early. Producing new output does not necessarily mean that the task is put into the Outputting state again, but also includes task termination. Here the task’s state and output parameters are equally overwritten with new values. When the task becomes Running again, it is however safe to produce new output. Hence, if the task execution subsystem can be blocked while the task is in the Outputting state, then the subsystem will only deliver data when it is safe to do so.

The navigator and the task execution are executed in independent threads and communicate through queues (Section 3.3.1). The messages which are exchanged are job submissions and signals from the navigator to the dispatchers (which delegates to the subsystems) and notifications of intermediate or final output from the subsystem to the navigator (Section 5.2.1). In order to synchronize the task execution subsystem with the task state, this protocol is extended as follows, using the existing communication mechanism between navigator and dispatcher (Figure 5.5). Whenever the subsystem sends output to the navigator as part of a job, this job is automatically marked as blocked. The job remains blocked until it is released by the navigator. While the job is blocked, the subsystem is not allowed to deliver
Figure 5.5: Protocol between navigator and task execution subsystem for extending flow control from the process to the subsystem. As long as the task is Outputting, the job is blocked and the subsystem may not produce further output.

to the navigator further data which may arrive from the invoked service. As soon as the task leaves the Outputting state, the navigator sends an Unblock signal\(^2\) to release the job (Example 5.1). The subsystem may then provide more output to the navigator. Thus, the job is blocked exactly when the task is in the Outputting state.

Because the subsystem is not allowed to produce output while the job is blocked, this mechanism effectively prevents the subsystem from sending output to the navigator which would overwrite the output parameters while the task is Outputting. As a result, subsystems are integrated in the flow control chain in a general way.

**An API for streaming subsystems**

In order to guarantee proper flow control inside processes, the runtime system has to account for misbehaving subsystems which disregard flow control. This means that the flow control must be enforced by the subsystem API and cannot be left to the subsystems. Subsystems continue to invoke the notifyOutput and notifyTermination API operations as before. However, we have changed the behaviour of these methods to adhere to the flow control protocol described above. This also simplifies the development of a streaming subsystem by moving common functionality into the framework. In the following we discuss the implications of flow control for multiple-output subsystems and develop a subsystem API which enforces flow control without constraining the architecture of the subsystem.

A simple approach to enforce flow control when a subsystem is providing output is to suspend the subsystem thread as long as the corresponding job is blocked. When the job is unblocked by the navigator the thread is released and further data may be output. Figure 5.6 illustrates the approach. It should be noted that since flow control is handled by the subsystem API, the Unblock signal is processed by

\(^2\)Thanks to the extensibility of the signalling mechanism, this new signal type can easily be added to the system.
the API. Therefore, as opposed to other signals, the Unblock signal actually never reaches the subsystem.

This approach, however, has certain drawbacks. First, since the thread is suspended while the task is Outputting, the receipt of a message from the invoked service and the distribution of this output inside the process are strictly serialized. This is unnecessary as the subsystem could use the time while it is suspended to perform operations which do not send output to the navigator (e.g., receiving the next message from the service). Second, the approach does only work for single-threaded subsystems. In the case of a subsystem which uses multiple threads to communicate with external applications, the approach does not properly enforce flow control. Instead of blocking a thread after it has delivered data to the navigator, the permission to deliver output for a task must be negotiated between the threads before the data is sent to the navigator. Otherwise, while one thread is blocked during the delivery of data, another thread would be admitted to send its data to the navigator, thereby bypassing flow control and overwriting any previous output of the task.

Thus, to guarantee proper flow control with multi-threaded subsystems and without unnecessarily blocking threads the following approach is used. Before a subsystem thread can deliver output to the navigator it must acquire the exclusive right to do so. If the job is currently blocked, the thread is suspended until the job has been unblocked before it can acquire the right. As soon as a thread has gained the permission to send output, the job is marked as blocked and the job output is submitted to the navigator. After the data has been sent, the thread looses the possession of the job and, like any other thread in the subsystem, has to reacquire the outputting-right before delivering further output. Figure 5.7 illustrates this protocol.

Figure 5.6: Simple approach to enforcing flow control. The subsystem thread is suspended until the task output has been consumed.
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When flow control is extended to the subsystem, a thread in the subsystem which tries to send output to the navigator may become suspended because of the job being temporarily blocked. This means that the thread is not able to immediately continue the communication with the invoked service, e.g., by acknowledging the receipt of a message. If timeouts can easily occur in the communication with the external entity, e.g., a person waiting for a response, the subsystem must avoid the possibility of being blocked for an indefinite period of time.

The subsystem could solve this problem by employing a thread which is dedicated to delivering data to the navigator and which might be blocked during delivery. Another thread then takes care of more time-critical operations. However, this complicates the development of a subsystem and increases its resource requirements.

Instead, we complement the existing API operations with the *non-blocking* variants `tryNotifyOutput` and `tryNotifyTermination`. Basically, these operations have the same functionality as `notifyOutput` and `notifyTermination`, respectively. However, if the permission to deliver output cannot be granted immediately, the methods return with an error. The subsystem can then, depending on the service type it is interacting with, e.g., retry to send output later or even abort the delivery and report an error to the service.

In addition to the non-blocking delivery method we also provide an `isBlocked` operation. This method reports whether the job is currently blocked. This method is of little use with multi-threaded subsystems (the blocked-state of a job might be changed at any time by another thread), but for a single-threaded subsystem the method provides useful information about the state of the task in terms of flow.
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Based on the system with flow control presented in the previous sections, this section describes how to extend the runtime system to support a buffered information exchange between tasks in a process. After describing the buffering infrastructure functionality, we discuss different implementation alternatives.

As discussed in Section 4.3.3, buffers are used to transfer (control and data) information between tasks. When a task produces output, this is appended to one or more buffers. Similarly, the input needed to start a task is fetched from one or more buffers (Section 4.5.2). Buffers are an extension of the markers used in the flow control marker mechanism and can directly be used with this algorithm (Section 4.5.1).

5.3.1 Buffer interface

Section 4.5 explained how buffers are used in the navigator and implicitly formulated the following requirements. The outcome of a task is appended to buffers and the input for executing a task is retrieved and thereby removed from buffers. In this manner data is transferred between parameters of different tasks. The first element of a buffer can also be inspected without removing it from the buffer. This is necessary so the navigator can inspect the state of a process instance without affecting it. In addition to manipulating the buffer, a buffer must be able to report whether it is full and whether it is empty. With this knowledge about the capacity of a buffer, the navigator makes flow control decisions. Based on these requirements, the following describes the operations provided by a buffer and their semantics.

- **append** This operation appends an element to the end of the buffer. The element is tagged with a timestamp.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subsystem Operations</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Execute(Job)</td>
<td>Instructs the subsystem to execute according to the specified job description.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signal(TID, Signal)</td>
<td>Controls a running job according to the specified signal (Kill, Suspend, Resume).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>API Operations</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>notifyTermination(TID, data)</td>
<td>Notifies the runtime system that the job for the specified task instance has terminated (successfully or through failure) and accepts the result data of the execution. If the job is currently blocked, the operation blocks until the job is unblocked.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>notifyOutput(TID, data)</td>
<td>Notifies the runtime system that the job for the specified task instance makes the specified intermediate result data available. If the job is currently blocked, the operation blocks until the job is unblocked.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tryNotifyTermination(TID, data)</td>
<td>Does the same as notifyTermination except that if the job is blocked, then the operation returns with an error.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tryNotifyOutput(TID, data)</td>
<td>Does the same as notifyOutput except that if the job is blocked, then the operation returns with an error.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>isBlocked(TID)</td>
<td>Indicates whether the specified job is currently blocked.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.1: Description of the operations defined by the subsystem API.
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- **remove** This operation reads and removes the first element of the buffer. Elements are retrieved from the buffer in the same order as they were appended (*first in first out*).

- **peek** This operation reads the first element of the buffer, as remove does, but without removing it.

- **isFull** This operation tells whether the buffer has reached its capacity and cannot hold more elements. If the buffer is full, no further elements must be appended.

- **isEmpty** This operation tells whether the buffer contains any elements which can be retrieved. If the buffer is empty, remove or peek must not be invoked.

The elements which are held in a buffer are the outcomes of task executions. A task outcome includes the values of all output parameters and the task state in which they were produced (Outputting, Finished or Failed).

Every time an element is appended to a buffer a timestamp with the current time is attached to the element. This timestamp can be used by the navigator to resolve conflicts at input parameters with multiple bindings (Section 4.5.3). In such a case, the data for the input parameter can be taken from multiple buffers and the process' navigation algorithm must decide which buffer should be chosen. The timestamp indicates the time at which, in the non-buffered case, data transfers would have taken place (Section 4.5.2). Choosing the buffer element with the highest timestamp yields the desired “last writer wins” semantics.

The append, remove and peek operations are non-blocking. That is, if the buffer is full or empty, respectively, the operations do not block until the buffer state has changed, but rather return immediately with an error. There are two reasons for this. First, blocking is not necessary because, as part of the flow control algorithm, the navigator always checks the capacity of a buffer before appending to or reading from it. This corresponds to checking the state of markers before starting a task (Section 4.5.1). Second, the navigator must never be blocked indefinitely by any operation it invokes on the state storage. Since the storage is managed solely by the single-threaded navigator, this would lead to a deadlock.

### 5.3.2 Buffer component

In this section we motivate the extension of the JOpera state storage with a new buffer component. We will refer to the existing storage model as the JOpera memory since it resembles very much a conventional random access memory where memory cells are accessed by specifying an address.

The JOpera state storage contains the state of all process instances. A great part of this state is also, temporarily, held in buffers which transfer data between tasks. This rises the question whether it is feasible to integrate the buffering functionality in the existing storage without changing the storage model (memory cells addressed with (*TID, category, parameter*) tuples). Keeping this model would allow to the
navigation algorithm to remain unchanged, because the interface to the state storage remains the same. However, the buffering model introduces several new features which cannot all be simulated in the memory model.

**Time** A buffer may hold several values of a parameter which were produced over time. When an element is read from the buffer this is not the element which was last appended unless the buffer contains only one element. This behaviour can be added without changing the memory interface, by using a hidden buffer and turning writes and reads to the memory into append and peek operations on the buffer, respectively.

**Parameter correlation** The values of output parameters from a task execution must be kept together so they can be assigned to other tasks’ input parameters in a consistent way. This means the memory must distinguish the results of two distinct task executions by monitoring the sequences of write accesses to certain memory cells. This would not be difficult as the access to the memory is transacted. Every navigation round is wrapped in its own transaction and in a navigation round at most one result of a particular task is stored.

**New operations** The remove, isFull and isEmpty operations are a clear extension of the storage model. The isEmpty operation could be saved by having the memory return an unspecified state for tasks which forces the navigation algorithm to skip the corresponding task. This would yield the same behaviour as when navigation explicitly checks the emptiness of the buffer. The other two operations, however, cannot be substituted by changing the semantics of the memory.

**Pairwise task communication** In the memory model, a memory cell always belongs to a task instance. Therefore, the cell’s address contains the TID of this task instance. The buffer model, however, extends the storage with a new dimension. Data contained in a buffer does not belong to only a single task instance (the output of which the data is), it belongs to the pair of tasks which is connected by the buffer. In the buffer model, when an output parameter value is read, it is always relevant by which task it is read because of the pairwise information exchange enforced by flow control. This additional dimension in the addressing of state is incompatible with the existing addressing memory model. There is no way for the memory to derive the task on behalf of which the navigator accesses a memory cell in order to deliver the data from the appropriate buffer. The second task must thus be specified by the navigator when accessing a memory cell.

Finally, it should be noted that the buffers are a replacement for the data transfers in a process – a buffer constitutes a data transfer which is possibly delayed. As such, a buffer is naturally associated with two tasks, the source and the destination of the transfer.

Because of the differences in the memory model and the buffer model, buffers need to be managed explicitly and cannot be hidden behind the existing memory
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interface. Figure 5.9 shows the system architecture with the extended state storage comprising the old memory part and the new buffer part. Every buffer is identified by the TIDs of the tasks it connects. For example, a buffer from task B to task A is identified by the ordered pair (TID_B, TID_A) where TID_B and TID_A are the respective TIDs.

The fact that much of the state of a process instance flows through buffers suggests that the memory component could even be replaced entirely by buffers. We choose not to follow that option. First, keeping the memory component and using buffers for data transfers reduces the necessary changes to the system. Concerning navigation, only the parts which are dealing with data transfers need to be accommodated to use buffers instead. Other aspects such as the assembly of task execution jobs do not need to be modified. Default values of parameters would not be possible without a memory to store the values in (Section 3.3.2). Second, existing tools rely on the state of process instances being readily available in the memory. Such tools include process monitoring (Section 3.3.3) and the recording of lineage information [104]. This also means that tools need to be extended for monitoring buffers.

5.3.3 Implementation of the buffer component

As the other components in JOpera, the buffer infrastructure is defined in an abstract manner and can be implemented in different ways, depending on the requirements of a certain deployment of the system. Here, we describe some possible implementation alternatives with different characteristics in terms of performance, persistence and the support for a distributed deployment with multiple navigators.

Main memory

The most light-weight approach is to keep the buffers in main memory. Fixed size buffers are implemented as circular buffers and linked lists can be used for variable size buffers. The advantages of this approach are the high performance and the independence of any external system (e.g., a database). However, there is no support for persistence and it is not possible to share the buffers between several navigators.
in a distributed deployment. Thus, this solution is best suited for development and testing purposes.

**Message queues**

Message queues are used to asynchronously transfer messages in distributed applications. Asynchronous means the sender and receiver of a message do not need to be connected to the queue at the same time. Messages are read from a queue in the same order as they were appended (FIFO). Typically, a queue stores its contained messages persistently to guarantee a reliable message delivery. Message queues are a particular form of message-oriented middleware (MOM) (see [3]).

Since message queues provide exactly the functionality needed by inter-task buffers, the mapping can be done in a straightforward manner. Every buffer is implemented by a message queue and the buffer operations are forwarded to the corresponding operations on the queue.

Message queues have the advantage that their content is stored persistently which is necessary in production deployments. Since message queues are tailored to a FIFO access pattern and often contain short lived messages, the performance of a queueing system can be optimized [5]. It is also possible to use a message queue server in a distributed deployment. The persistence comes at the cost of a lower performance compared to the in-memory approach.

**Database**

Many MOM systems use a standard relational database as their underlying message storage, e.g., [5, 68]. These systems provide functionality which is not needed in our case, such as filtering and routing of messages. Thus, it seems likely that a more light-weight queue management can be implemented on top of a database which yields a higher performance due to lower overhead. Such a solution has the same advantages and drawbacks as the message queue approach but might provide a higher performance.

**Overlay buffers**

With this approach, buffers are implemented on top of the JOpara memory. The idea is that a memory cell can hold arbitrary values and therefore also a buffer can be stored in memory cells. Since the memory is addressed hierarchically, the buffer is stored in the scope of either the predecessor or successor task of the buffer.

Basically, there are two ways to store a buffer. With the first approach, the entire buffer object is stored in one memory cell. This object contains the individual buffer elements and the necessary variables for managing the buffer (capacity, element count etc.).

Alternatively, the buffer can be mapped to several memory cells. With this approach, every buffer element is stored in its own memory cell. This approach lends itself to circular buffers where a certain range of addresses is reserved for the element storage. In addition to the buffer payload, the management variables are stored in
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Separate cells. The operations on the buffer work the same way as with a normal main memory buffer. The difference is that the buffer properties are not stored in normal variables but have to be accessed in the JOpera memory.

The difference between the two alternatives is that in the first case the whole buffer object is read from memory in any case. If the buffer is manipulated (by appending or removing), the entire buffer also has to be written back. In the case where every property of the buffer is mapped, only the individual properties which are actually read or written are transferred from or to the memory.

Which alternative exposes the best performance depends on the characteristics of the underlying memory implementation. If the overhead of accessing a memory cell is small (short delay), then the mapping approach is better. Otherwise, it may be better to transfer the whole buffer and perform the updates locally and then write back the buffer. Specially, if it is cheap to transfer large quantities of data from/to the memory (high throughput), this approach may be better. Also, the way a buffer is transferred from/to the memory depends on the caching strategy of the memory implementation. This may influence the actual number and size of memory accesses that are performed.

A clear advantage of the overlay approach is that only one buffer implementation is necessary which stores buffers in the JOpera memory. This allows the state storage to be ported more quickly to a different technology. Since the buffers are layered on top of the memory, they directly inherit the persistence and distribution capabilities of the memory.
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As a consequence of using buffers in a process instance, the memory footprint of the instance increases. The additional space consumed consists of the buffer contents and the overhead for managing the buffer. In the best case, the buffers each do not hold more than one element at a time – in which case buffers are not really needed. In the worst case, buffers are filled to their capacity most of the time. The buffer allocation strategy and buffer capacity also have an influence on the space consumed by a process instance as is discussed in the following.

5.4.1 Buffer allocation strategies

Buffers can be allocated and destroyed dynamically or statically. Dynamic allocation means that a buffer is not created before it is accessed for the first time. An advantage of this strategy is the faster instantiation of a process instance because no buffers must be allocated at that time. Also, buffers will not be created in vain for parts of a process instance which are never executed. However, the creation of buffers while a process instance is running adds an overhead to the process execution.

In the case of static allocation, all the buffers of a process instance are allocated during the instantiation. As a consequence, the instantiation takes more time. On
the other hand, the allocation overhead during the process execution can be saved. Buffers in parts of the process instance which are never executed are still allocated although they are never used.

In the simplest case, buffers are destroyed when the corresponding process instance is deleted from the state storage. As an optimization, this can be done when the instance has terminated and thus will not use the buffers anymore. In this case, buffers which still contain data can be left intact in order for the user to inspect their content.

In order to save as much space as possible, buffers can instead be dynamically destroyed during the process execution when they are not needed any longer. Determining when this is the case is, however, not straightforward. Although dead path elimination is already performed as part of the normal process execution, this cannot be used as an indication of whether a buffer will be used in the future. The reason is that in the case of loops and pipelines such “dead paths” are only temporarily “dead”. Tasks which are marked as *Unreachable* might be executed in a new iteration of the loop or when a new data element is processed in the pipeline. Thus, an additional algorithm is needed which determines when a task will never be executed again, and is thus permanently dead, and the associated buffers can be destroyed.

In JOpera, buffers are allocated dynamically during the execution of a process. Buffers remain allocated until a process instance is explicitly removed from the state storage. The pre-allocation of buffers can easily be supported. Since the buffers needed in a process are computed anyway (Section 5.1), it would be straightforward for the setup compiler to generate additional code to allocate the buffers during the process instantiation. The same is valid for removing buffers when a process has terminated.

### 5.4.2 Buffer capacity

When the rate at which a task produces results (either as multiple-output task or by repeated invocation) temporarily increases, this is called a *burst*. If this output rate exceeds the rate at which a successor task can consume the results, a buffer can be used to absorb the excess results without having to block the faster task. A burst can be long or short and the increase of the output rate can be big or small. The number of elements that need to be temporarily buffered depends on both factors.

The capacity of a buffer determines the size of the bursts it can absorb. In the optimal case, the characteristics of the bursts are known in advance and the required buffer capacity can therefore be computed (see below). Primarily, buffers can be distinguished by the boundedness of their capacity. A buffer with an infinite capacity has the advantage that a task whose output is appended to the buffer is never blocked (within the overall capacity of the system). Although buffers with fixed capacities may lead to blocked tasks, they limit the space consumption of a process instance during its execution. While variable size buffers typically exhibit a bigger computational overhead due to the dynamic space management, fixed size
buffers have the possibility of preallocating the needed space to achieve a more efficient space management.

The final capacity of a buffer depends on different factors. First off all, the technology used to implement the buffers may only support either finite or quasi-infinite capacity buffers. For bounded buffers, in the simplest case, all buffers have the same default capacity which is specified as part of the system configuration. In a more advanced system, the process designer tool should allow the user to override the default capacity of individual buffers when designing a process. This way, it is possible to allocate only the required buffer capacity. Ideally, the workflow system itself would be able to estimate the necessary buffer capacities by monitoring the execution behaviour of tasks.

**Capacity calculation**

Often, the capacity of a buffer can be calculated in a straightforward manner. When the duration of a burst is relatively short, i.e., less than the execution time of the successor task, then the whole burst must be absorbed by the buffer. However, if a burst is longer and can be partly handled by the successor task, the calculation becomes more complicated.

In general, to calculate the required capacity of the buffer between two tasks we need to know the execution characteristics of the two tasks, more specifically, their execution times. Since these times may vary over time, they are expressed as functions. Let $T_P(t)$ and $T_S(t)$ specify the execution time of the buffer’s predecessor and successor task, respectively, at time $t$. To simplify matters, we assume continuous functions. From the execution times we can derive the rates at which elements are appended to and removed from the buffer. The input rate $R_i(t)$ and the output rate $R_o(t)$ of the buffer depend directly on the task execution times.

\[
R_i(t) = T_P(t)^{-1} \\
R_o(t) = T_S(t)^{-1}
\]

It is important to note that elements can be appended faster than removed, $R_i > R_o$, only if the buffer is not full and elements can be removed faster than appended, $R_i < R_o$, only if the buffer is not empty. If the buffer is full or empty, then the tasks run in lockstep, i.e., $R_i = R_o$. Thus, the above equations hold under the assumption that the buffer is neither full nor empty. As we want to calculate the required buffer capacity during a burst, we assume an unbounded, and thus non-full, buffer. During the burst $R_i > R_o$ which means that the buffer is not empty either.

The difference between the input and output rate at the buffer determines how many elements are not removed and therefore remain in the buffer. If we know the length of the burst, we can calculate how many elements pile up in the buffer. This is achieved through integration over the time interval $\tau_B$ of the burst.

\[
N_B = \int_{\tau_B} R_i(t) - R_o(t) \, dt
\]
If we know the average input rate $\bar{R}_i^B$ and output rate $\bar{R}_o^B$ during the burst, the calculation can be simplified to

$$N_B = (\bar{R}_i^B - \bar{R}_o^B) \cdot T_B,$$

where $T_B$ is the length of the burst.

To give an idea of the buffer capacities needed in applications, we estimate the burst volumes for some example streams. When monitoring the log file of a Web server (Chapter 7), the server writes in batches of up to 20 entries at a time. The lengths of entries vary significantly, but can be estimated to 225 characters. So, the volume of the burst is 5500 characters. Similarly, applications write log files to document their execution as well as errors occurring. Such a log stream can deliver up to 250 entries in a second, each with approximately 150 characters. This amounts to 37.5 kByte of data. Products labelled with RFID tags often arrive at an RFID scanner several at a time, e.g., 100 pieces on a palette. Thus, the scanner will detect all the tags at the same time. This generates bursts of one hundred 128-bit numbers sent to the streaming workflow.

### 5.5 Discussion

In this chapter we have introduced several extensions to the workflow runtime system. This was mostly possible without changing its architecture by relying on existing extension points. First, we extended the compiler to incorporate flow control in the generated navigation algorithms. For the basic flow control semantics using markers these changes are local to the compiler and the generated navigation code. Then, in order to support multiple-output together with a flow controlled navigation code, the protocol between navigation and task execution was extended. A new notification type allows subsystems to stream results into a process instance. In order to add flow control to this result stream, a new Unblock signal type is used by the navigator to control the output rate of subsystems. However, for the support of buffers the system architecture had to be extended with a buffer component. This component complements the existing memory model as the required functionality cannot be provided with the existing state storage.

With the extensions in this chapter, we have also introduced two sources of overhead. As a consequence of using flow control in the communication with the subsystem, Unblock signals are sent from the navigator to the dispatcher. Together with the output notifications from the subsystems in the opposite direction, this increases the load on the navigator–dispatcher communication for a single task execution if the subsystem uses the multiple-output functionality. The use of buffers in a process also introduces an overhead. A data transfer does no longer correspond to a single copy operation but rather to an append and a remove operation on the corresponding buffer. Also, buffers add a natural overhead in time as well as in space due to the management of the buffer contents. However, if the navigator does not become the bottleneck because of the buffer overhead, then the performance of
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Figure 5.10: Different possibilities of controlling the flow of data between an external service and the workflow system.

the overall system is improved in situations where the varying task execution times increases the execution time of a process. Whether the overhead of using buffers in a process can be afforded is evaluated in Section 6.3.

Flow control restricts when subsystems may provide output to a running process instance. However, since the subsystem API includes blocking as well as non-blocking delivery methods, we believe that flow control does not constrain the functionality or architecture of a subsystem. This is also important when considering the communication with the external service, which is discussed in the following section.

### 5.5.1 Flow control beyond the workflow system

In Section 5.2.2 we extended the runtime system to integrate the task execution subsystems in the flow control chain of processes. This is necessary to prevent the subsystem from overwriting data in the process. However, the problem of data collisions has not been completely solved thereby, but has rather been shifted from the process – which is now completely safe as far as flow control and pipelining are concerned – to the task execution subsystem. The problem arises with services which are actively pushing data to the subsystem. While the service continues to send data, the subsystem might be temporarily blocked to prevent it from pushing the results into the process instance. Thus, the flow control problem remains between the subsystem and the service, because the subsystem receives data which it cannot immediately process. We briefly discuss alternatives how to approach this problem without proposing a final solution to the problem. Figure 5.10 summarizes the approaches.
Discard data

In the simplest case, data is discarded if it arrives while the subsystem is not ready to accept it and feed it to the process. As already mentioned in Section 4.3.1, in most business processes this behaviour is not viable, because usually all data elements contain essential information (e.g., notifications of items which are leaving a warehouse) and none of them can be dropped.

Local buffer

To avoid discarding data, the subsystem can employ a buffer to absorb bursts of messages which the process instance is not able to consume fast enough. The first advantage of this approach is that it does not make any assumptions about the service, messages are accepted as soon as they arrive. Second, a buffer of limited size may be implemented in a light-weight manner. The disadvantage of a limited-capacity buffer is that it might overflow if a big burst of messages is received. In case of an overflow, some of the messages are inevitably lost. Thus, there is a trade-off between the buffer size (and the incurred resource consumption) and the size of bursts which can be tolerated⁴.

An example of an application where a receive buffer can be employed is an RFID reader in a warehouse. Typically, many items, each with an RFID tag, will pass the reader at the same time. This generates a burst of notifications which are sent to a workflow for inventory management. Another example is a sensor network where the nodes inform about events which are observed (e.g., sudden changes in temperature). In both cases the arrival time of messages cannot be foreseen and there is no possibility to prevent a sender from transmitting.

External buffer

A more expensive variant of the local buffer is to use a queueing system [3] outside the workflow system. The service sends its messages to this external buffer and the subsystem fetches a message whenever the process instance is ready for new input. Such a queueing system normally has quasi-unlimited capacity, so no data should ever have to be discarded. The disadvantage of the approach is its complexity and that either the service must be able to communicate directly with the queue or there must be an adapter which receives messages from the service and places them on the queue.

End-to-end flow control

In the optimal case, the flow control chain can be extended as far as to the streaming service. The flow of information is controlled explicitly through special acknowledgement or control messages or implicitly through the use of, e.g., TCP [107] to connect to the service. This approach allows the subsystem to control the rate at which the

⁴See Section 5.4.2 on how to calculate the required capacity for a buffer.
service delivers results. There is no need for a buffer between the service and the workflow system since data is sent only if it can be processed immediately. However, for this to work, the service is required to support flow control. As this increases the complexity of the service and its interface, service providers may not be willing to provide flow control.
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In this chapter we evaluate the performance of the extensions we developed in chapters 4 and 5. First we measure the overhead that flow control adds to the navigation of processes instances. Then, we compare two approaches of providing a Web service with a workflow system. One approach creates a new process instance for each invocation of the service. In the second case, the invocations are streamed through a pipelined process. Following are two measurements of using buffers in a process. We show the influence of buffers on varying task execution times and we compare the performance of two different implementations of the buffering infrastructure.

6.1 Navigation overhead of flow control

When a process is compiled with flow control, the navigation procedure of the process becomes more complex. In addition to checking the states of tasks, flow control markers must be tested and manipulated as part of the starting conditions of a task (Section 4.4). The goal of this first experiment is to quantify the overhead on the performance and on the memory consumption, which is introduced when flow control is used in the execution of a process. To measure this, processes with different characteristics are run both with and without flow control. The overhead can then be derived from the differences in process execution time.

6.1.1 Setup

In this experiment processes are run with and without flow control and their execution times are compared. The processes consist of tasks which just “sleep”, i.e., they do nothing for a specified amount of time. Since flow control only affects navigation, tasks do not need to carry out any “real work” as part of this experiment. It is even beneficial for the task execution not to induce any load on the system, so the performance of the navigation can be observed better.

To increase the accuracy of the measurements, the experiment uses processes with a sequence of tasks as long as possible\(^1\). For the measurement of the task throughput (see below), the task sequence was additionally enclosed in a loop to increase the execution time of the process. This minimizes the relative overhead of process instantiation and termination.

\(^1\)The navigation code of a process is contained in a single Java method (Section 3.3.2). Due to the 64 KiB size limit for the bytecode of a Java method, JOpera processes can currently not be of arbitrary size.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control flow complexity</td>
<td>1, 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flow control</td>
<td>enabled, disabled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task type</td>
<td>synchronous, asynchronous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task duration [ms]</td>
<td>0, 1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of process instances</td>
<td>1, 10, 100, 200, 400, 600, 800, 1000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.1: Parameter values used in the overhead experiment.

To account for the fact that processes normally have a data flow between tasks, every task has 2 input and 2 output parameters which are used to pass an object from task to task. Thus, for every task execution two data transfers are carried out by the navigator. Since objects are passed by reference in Java, and thus in JOpera, we chose the arbitrary size of 1024 Bytes for the object.

Parameters

The parameters described in the following were varied during the experiment. Table 6.1 summarizes the values which were used for these parameters.

Control flow complexity  Processes with different control flow complexities are used in the experiment. The control flow complexity of a process is defined as the average number of incoming control flow dependencies per task. Since these dependencies are checked in the activator of a task, the control flow complexity of a process is a measure of the work done in the navigation of the process. The control flow dependencies are also the point in the system which is extended by flow control. The complexity in the experiments is 1 or 2. Considering that most real processes consist not only of control flow merges as in our experiments, but also contain splits and sequences, we believe that the average number of control flow dependencies in such processes will not be much higher than 2.

The control flow complexity of processes in the experiment is controlled as follows. The process consists of several stages (Figure 6.1). For a complexity of \( c \), each stage contains \( c \) tasks. Every task in a stage then has a dependency on each of the \( c \) tasks in the predecessor stage. This results in \( c \) control flow dependencies per task. Obviously, the tasks in the first stage cannot comply with this rule as there is no predecessor stage. Therefore, the effective average complexity of the process is slightly less than desired. For the processes used in this experiment the effective complexities were 1 and 1.93.

Flow control  This is the most important parameter. Processes were compiled with and without flow control before they were used in the experiment. We expect processes which are compiled with flow control to have a higher execution time.
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Figure 6.1: Process used to measure the navigation overhead of flow control. This example has a control flow complexity of 2.

**Task type** Two types of task implementation were used. The first type was a Java snippet which is executed in the same thread as the navigation. Thus, navigation and task execution are strictly serialized. In the second case, the task was executed asynchronously, thus allowing multiple tasks to run simultaneously as well as allowing navigation to continue in parallel to the task executions.

**Task duration** This parameter specifies the duration of each task in the process. Since we want to measure the navigation overhead, the duration of the tasks in the process does not matter. We set the duration to 1000 ms to allow enough time for the navigator to work in parallel in the case where tasks are executed asynchronously. By also using a delay of 0 ms, the theoretical task throughput of the system can be measured. By spending the minimal time on the actual task execution, the performance of navigation and scheduling of task executions can be measured.

**Number of parallel process instances** By running more than one process instance at the same time, the influence of flow control on the scalability in terms of process instances can be observed. If flow control increases the contention for resources, then the scalability will suffer. However, since navigation is single-threaded, we expect no influence on the scalability.

**Measured variables**

The execution time of a process instance or, in the case of multiple process instances, the total time of the batch of process instances was measured. We also measured
Figure 6.2: Memory consumption of 1000 process instances depending on their complexity and use of flow control.

the memory consumption of processes depending on their complexity and use of flow control.

As the execution time of a process instance depends not only on the performance of the navigator but also on the size of the process, we have computed the task throughput from the measured execution times. To do so, the task duration was set to 0 ms. The different throughputs can then be used to compare the navigation performance of different settings.

To achieve a high accuracy, when the loop-version of the processes were used, the loop executed 1000 iterations. All parameter combinations were measured 10 times and their results averaged.

**Hardware and software setup**

The experiment was run on machines equipped with two dual-core AMD Opteron processors running 64-bit Linux 2.6.14 at 2.2 GHz and with 4 GiB of main memory. JOpera was executed in a Blackdown-1.4.2-03-AMD64 server JVM.

**6.1.2 Results**

**Memory consumption**

First, we look at the influence of flow control on the memory size of process instances. Figure 6.2 shows the memory consumption of 1000 process instances with different control flow complexities. The flow control markers seem to add only a small overhead to the size of a process instance, 9% and 16%, depending on the complexity. It seems reasonable that the overhead for a complexity of 2 is almost twice as big compared to a complexity of 1, since the number of markers grows linearly with the complexity, i.e., with the number of task dependencies.
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Figure 6.3: Maximum task throughput of the navigator with and without flow control, for different control flow complexities and task execution styles.

**Throughput degradation with flow control**

Figure 6.3 compares the task throughputs when running a process with and without flow control. The task duration was set to 0 ms to measure the maximum theoretical throughput of the system. Clearly, flow control adds an overhead which reduces the performance of navigation. In the case of synchronous task execution (Figure 6.3a), for a process with complexity 1 flow control reduces the throughput to 63% compared to not using flow control. When the complexity of the process is increased to 2, the throughput shrinks to 40%. This lower relative performance can be explained with the fact that the complexity has an influence on how many flow control markers\(^2\) must be loaded from memory when employing flow control, whereas without flow control the number of memory accesses is constant (only the task states are loaded).

When looking at the results for asynchronous task execution (Figure 6.3b), the task throughput is higher compared with synchronous task execution. This is because part of the navigation can take place while some tasks are executing, so navigation contributes less to the total process execution time. However, using flow control, the benefit of asynchronous tasks is only marginal. The relative performance is even lower in this case (61% and 37%, respectively), because of the speedup of the non-flow control execution.

**Scalability of flow control**

Figure 6.4 illustrates the scalability of the system with and without flow control for two control flow complexities. The execution times of process instance batches are plotted against the batch size. The corresponding processes were executing tasks

\(^2\)See Section 4.4.2 for details on the flow control mechanism.
Figure 6.4: Influence of flow control on the scalability of navigation.

asynchronously to allow for the maximum parallelism between individual process instances. The duration of the tasks was set to 1000 ms.

The overhead of flow control can also be seen here, as the batches take longer to execute with flow control than without. Also, for a higher complexity, the overhead is bigger. However, most important, the results also show that the system still has linear scalability. This is due to the fact that although flow control adds an overhead, it does not introduce any new contention for resources. All the computations related to flow control are done inside the single-threaded navigator.

It can be noticed that for small batches the execution time is the same regardless of the complexity or use of flow control. This is because the time spent on navigation is still very low compared to the duration of an individual task: all active process instances can be navigated within the duration of a single task, and thus, the effective task durations are the same for all experiment parameters. As the number of process instances increases, the time spent on navigation starts to dominate the overall time it takes to execute a process. This occurs both with and without flow control, although flow control makes it happen earlier.

### 6.1.3 Discussion

The results show that flow control adds a considerable overhead to the navigation of process instances. This rises the question whether the performance is still acceptable for applications of streaming processes. JOpera with flow control is not meant to be used to process high-speed real-time streams. In order to process high-volume
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streams, a data stream management system can be used to filter a stream before it is processed with the workflow system. The performance of flow controlled processes is suited better for streams such as RSS or Atom feeds. Such feeds deliver new items with a relatively low frequency and the contained information does not have to be processed within milliseconds. For example, the New York Times publishes on their front page approx. 300 stories per week. The U. S. Geological Survey [115] publishes feeds of recent earthquakes which occur with an average frequency of approximately 4 per hour. Amazon’s offers RSS feeds for tracking products as they get tagged with a certain keyword. The feed for “dvd” delivers approx. 400 items per week.

The number of streams which can be processed concurrently depends very much on their rate of new elements and on the number of process instances which have to be navigated as new data arrives. Another application with an appropriate data rate is described in Chapter 7.

Also, it is important to note that the flow control implementation which was measured has not been optimized for performance. Future work should try to reduce the overhead of flow control through optimization or through new approaches such as scheduling tasks in batches or by restructuring the navigation code. Also without optimizing the navigation, the performance of the system can be scaled by employing multiple navigators\(^3\), as has been shown in [94]. This increases the overall task throughput within the scalability of the state storage and the event queues.

6.2 Performance improvement through shared pipelines

Workflow management is often closely related to Service Oriented Architectures and Web services [77]. WS-BPEL [89], e.g., is directly based on Web services: the activities in WS-BPEL processes are Web service invocations and also the process itself is published as a Web service so it can be interacted with. In general, a process which implements a Web service typically receives a SOAP [122] request, executes some processing steps on the contained information, also invoking other services, and finally sends a reply to the invoking client.

For any system which provides a service to multiple concurrent clients the scalability in terms of parallel invocations is an important characteristic. Typically, as the number of parallel service invocations increases, the workflow system eventually reaches a point where it is saturated (Figure 6.5). As the the number of clients is increased further, the throughput stays on the same level or even decreases because the contention for shared resources grows. Also, the response time typically increases together with the number of clients sending requests to the system.

In this experiment we try to improve the performance of JOpera when it is used to provide a Web service. Part of the load which a service invocation creates is the instantiation of a process to handle the invocation. The basic idea of the experiment

\(^3\) Also with the flow control extensions introduced in Chapter 5, the system can still be run in a distributed fashion, as the extensions rely on existing mechanisms of the system.
is to save the instantiation overhead by using pre-created process instances through which the service invocations are pipelined. Doing so removes the instantiation overhead, but instead adds the overhead of flow control which is necessary for the pipelining. In the following, we compare the two approaches to find out whether the pipelined approach can deliver a higher performance.

### 6.2.1 Setup

This experiment was run as a distributed system and consisted of the following components.

**Server** The central server hosts a Web service whose function is just a simple echo with a configurable delay. The service is implemented with a process consisting of two types of tasks. The first type is responsible for the communication with clients invoking the service, the other type invokes other external services. The first task in the process receives the service request from the client. Following are a configurable number of tasks which sequentially invoke an external sleep service to simulate the invocation of “real services”. The duration of these service invocations was set to 1 second. Finally, the last task sends a reply back to the client which invoked the service.

**Sleep service** The sleep service is a simple Web service which does nothing for a definable amount of time and then returns. It is used by the service implementation instead of invoking “real services”. From the point of view of the workflow engine, it does not matter whether an invoked service computes a result or just sleeps, as long as the service scales equally good.

**Client** A client continuously invokes the Web service on the server. When one invocations returns, the next is immediately started.

### Parameters

The following parameters were used to control the experiment.

**Instance creation** The process implementing the Web service was deployed in two different configurations. In the first case, every incoming service request dynamically creates a process instance and the request is handled by this instance. The process is compiled without flow control, as this is not necessary for this type of execution. This is how Web services are typically implemented if the implementation is process-based, e.g., when using WS-BPEL. After the process instance has replied back to the client, it is deleted. Otherwise, the main memory would fill up within minutes and the system would not be able to handle further requests.

The second deployment consists of pre-starting a certain amount of process instances and using these in a pipelined fashion to serve all the clients. These static instances are sharing the load of the clients, i.e., the incoming requests are distributed in a round robin fashion over all instances. A request enters a process
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instance through the receive task and then flows through the pipeline in the process together with other requests. Thus, a process instance is able to handle multiple requests in parallel. Since the process is used with pipelining, flow control is enabled for its compilation.

The throughput of a pipeline depends on the slowest stage in the pipeline. As the process in our experiment contains service invocations which all last 1 second, the throughput of a single process instance is 1 service invocation per second. In order to achieve a higher overall throughput of the system, multiple pipelines must be run in parallel as just described. The number of instances was set to 25 for our experiment as is discussed below.

**Length of the pipeline** The amount of parallelism which can be achieved in a pipeline is limited by the number of stages of the pipeline. Therefore, we used processes with different numbers of external service invocations (4 and 8). We expect the throughput and response time to change proportionally to the length of the process.

**Number of clients** The load on the workflow system depends on the number of clients invoking the Web service concurrently. This number was varied from 10 to 150 in steps of 10.

**Measured variables**

Each client measured the throughput and response times of the invocations to the Web service. From these values the total throughput and the average response time was calculated. Each parameter combination was run for 5 minutes.

**Hardware and software setup**

All the components of the experiment were running on identical machines. These machines were equipped with two AMD Opteron processors running Linux 2.6.9 at 2.4 GHz and with 2 GiB of main memory. The machines were connected by a 1 Gbps-Ethernet. All components were executed in Sun’s Java HotSpot Server VM 1.4.2.10. JOpera, providing the Web service, and the sleep service were running on separate machines. To ensure that the experimental setup does not introduce an artificial bottleneck, two machines were used to run the clients, one half each. Also, the thread pools used in the different components were configured with appropriate capacities. JOpera had 256 threads for the embedded HTTP daemon and 300 threads for the dispatcher, the sleep service held 250 threads ready.

**6.2.2 Results**

In order to determine the number of parallel process instances to pre-allocate for the static case, we first needed to measure the throughput of the system with dynamic instance allocation. This way, we were able to start only as many process instances
as required to achieve the same throughput with static instances and avoid over-provisioning.

Figure 6.5 shows the throughput with dynamic instance allocation. As expected, the system scales linearly up to a certain load, then the throughput flattens and finally starts to fall as the contention between the process instances becomes too big. The maximum throughput is 23.8 invocations/s which is achieved with 140 parallel clients. The response time also behaves as expected (Figure 6.6). It grows slowly in the beginning and then starts to increase exponentially at the same point at which the throughput begins to flatten.

As we wanted to outperform the above results using shared process instances, we set the number of pre-allocated instances to 25. This would allow the system to scale to a maximum of 25 invocations/s. Figures 6.5 and 6.6 also show the results with statically allocated instances. As can be seen, both the throughput and the response time are very similar to the case with dynamic allocation when the system is not saturated. However, we were not able to achieve a higher throughput because the throughput flattens earlier. The explanation is that the overhead introduced by flow control slows down the static process instances too much and the navigator thread saturates its CPU before a high enough throughput is reached. This means that the overhead from flow control is bigger than the overhead of dynamically creating process instances which is saved when using shared pipelines.
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Figure 6.6: Response time with dynamically and statically allocated processes for two pipeline lengths.

6.2.3 Discussion

This experiment shows that the overhead of flow control is still too big to be able to compete with the performance of “normal” processes. However, the difference between the two approaches has shown not to be as big as could be expected after the measurement of the pure navigation overhead in Section 6.1. The maximum throughputs of the approaches lie only 8% apart. As mentioned before, the flow control implementation is not optimized. It is thus likely that an optimized version can be used to beat the performance of dynamic process instantiation.

Statically allocated instances, however, do have a clear advantage. At the highest throughput of the dynamic approach 140 concurrent process instances are active, one for each client. In contrast, the static approach has a constant number of 25 instances – more than five times less, even when taking into account the memory overhead introduced by flow control. Thus, the static approach sacrifices a small amount of performance for a much better memory efficiency.

6.3 Absorbing bursts with buffers

After evaluating pure flow control based on the marker mechanism, we now turn to buffers which are an extension of the markers (Section 4.5.1). As mentioned in Section 4.8, the performance of a pipeline suffers if the execution durations of the tasks in the pipeline vary. The bigger the variation, the higher the chances that a
task is blocked waiting for the successor to accept new data. By using buffers in a process, tasks do not have to be blocked immediately when the successor task is not able to accept new data (Section 5.4.2). Instead, the data is appended to a buffer and removed from there later on. To illustrate the benefit of using buffers, we have conducted the following experiment which measures the ability of buffers to decouple the execution of tasks.

6.3.1 Setup

We use a simple process with a linear pipeline of eight tasks. Each of these tasks sleeps for a certain amount of time. At the head of the pipeline is an additional task which continuously triggers the pipeline, simulating an incoming data stream. The duration of the sleeping tasks is randomized around a nominal duration of 1 second. Buffers of different size are used between the pipeline steps to absorb the emerging bursts.

Parameters

The following parameters were used to control the experiment.

Task duration jitter The randomness of the duration of the pipeline steps is controlled by the jitter parameter. It specifies the maximum relative deviation (positive and negative) from a nominal duration. For instance, a jitter of 50% allows durations between 50% and 150% of the nominal duration. Formally, the duration of each step in the pipeline is \( \text{nominal} \times (1 - \text{jitter} + \text{random}(2 \times \text{jitter})) \), where the function \( \text{random}(u) \) returns a uniformly distributed random value between 0 and \( u \).

This approach creates rather very short bursts and can thus be used only as an approximation of a real system. However, this is sufficient in order to slow down the pipeline when no buffers are used or to fill the buffers between tasks with a certain number of elements over time.

Buffer size The pipeline process is run with different configurations regarding the buffering. First of all, we run the process with pure flow control based on markers, i.e., without any additional buffers. This corresponds to an implicit buffer capacity of one element (Section 4.4.4). When the process is run with buffers in place, the capacity of these is in turn set to 2, 4, 8, 16 and 32. We expect that a greater buffer capacity will lead to a smaller influence of the task duration jitter and thus to a higher throughput for the pipeline.

Measured variables

The first step of the pipeline was triggered 1000 times to simulate the corresponding number of stream elements flowing through the pipeline. We measured the time for all the elements to pass through the pipeline.
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Figure 6.7: Execution time of a process depending on the irregularity of task execution durations, for different buffer sizes.

Hardware and software setup

The experiment was run on machines equipped with two dual-core AMD Opteron processors running 64-bit Linux 2.6.14 at 2.2 GHz and with 4 GiB of main memory. JOpera was executed in a Blackdown-1.4.2-03-AMD64 server JVM.

6.3.2 Results

The uppermost curve in Figure 6.7 ("unbuffered") shows the effect of an increasing variation of the task durations on the total execution time of the process. As expected, the total time to process all stream elements increases with the variation. The other curves in the figure show the positive effect of decoupling tasks by inserting buffers in between them. The overall execution time drops as the buffer size increases.

From the results, the characteristics of the bursts can also be inferred. A buffer capacity bigger than eight does not improve the performance much. The reason is that very few bursts have a size bigger than eight. On the other hand, a very small buffer of size two already reduces the negative effect of the task duration jitter to 50%, the reason being that most bursts in our experiment are very short and can be absorbed by such a small buffer.
6.3.3 Discussion

The results show clearly that buffers help to smooth out the flow of information in a process by absorbing bursts which occur between tasks with irregular durations. This reduces the time tasks are blocked and are not processing any data. Thus, the performance of the system is improved in terms of throughput and response time. Even though buffers add an overhead to the navigation of process instances, buffers already help to reduce the effects of small irregularities of 10% in the task durations and lead to an overall lower process time.

6.4 Performance of buffer implementations

In Section 5.3.1 we specified an abstract interface for the buffer infrastructure. To validate the design of the interface, we have created different implementations. In this experiment we compare the performances of a memory-based implementation and a simple persistent implementation.

6.4.1 Setup

The pipeline process from the previous experiment was used with an additional data flow between the tasks. This was done to increase the load on the buffering infrastructure when the buffer contents have to be persisted (depending on the buffer implementation). Objects of 1024 bytes were passed in the data flow of the pipeline, corresponding to, e.g., a small XML document. The capacity of the buffers between the pipeline tasks was set to eight elements, resulting in a total size of a buffer of 8 KiB. The nominal duration of the pipeline steps was set to 1 second and the jitter was 100%, resulting in a random duration between 0 and 2 seconds, to make sure the buffers become as full as possible.

Parameters

The following parameters were used to control the experiment.

Number of parallel instances  During the execution of a process instance the contained buffers are accessed a certain number of times. By running a batch of multiple concurrent process instances, this load on the buffering infrastructure is increased and performance differences of the implementations become more apparent. The sizes of the batches were powers of 2 up to 256.

Buffer implementation  We compare two different implementations of a buffering infrastructure as specified in Section 5.3.1. The first one is based on in-memory circular buffers which should allow a good performance. The second implementation extends the in-memory buffers with persistence. Every time an element is appended to or removed from a buffer, the buffer is saved to disk. This is a naive approach
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and is intended only to validate the specified interface for buffers and to illustrate the performance differences arising from different implementations.

**Measured variables**

We measured the total execution time of a batch of process instances.

**Hardware and software setup**

The experiment was run on machines equipped with two dual-core AMD Opteron processors running 64-bit Linux 2.6.14 at 2.2 GHz and with 4 GiB of main memory. JOpera was executed in a Blackdown-1.4.2-03-AMD64 server JVM.

**6.4.2 Results**

Apart from showing the performance difference between the two implementations, Figure 6.8 shows two other interesting aspects: First, for a low number of parallel process instances, there is almost no difference between the two measured implementations. Second, the execution time grows exponentially with the number of process instances.

As described in Section 5.3.1, the buffer infrastructure is accessed exclusively by the navigator. Thus, an overhead in the implementation of the buffer infrastructure should affect only the navigator’s performance. As we have already seen earlier (Section 6.1), the characteristics of the executed processes determine whether the nav-
gator becomes the bottleneck of the system. The results in Figure 6.8 confirm this observation. Although the two buffer implementations have different performances, for less than approximately 25 process instances, this has no effect on the execution time of the process. If we calculate the task throughput for 25 process instances (with 8 tasks each of 1 second duration), we get approximately 200 tasks/second which is in line with what was measured earlier for processes with flow control.

When the number of process instances is increased further, the number of tasks to navigate and thus the load on the navigator increases, so that the navigator becomes the dominant factor of the execution time. When this is the case, the different overheads of the two buffer implementations can be observed: the persistence of the buffer contents cost a longer execution time. However, the difference is not very big, even when using a naive approach to persistence. This is most probably due to write behind caching in the operating system which speeds up file system write operations.

Last but not least, it can be noticed that the process execution time grows exponentially with the number of process instances. One would expect a linear growth, as the load on the single-threaded navigator increases linearly. However, other components of the system also get more loaded by running more process instances. To make the pipeline steps sleep for a certain time, a shared timer facility was used. As more tasks are executed in parallel, the contention for the timer grows which explains an exponential rise of the process execution times.
7 Application: Streaming Mashups

This chapter describes an application of the work developed in this thesis. A *mashup* is a Web application which is made out of existing services and data sources. With the pipelining capabilities introduced in JOpera it becomes possible to easily create mashups where data streams are integrated with other data sources. By relying on flow control, the pipelining effect allows such integrations to run at the maximum capacity. We illustrate this with a real-time web site monitor mashup. This application was first described in [14].

After an introduction, in Section 7.2 we describe an example mashup and define the challenges implied by the example. In Section 7.3 we present how to address these challenges with a process-based implementation of an example mashup. In Section 7.4 we discuss the architecture of the mashup application. In Section 7.5 we evaluate the performance of our approach regarding the ability to process data in real time. In Section 7.6 we discuss the impact of several ideas for extending the mashup example.

7.1 Introduction

Software reuse and composition has reached the next evolutionary level with mashups, where software components delivered as a service on the Web and databases published as Web data feeds are combined in novel and unforeseen ways. Whereas the term mashup originates from the practice of sampling existing music and mixing it together, software mashups are typically associated with software integration performed at the User-Interface layer [32]. In modern Web applications, this translates to (mis)using the Web browser as an integration platform for running interactive Web applications made out of different existing Web sites, applications, services, and data sources [123]. Given the limitations of such “pure” *client-based* mashups, which make it difficult if not impossible for the browser to safely interact with a variety of distinct service providers, complex mashups are designed using a *server-based* architecture. This alternative design separates the integration logic from the presentation of the mashup to better fit the constraints of current Web application architectures.

Whereas the “pipe and filters” architectural style [1] goes back to early UNIX command line pipelines, it has seen a renaissance in recent mashup tooling (e.g., Yahoo! Pipes [128], Microsoft Popfly [83], IBM DAMIA [4]). In the following we show how to apply the process-based paradigm to the integration logic of server-based mashups. We illustrate this with a case study showing how we have built a concrete mashup application: a monitoring tool for plotting the location of Web site...
visitors on a map widget in real time. This mashup is built as a pipeline linking the access logs of a website with a geolocation service for IP addresses. The results are streamed to be displayed on a map widget running on the Web browser.

7.2 Mashup Example Challenge

We focus on a simple mashup application, which is used to track visitors of a website using a map widget (Figure 7.1). The mashup extracts the information from the access log of a Web server and integrates it with a geolocation service that attempts to provide map coordinates for each IP address found in the log. As opposed to similar mashups (e.g., GVisit [41]), which provide a daily update of the visitors map, we are interested in providing a real-time monitoring view.

In more detail, the mashup user-interface contains the map widget that displays the Web site visitors using markers located at the visitor’s geographical coordinates. Each marker is also associated with the original IP address, so that the user may find out more information about the Web log entry by clicking on the corresponding map marker. Markers appear on the map as soon as the Web site has logged the corresponding “hit” and the geolocation service successfully estimated the geographical location of the visitor. Old markers are automatically removed. The user can configure how many markers should be kept on the map at the same time.

This example mashup highlights some of the most common integration challenges involved in building a mashup. These can be summarized as follows.

**Data Extraction** Information relevant for the mashup is polled or pushed from a set of data sources. In our case, the Web site log must be monitored for changes and each new entry must be parsed to extract the IP address of the visitor.

**Data Heterogeneity** Different data sources may present data in different formats, which require more or less effort to “scrape out” [12] the required information for providing it to the mashup. In our example, different Web servers may use different formats to store their logs, even though these are typically stored in
a plain-text format (i.e., not in XML). Thus, each entry is separated by a line feed character and the IP address of the visitor is contained at some predefined position within a log entry.

**Data Integration** By definition, in a mashup, data from more than one source must be combined in some way. The example requires to join the data extracted from the logs with geolocation information stored in a database. A more complex form of integration would, for instance, attempt to classify visitors based on their activities while on the website (e.g., to distinguish successful file downloads from incorrect user authentication attempts) – thus requiring to analyze multiple log files.

**Service Heterogeneity** Access to the data source may take place under different styles: a subscription to an RSS feed [13], a traditional Web service invocation using SOAP [122], the retrieval of the resource state of a RESTful Web service [99], or by piping the result of a UNIX command line. Regarding the example mashup, the geolocation database can usually be accessed remotely through a Web service interface [58, 80, 44, 113] which may however put a daily cap to limit the number of messages exchanged. As a more efficient alternative, a JDBC interface may be available to directly query a locally installed copy of the database [66, 98, 65].

**Data Quality** Due to limited coverage of the geolocation database, not all IP addresses may be successfully located and therefore it may be impossible to plot markers with the accurate position of all log entries. In general, the quality of the data from different sources may vary and not all service providers may be trusted to provide correct results.

**Real-time Update** In a monitoring application, new data must be displayed on the mashup user-interface widgets as soon as it is generated. Thus, a streaming communication channel must be opened linking the various components of the mashup so that data can flow from the Web site visitor log on the Web server to the map widgets on the Web browser.

**Maintainability** The long-term maintainability of a mashup is directly correlated with the amount of change affecting the APIs of the composed Web services. No-longer maintained mashups are very likely to break as the underlying APIs evolve independently and the data sources integrated by the mashups change their representation format. Having a clear model of the integration logic of the mashup helps to control the effect of changes. For example, when running the mashup example with a different Web server, only the data extraction part of the pipeline needs to be updated in case the access log format has changed.

**Security** From a security standpoint, the mashup needs to be configured to gain access to the Web server logs. This requires to entrust the mashup with credentials that allow it to access the Web server via a secure shell connection.
In general, it remains a challenge for users to safely delegate a mashup to access remote data sources and services on their behalf.

7.3 Mashup Integration Logic

The mashup application is designed using a layered architecture, separating the presentation from the integration logic [43]. The former is implemented using standard AJAX techniques [8], used to create a map widget and to asynchronously fetch the data stream to be displayed on it. In this section we focus on how such a data stream is computed using a workflow process.

The integration logic can be developed bottom-up or top-down. When working bottom-up, the mashup components (i.e., Web services and data sources, and glue code) with their interfaces and access mechanisms are defined before they are wired together in a pipeline. In a top-down approach, first the overall structure of the mashup is specified and then the details of each mashup task is worked out. Often, a mixed iterative approach is needed, because some of the components have a predefined interface that cannot be changed. Thus, glue tasks have to be introduced in order to make the existing components work together. In the following, we take a top-down approach to describe the mashup integration logic.

Our example mashup combines the log file of a Web server with a geolocation service. These have been integrated using the process shown in Figure 7.2.
The process consists of three main components: readLog which accesses the Web server log, lookupCoordinates which looks up the geographical coordinates for a given IP address, and streamToBrowser which sends the results to the browser for visualization. In order to correctly integrate these three components other glue components have been included to deal with data heterogeneity and quality issues. The implementation of all the components is summarized in Table 7.1. We describe it in more detail in the remainder of this section.

The readLog task retrieves the log from the Web server, one entry after the other. Since a Web server does not make its log file publicly available, the log file is accessed through an SSH connection to the server. There, to extract the data, the `tail -f` UNIX command is run to fetch new log entries. With it, the readLog component outputs the entries to be processed by the rest of the mashup as soon as they are appended by the Web server, using the multiple output feature introduced in Section 4.2.3. If the information for the mashup were provided differently, readLog could use a different data extraction mechanism to access the data stream (e.g., RSS, XMPP [64]).

The log entries from the Web server consist of several fields separated by a space character as show in the following example:

```
"GET /index.html HTTP/1.1" 200 13894 "-
"Mozilla/4.0 (compatible;)
```

The most interesting field for this mashup is the first one. It contains the remoteHost – the address of the client visiting the Web site. In order to extract the relevant information, the splitLogLine task parses the log entry and provides

---

1The example log entry contains no linebreak characters even though it is shown on multiple lines here.
the values of individual fields of the entry in its output parameters. \textit{splitLogLine} encapsulates the knowledge about the log format and in case the log entry format would change, it would be the only affected component. As shown in Table 7.1, the component is implemented with a regular expression, which allows for a fast parsing of the log entry.

The next task of the mashup deals with the data heterogeneity of the information extracted from the log entry. Usually, Web servers store raw IP addresses in their logs to save the overhead of a reverse DNS lookup for every access to the server. However, a server might be configured with address resolution. To decouple the mashup from the actual server configuration, we introduce an additional component. The \textit{resolveHost} component takes as input either a numerical IP address or a symbolic hostname and ensures that its output always contains a raw IP address that fits with what is needed for looking up the corresponding geographical coordinates. Additionally, since we want to be able to display the hostname of the visitor in the user interface, this component also does a reverse lookup to retrieve the DNS hostname for the IP address (which, of course, is not necessary if this has already been done by the Web server). The hostname resolution is implemented with a Java snippet, relying on the services of the DNS [85].

The conversion of the IP address to geographical coordinates takes place in the \textit{lookupCoordinates} task. In the example mashup, we use hostip.info [58] as the data provider. The service can be used through its RESTful interface which returns coordinates in plain text or XML. However, for high-volume applications, the entire database can be downloaded and deployed locally. For optimizing the performance of the mashup, \textit{lookupCoordinates} accesses a local copy of the database through JDBC. The lookup is implemented as an SQL query to retrieve the name of the city and its coordinates for every IP address provided as input. Since the database contains an entry for every C-class subnet, the IP address (\%host\%) is converted to such a subnet before it is used in the \textit{WHERE} clause of the query. Since the hostip.info database is not complete, it is possible that a certain IP address cannot be translated to geographical coordinates. In such a case, no information can be sent to be displayed in the visualization part of the mashup running in the browser. This data quality problem is handled by skipping the remaining tasks of the pipeline if no geographical information could be retrieved. This is done using a condition on the task following \textit{lookupCoordinates}.

Before the coordinates can be sent to the browser, they need to be packaged in a suitable format. This is done in the \textit{packageJSON} task. The format depends on the mechanism which is chosen to communicate with the JavaScript application running in the browser. In our case we chose to serialize the data using the JSON format [30]. To do so, we use a string concatenation expression, which replaces the names of the input parameters (bracketed with \%) with their actual value. The transfer of data is done by the \textit{streamToBrowser} task. To ensure that the data triggers an update of the map widget we wrap the data into \textit{<script>} elements which are executed by the browser as they arrive. Since it is not possible to open a connection back to the browser, it is the responsibility of the mashup user interface to initiate the connection.
to the HTTP daemon embedded in JOpera. The URI of the HTTP request is used to specify from which process instance the stream of JSON coordinates should be received. The HTTP connection is kept open so the coordinates calculated by the process instance can be streamed – as part of an infinite HTTP response – directly to the corresponding user interface running in the browser.

### 7.4 Layered Mashup Architecture

As shown in Figure 7.3 the mashup is designed with a layered architecture. This way it cleanly separates the user-interface part of the mashup, running in a browser as a rich AJAX application, from the integration logic, deployed in the mashup engine (JOpera) and the Web services and data source providers, which are connected to the engine through different task execution subsystems.

#### 7.4.1 Mashup Engine

The mashup engine is at the core of the architecture. Here, the integration and coordination of different data sources takes place and new data products are made available to clients (like the browser or another mashup engine). As new data arrives, it enters the mashup process instance through a multiple-output task. Thanks to flow control, consecutive data items are streamed through the process instance in a pipelined fashion, increasing the throughput of the mashup.

To control the execution of a mashup pipeline, JOpera provides its own API to the mashup user interface. The mashup engine interacts with the mashup user interface through the task execution subsystems, i.e., the interaction with the interface is modeled by tasks in the mashup process. In the example, the interface runs a mashup pipeline and subscribes to its result stream. In a simpler case, the mashup integration logic can be invoked within a single request-response interaction.
In addition to interacting with remote services, JOpera also accesses local components (embedded in the corresponding subsystems) to support the evaluation of Java snippets, regular expressions and string concatenation expressions, and XML manipulation techniques (such as XPath, or XSLT). In the example mashup, this is used to implement the glue tasks, for which the overhead of a remote interaction is spared.

7.4.2 Mashup Development Environment

A screenshot of the JOpera development environment with the example mashup process is shown in Figure 7.4. The mashup user interface is running in the embedded browser view provided by Eclipse. Each task in the pipeline can be selected to watch the data flowing through its input and output parameters. The screenshot shows the original Web log entries in the bottom view as they are returned by the readLog task.

Such an IDE for the mashup integration logic complements existing tools for the development of mashup user interfaces (e.g., [49]). For example, when the Eclipse Web Tools Platform (WTP [37]) is used in conjunction with JOpera, it becomes possible to provide an integrated mashup development environment for the visual
design of the integration logic as a set of processes and the development of the corresponding AJAX frontend to display the results.

7.5 Performance Evaluation

As the aim of our mashup application is to provide the user with a real-time update of the interface, we have evaluated the performance of the mashup pipeline. The aim of this experiment was to estimate whether a layered architecture is capable of delivering a real-time user experience for our monitoring application.

During the experiment, the mashup engine, the geolocation database and the browser were each running on a machine equipped with an Intel Pentium 4 processor with Hyper-Threading enabled running Linux 2.6 at 3GHz and with 1 GiB of main memory. The mashup engine was executed by Sun’s Java HotSpot Server VM 1.4.2 and the geolocation database was served by PostgreSQL 8.1.9. The user interface was displayed by Firefox 1.5.0.7.

In the experiment, we measured the processing time of each task in the pipeline (Figure 7.5). The readLog task has not been measured, because of the varying delay introduced by the buffering of the Web server when writing the log file. The processing inside the pipeline (from splitLogLine to packageJSON, inclusive) takes 41 ms. The delay for sending the resulting coordinates to the browser is 16 ms (including network latency for a local area connection). Thus, the total delay before a new Web request is reflected in the mashup user interface is less than 60 ms. Hence, our layered approach to mashup design is capable of fulfilling the real-time requirement of the monitoring application example.

7.6 Extending the Mashup Application Example

The presented example application already provides useful functionality. In this section, we enumerate several ideas for extensions and discuss their impact on the mashup pipeline.
To enhance the markers on the map widget, we can display additional information: the time of the visit, the URL which was requested or the type of browser (user agent) which was used, by forwarding the appropriate data from the splitLogLine component to the packageJSON component.

Without having to alter the structure of the mashup pipeline, the monitoring application can be turned into a log analysis tool by simply replacing the main data source of the mashup. By changing the command executed by the readLog component from “tail -f” to “cat”, the entire log file is streamed through the data flow pipeline and, thus, also past requests are processed and progressively visualized by the mashup.

As the geolocation database we use is based on a community effort, the contained information is not complete, i.e., it does not cover the location of all possible IP addresses. To increase the likelihood of a successful lookup, the mashup could be extended to query a commercial provider of geolocation information (e.g., [80, 44, 113]) if the address could not be found in the local database. To do this, a new component is added in parallel to the existing lookupCoordinates component, with the same input and output parameters. The new component is then only triggered if lookupCoordinates does not return a result.

A more advanced extension is used to publish a subset of the annotated log entries in an RSS stream. Clearly, there is no point in providing the complete log over RSS. With the appropriate filtering component it is possible to provide notifications of “interesting” accesses to the Web server. This could include the detection of visitors which arrive through a search engine after entering certain interesting keywords, using the referrer field of the log entry. Filtering can also be employed to remove duplicate entries due to visitors accessing multiple resources on the Web server. To avoid looking up coordinates for the same IP address multiple times and sending these to the browser, the filtering component can be extended to skip requests from an already known visitor. To do so, a list of recently encountered IP addresses is accumulated and only addresses not in the list are forwarded to the next component in the pipeline.

### 7.7 Discussion

We have described an application of the streaming workflow engine developed in the thesis. The application poses several challenges which can be met with the extended system (except for the security issues). Most challenges such as heterogeneous services or maintainability can be handled by a flexible workflow engine. However, the real-time requirement calls for a streaming processing of the data being integrated. This translates to integrating a streaming service in the workflow process and being able to pipeline the process over the data stream to achieve a low processing delay. Being able to interact directly with a streaming service (Section 4.2.3) makes it possible to treat a stream as such, instead of having to handle each stream element separately, e.g., each in its own process instance. Flow control (Section 4.4) makes it
possible to safely employ pipelining in the process and enables an end-to-end stream from the data source to the user interface.

The performance evaluation showed that we were able to meet the real-time requirements of the application, even by using a workflow engine which was originally not targeted at real-time applications. It should be noted that the notion of real time depends on the context in which it is used. Our mashup is able to display several markers per second on the map, which is sufficient to satisfy a user. However, the performance of the system might not be adequate to, e.g., analyze stock price tickers which have a rate of many thousands per second [129].

The most popular mashup tool that shares the notion of data flow pipeline with our approach is Yahoo! Pipes [128] (Section 2.1). The presented mashup application could be built with Yahoo! Pipes only if we assume that the Web server logs had been made accessible through HTTP and that a geolocation service was part of the palette. However, even with such a pipe, it would be difficult to provide real-time updates, as pipes have to be invoked in a request-response manner to retrieve their results. Thus, the user interface in the browser would have to poll the mashup’s RSS feed periodically, entailing higher latencies and/or increased network traffic and server usage.
8 Conclusion

8.1 Summary

This dissertation has studied the problem of adding streaming capabilities to a conventional state-machine based workflow system. As a first step, we proposed different ways of connecting a workflow to a stream source. We then identified necessary extensions to the semantics of a state-based workflow language to cope with the problematic aspects of pipelined execution over a data stream. Based on a safely pipelined workflow execution, we showed how to ensure a high performance of the pipeline in the presence of irregular task executions by using a buffered data transfer inside the process.

In order to access a data stream from within a workflow process, we presented three alternatives to read the individual stream elements. The pull approach uses a conventional control flow loop and processes each stream element in a separate iteration. While this construct is supported by most workflow languages, it exhibits a poor performance. The pull-push approach is similar in that it uses a task in a loop to fetch stream elements. However, the loop fetches stream elements as fast as possible and pushes them into the remainder of the process, thereby creating a pipelining effect in the process. The third alternative takes the approach a step further by extending the task model. In the push approach, a multiple-output task can provide several results during one execution and does thus not require an explicit loop. This model increases the expressiveness of the workflow language as it makes the state of the stream explicit. Also, the approach unifies the access to different types of streams by abstracting from the mechanism or protocol used in communicating with the stream source. The subsystem used to access a stream is responsible for translating between the stream access protocol, which can have a pull, push or poll style, and the multiple-output model.

As pipelining has not been anticipated in the design of state-based workflow languages, using the pull-push or push stream access causes some safety problems in process. Since we argue that pipelining should be used to achieve a high stream processing performance, we have analyzed these problems in detail. We proposed different ways of dealing with collisions in a sequential pipeline which occur when a task is not ready to accept new input. The data can be discarded, be fed to the running task, be given to a new instance of the task, be appended to a buffer, or the pipeline can be stalled until the task is ready to accept the input. While these solutions are appropriate for linear task sequences, control flow merges exhibit the additional problem of state ambiguity. In search for a minimal solution to all pipelining problems, we extended the semantics of our meta-model with flow con-
trol. The flow control semantics allow a task to execute only if its last output has been consumed by all its successors and if there is sufficient input available from its predecessors.

By making the data exchange between tasks explicit, our meta-model acquires similarities with a graph-based data flow language. However, a major difference lies in the support for control flow constructs. In a data flow language the control flow is implicitly given by the way the data flows. Typically, a task is able to start only if data has arrived at all input ports. Alternatively, a task can read from its input ports in a predefined order. Both approaches are less flexible than our notion of activator which can be an arbitrary expression over the state of predecessors.

Real services do not have a constant response time. This is because the load on the service varies over time and because the service time may depend on the input to a service invocation. Consequently, the tasks in a workflow also take a varying time to execute. Thanks to flow control this does not pose a safety problem in processes with pipelining. However, as the measurements in Section 6.3 show, varying task durations have a negative impact on the performance. This motivated the extension of our system with the possibility of a buffered data transfer inside a process. Since the basic flow control mechanism already has the characteristics of small buffers, real buffers can be seamlessly integrated with the semantics of flow control. Buffers create an indirection in the information flow between tasks, and the buffer contents must be managed. Although it seems that this adds a considerable overhead to the process execution, buffers considerably improve the performance of a pipelined process, even for very small variations in the task duration as our measurements have shown.

In Chapter 5, we extended the runtime system with stream processing capabilities. The implementation of these extensions can be divided into three parts: extending the compiler to include the flow control semantics, runtime support for multiple-output tasks, and a buffer infrastructure. The extension of the compiler posed no big challenges, as the flow control semantics can be integrated by augmenting task activators with the evaluation of flow control information (flow control markers or buffer fill levels).

To support streams in the runtime system, more extensive changes were necessary. First, in order to support multiple-output tasks, the request-response model of task execution was extended to allow subsystems to deliver a stream of results. Second, since flow control is now being used in the process execution, the runtime system must also be able to control the flow of streaming results. Otherwise, pushing results into a process instance too fast, would compromise the flow control inside the process instance. Therefore the navigator–subsystem protocol was extended with flow control, thereby integrating the subsystem in the flow control chain in a general way. Third, in order not to constrain the architecture of a subsystem implementation, we added non-blocking operations for data delivery which makes it possible for a subsystem to deliver results without possibly being blocked indefinitely. We believe that our extended API for subsystems is flexible enough to support any type of streaming service.
The requirements towards buffers were implicitly defined in our description of how to achieve a buffered data transfer in a process. As part of the system extension, we formalized the interface of a buffer. The interface is kept simple to allow for implementations to use a variety technologies, such as databases or message-oriented middleware.

To evaluate our approach, we measured the impact of our stream processing extensions on the performance of the system. It turns out that flow control adds a considerable overhead to process navigation. This is due to the additional decisions which must be made when evaluating the starting conditions of a task. Our approach to stream processing contrasts with the approach of data stream management systems (DSMS). Whereas DSMS focus on the high-performance stream processing using a restricted set of well-defined operators, our approach puts the emphasis on the integration of heterogeneous components, thereby accepting that not the same performance can be achieved. This thesis extends the types of services which can be composed to include streaming services. As the mashup application in Chapter 7 shows, the performance of our system is still high enough to also deliver real-time stream processing in certain application domains. In addition, flow controlled pipelines show a clear performance benefit in a different area. If a number of pre-allocated pipelines is being used to implement a service instead of dynamically allocating a new process instance for each incoming service request, a considerable amount of memory can be saved.

Finally, a real-time streaming Web mashup was used to demonstrate the possibilities of our stream processing workflow system. The application shows how the system is used to solve different challenges in building the mashup. In particular, our approach abstracts from the mechanism used to access a stream by providing a unified model on the composition level. The integration of heterogeneous data sources is possible, especially of streaming and non-streaming ones. Pipelining permits the processing of log entries in a real-time streaming fashion. Thanks to the workflow-based service composition approach, our stream processing system provides control flow constructs such as conditional branching and exception handling which are typically not available in stream processing tools based on pure data flow languages.

8.2 Future work

The work in this thesis can be extended in several directions some of which we describe in the following.

Advanced pipelining In Section 4.3.1 we described several alternatives to cope with pipeline collisions stemming from differences in execution duration of tasks. Although the flow control semantics proposed in this thesis make it possible to use pipelining in a safe manner, it does not solve all problems associated with pipelined processing. A constantly slow task in a pipeline may create a bottleneck in a pipeline which slows down the entire pipeline. A solution to
this problem is to allow multiple instances of tasks (Section 4.3.1). This super-
scalability approach is also employed in microprocessors to reduce bottlenecks
by scaling out certain stages of the pipeline. As mentioned earlier, handling
multiple instances of a task is not trivial. E.g., in a multiple-instance task,
stream elements might overtake each other if the task instances are not pro-
perly synchronized. This is a problem if the elements of the stream should be
processed in the proper order.

Even with flow control in place to prevent the loss of data in a pipeline,
multiple-input tasks (Section 4.3.1) can be an interesting programming concept
as it allows the processing of multiple stream elements in the context of the
same task execution. For instance, if some computation on a stream can be
offloaded to a data stream management system, this service would be best
modeled as a task with streaming input and output. In contrast to systems
like OSIRIS-SE [15], the data would hereby still flow through the workflow
engine. Analogous to the multiple-output feature (Section 4.2.3), multiple-
input would also require the extension of the service model.

**Modularization** In Section 4.8 we discussed how subprocesses can be used to cre-
ate isolated sections in a pipeline. Inside such a section, pipelining is turned
off and only one data element is processed at a time. However, this defeats
the original motivation for subprocesses, the modularization of complex pro-
cesses. A pipeline cannot be split into several modules using this approach,
as pipelining is not possible across the boundaries of a subprocesses. There-
fore, subprocesses should provide the option of being transparent in terms of
pipelining to allow a data stream to seamlessly flow from a process into a sub-
process. This behaviour corresponds to a multiple-input task, since data must
be pushed into a subprocess while it is already running. The two extensions
could probably share a common solution.

**Fine grained flow control** We always assumed that an entire process is subject to
flow control or buffering. At the same time, we emphasized that the flow of
information is always controlled between pairs of tasks. Without a big ef-
fort, it should be possible to apply flow control selectively only to parts of
a process. This would also make it possible to allow the discard semantics
(Section 4.3.1) for pipeline collisions at selected tasks if, e.g., it is more im-
portant to always process the most recent data as opposed to processing the
entire stream. On the process design level this could be specified through the
annotation of single task dependencies or entire groups of tasks. This would
give the user fine grained control over the amount of flow control that is used
in a process. Additionally, the process editor could analyze the process or use
runtime information to make suggestions in this regard.

**Flow control for BPEL** As our work targets traditional state-based workflow lan-
guages, our approach should be validated by applying it to BPEL which is
understood by many workflow engines. We see at least the following chal-
lenges in doing so.
8.2 Future work

- **Stream access** As BPEL does not support the explicit notion of task execution state, the push approach (Section 4.2.3) cannot be used to access a stream from a process. Rather, a solution similar to the pull-push approach (Section 4.2.2) must be chosen, where a task has the ability to restart itself.

- **Variables** BPEL uses variables for passing data between activities\(^1\). It must be ensured that variables are used only for the data exchange between two tasks. Otherwise, the data in a variable will most likely be overwritten at the wrong moment by a third task.

- **Structured activities** BPEL supports both a block structured modeling approach, using *structured activities*, as well as the notion of *links* between activities as used in our “flat graph” approach. While the *link status* of links seem suitable for flow control (corresponding to our Boolean marker), structured activities do not provide an explicit notion of dependencies between activities. This could be solved by converting structured activities to flat activity graphs with the appropriate links. However, this cannot be applied to all structured activities, such as the while loop, because the loop would get mixed with the rest of the pipeline, creating an unwanted feedback loop in the pipeline.

**Merging streams** Our meta-model supports control flow merges which can be used to execute a task over the data from more than one stream. However, the model does not take into account that the inputs for the task might originate from a stream. An example is an asynchronous control flow merge (OR) where two input parameters of a task are fed from two independent streams. When the task is executed, it is currently not possible for the task execution to determine which of the streams triggered the execution. This is because the input parameters are not cleared between executions and typically contain old data. In fact, this is the state ambiguity problem which was discussed in Section 4.3.2 which here recurs at a different level.

**Optimized navigation** As mentioned earlier, our implementation of flow control was not focused on achieving a high-performance, but rather on providing safe pipelining with only minimal changes to the system. Therefore, and in view of the results of the performance measurements, ways of lowering the overhead of flow control should be investigated. The structure of the navigation code generated by the compiler constrains to a high degree the way flow control can be incorporated. Therefore, it should be considered to re-conceive how navigation is implemented.

---
\(^1\)In BPEL, tasks are called *activities*. 
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